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A B S T R A C T
In this Thesis I have studied the impact of binary stars on planet
formation and evolution in order to maximize the process of target
selection in a future space mission devoted to planet detection. The
impact has been firstly addressed via a statistical analysis of the fre-
quency and characteristics of planets in those complex systems. Then,
a more in–depth investigation has been made by modeling different
planet formation stages in circumbinary and circumstellar environ-
ments. I have also studied the impact of close stellar encounters on
the evolution of planetary systems in order to explore the relevance of
this effect on the statistics of exoplanet mass and orbital distributions.
According to the outcome of my simulations the presence of the
companion star has a strong impact on planet formation and evolu-
tion process. The protoplanetary disk is strongly perturbed, exhibit-
ing tidal waves and developing an overall eccentric shape. In the third
dimension hydraulic jumps are observed that could prevent the dust
sedimentation and halt the planetesimal formation.
In circumbinary disks, the planetesimal evolution appears strongly
affected by the asimmetry of the gravitational field of the eccentric
disk, that excites mutual planetesimal velocities, favouring fragmen-
tation rather than accretion, thus preventing planet formation.
All these effects together influence the overall statistics of planets
in binaries and must be taken into account when deriving the general
properties of exoplanet systems since the majority of stars are born
in multiple configurations, and nearly half of the them are part of a
binary system in the Galactic field. Planets in binaries are expected to
be a frequent and interesting occurrence and will have a high impact
on the target selection process. Future space missions will for sure
improve our statistic of these planetary systems, and allow a better
understanding of the complex process of planet formation in these
esotic environments.
S O M M A R I O
In questa Tesi ho studiato l’impatto della binarietà sulla formazione
ed evoluzione planetaria allo scopo di massimizzare il processo di
selezione dei target in una futura missione spaziale dedicata alla
scoperta di transiti planetari. L’impatto è stato studiato prima con
un’analisi statistica della frequenze e delle caratteristiche dei pianeti
in questi sistemi complessi. In seguito, si è eseguito uno studio più
dettagliato dalla modellizzazione di diversi scenari di formazione
planetaria in sistemi circumbinari e circumstellari in binarie. Inoltre,
v
ho studiato l’impatto dei flyby stellari sull’evoluzione dei sistemi
planetari per capire la rilevanza di questo fenomeno sulla distribuzione
statistica della massa e dei parametri orbitali dei pianeti extrasolari
osservati.
Dal risultato delle simulazioni effettuate, la presenza della com-
pagna stellare nel sistema binario ha un forte impatto sul processo di
formazione ed evoluzione dei sistemi planetari. I dischi protoplan-
etari sono fortemente perturbati, mostrando delle onde mareali e
sviluppando una forma eccentrica. Nella terza dimensione si osser-
vano dei salti idraulici che possono prevenire la sedimentazione e
bloccare il processo di formazione planetaria.
Nei dischi circumbinari, l’evoluzione dei planetesimi appare forte-
mente influenzata dall’asimmetria del campo gravitazionale del disco
eccentrico, portando ad un incremento delle velocità mutue e favorendo
la frammentazione piuttosto che l’accrescimento in protopianeti.
Tutti questi effetti influenzano la statistica dei pianeti in binarie
e devono essere presi in considerazione quando si vuole derivare
le proprietà generali dei sistemi planetari, poiché la maggior parte
delle stelle si è formata in configurazioni multiple e circa la metà
di esse nel campo galattico è parte di un sistema binario. Ci si as-
petta che i pianeti in binarie siano un evento frequente ed interes-
sante e dunque abbiano un impatto notevole nel processo di selezione
dei target. Le missioni spaziali future sicuramente miglioreranno la
statistica di questi sistemi planetari, e permetteranno una più pro-
fonda comprensione dei complessi processi di formazione planetaria
in questi ambienti esotici.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The importance of binary and multiple stars was known since the
beginning of modern astronomy. Most Sun-like stars are believed to
form as gravitationally bound pairs (∼ 75% from numerical experi-
ments by (Parker et al., 2011)), and nearly half of them are currently
found to be member of a couple or multiple system (Raghavan et al.,
2010; Duquennoy and Mayor, 1991).
However, after the first discoveries of an extrasolar planets orbiting
a Solar–type star by Mayor and Queloz (1995), the surveys dedicated
to planet detection targeted only single stars because of technical dif-
ficulties in detecting binary and multiple star systems.
The refining of ground observational techniques and the advent of
space missions devoted to planet detection, like CoRoT and Kepler,
in the last decade has overcome these difficulties permitting the dis-
covery of planets even in binary star systems.
They have been found both in S–type orbit, encircling one compo-
nent of the binary, and P–type orbit, around both components of the
stellar system.
These are challenging planet formation environments, since the
stellar companion perturbations can significantly affect the course of
it, depending on the architecture of the system. Nonetheless, the un-
derstanding of these processes is of paramount importance in order to
address the general picture of planet formation and evolution, since
the majority of stars are born in this configuration.
Thus, estimating the prevalence of planets in binary systems is a
relevant issue when computing the fraction of stars hosting planets.
In addition, planet formation in binaries is important to understand
the single steps of planet growth and how it is modified by an ex-
ternal perturber. The prevalence is also important when planning ex-
trasolar planet search surveys for predicting the potential number of
discoveries, including binary targets.
The next generation space missions devoted to planet detection will
have the possibility to better characterize the exoplanets bulk and
atmospheric properties obtaining unprecedented informations on the
processes at play.
PLATO, which is a proposed ESA mission for the next decade, will
search for extrasolar planets orbiting brigth stars using the transit
method. It would be capable of detecting planets down to Earth–size
orbiting different stellar environments, including binaries. Further-
more, it will be aided by the current astrometric Gaia mission which
will furnish plenty of data about stellar physical parameters, in partic-
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ular about astrometric binaries, permitting PLATO to obtain a more
accurate physical characterization of the planetary systems, and im-
prove greatly the statistics of planets in binary systems. Mostly impor-
tant, with asteroseismology analysis of the host stars, PLATO would
be able to determine the age of the planetary systems, improving our
knowledge about long–term dynamical processes.
With these characteristics, PLATO is the perfect mission to address
the planet formation and evolution processes in the general frame,
and in particular around binary stars. The outcome of the mission
will possibly give important hints for understanding the influence of
an external perturber on the various phases of the system evolution.
In order to maximize the planet detection in binary systems and
select the most promising targets for PLATO and future missions de-
voted to planet detection, is then necessary not only to study the
statistical informations obtained from past observation of this class
of objects, but also to understand the theory of planet formation and
evolution in these perturbed systems.
In Chap. 2 I will review the main techniques of planet detection,
dealing in particular with the transit method which is the most used
in space missions. Then, the past and future space mission devoted
to planet detection will be analysed in Chap. 3, focusing in partic-
ular on PLATO, that is the most promising for finding planets in
binary stars. In Chap. 4, a statistical analysis of the impact of bina-
ries in planet detection on a putative field of the PLATO mission is
performed, togheter with an analysis of the main differences between
planet hosted by binary stars respect to those in single stellar systems.
With the aim of understanding the differences observed in the sta-
tistical analysis, I will review the classic theory of planet formation in
Chap. 5. Then, the same process is studied in circumstellar (Chap. 6)
and circumbinary environments (Chap. 7), deriving the influence of
the binary companion with different system architectures. The long–
term evolution of planetary systems will be addressed in Chap. 8. In
particular, I will deal with the influence of star close encounters on
the dynamical evolution of planetary systems in Chap. 9. Finally, in
Chap. 10 I will draw the conlusions of this work.
Part I
P L A N E T D E T E C T I O N

2
E X O P L A N E T D E T E C T I O N A N D T H E T R A N S I T
M E T H O D
In this chapter we will review the main techniques of planet detection,
paying particular attention on their relevance to find planets orbiting
binary stars.
2.1 exoplanet detection techniques
Lets consider a planetary system formed by a star of mass M? and
a planet of mass Mp, orbiting around their common center of mass.
In a reference frame centered on the barycenter, the star has a posi-
tion vector r? and the planet rp, while the relative position vector is
given by r = rp − r?. We could in priciple study both the baricentric
orbits of the two objects and their relative orbit. However, there are
some importants relations that hold between them that will help us to
obtain their orbital parameters, starting from the observations about
one of them. This aspect is crucial since in indirect methods we ob-
tain data only about the star orbit or the relative orbit. Thus, using
these relations, we could link them together from different observa-
tional techniques and obtain the physical and orbital parameters of
the undetected planet.
In a barycentric reference frame we have
M?r? +Mprp = 0,
so the position vectors are proportional to the relative vector
r? = −
Mp
M
r, (1)
rp =
M?
M
r, (2)
where M =M?+Mp. Furthermore, calling v?, vp the barycentric star
and planet velocity, v = vp − v? the relative velocity, and deriving
with respet to time the eqs. 1–2 we obtain
v? = −
Mp
M
v, (3)
vp =
M?
M
v, (4)
where we do not consider the mass evolution of the two bodies, which
is a good approximation if the stars are in their main sequence. Since
from the Kepler’s laws we know that the relative orbit is an ellipse
with positions and velocities given by r, v, the barycentric orbits are
rescaled versions of the relative orbit, so they are ellipses with
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1. a semimajor axis rescaled in the same way
a? =
Mp
M
a, (5)
ap =
M?
M
a, (6)
where a = a? + ap is the semimajor axis of the relative ellipse,
2. the same shape which is defined by their eccentricity e = e? =
ep
3. the same period P,
4. the same inclination i, since in a two–body problem the orbits
are coplanar,
5. an orientation that differs by pi on the plane.
Therefore, from the Newton’s law for the relative orbit and the eqs. 1–
2 we obtain
r¨ = −
GM
r3
r, (7)
r¨? = −
G(M3p/M
2)
r3?
r?, (8)
r¨p = −
G(M3?/M
2)
r3p
rp, (9)
so they all obey a version of the Kepler’s third law with the mass
values rescaled as (M3p/M2) for the star and (M3?/M2) for the planet.
The position and velocity vectors of the relative orbit in polar coor-
dinates are given by
r = (r cos f)ıˆ+ (r sin f)ˆ, (10)
v = (r˙ cos f− rf˙ sin f)ıˆ+ (r˙ sin f+ rf˙ cos f)ˆ, (11)
where ıˆ and ˆ are the unit vectors, f is the true anomaly, and r is
the magnitude of the position vector, which can be derived from the
equation of the ellipse in polar coordinates
r =
a(1− e2)
1+ e cos f
. (12)
From the second Kepler’s law we can also express the true anomaly
evolution as
f˙ =
df
dt
=
2pia2
Pr2
√
1− e2, (13)
thus, the velocity vector, from eqs. 11,12, 13, can be written also as
v = −
2pia
P
√
1− e2
[sin fıˆ− (e+ cos f)ˆ] . (14)
With these relations in hand we can study the various detection
methods and infer many important relations about the planetary or-
bit.
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2.2 radial velocities
The radial velocity technique is an indirect method to detect a planet.
It exploits the Doppler effect to determine the orbital motion of a star
around its stellar system barycenter due to the presence of one (or
more) companion object. The Doppler effect states that the light emit-
ted by a source that is approaching the observer is shifted towards
shorther wavelengths. For a receding source the opposite stands. The
simplest relativistic form of the Doppler effect is
z ≡ λ− λ0
λ0
=
1+ vr/c√
1− v2/c2
− 1, (15)
where λ is the observed wavelength, λ0 is the wavelength at rest, vr
is the relative velocity of the source and the observer in the direction
of the line of sight, v is the magnitude of the relative velocity, c is the
speed of light, and z is called redshift.
Once every other possible phenomenon that causes a shifting in the
absorption lines or a modification of their profiles has been removed,
the Doppler shifts are converted in a radial velocity and interpreted
as the motion of the star around the common barycenter of the stellar
system.
We want to derive a set of equations that are indipendent from
the orbital motion plane. A common choice is to transform the po-
sition and velocity vectors from the astrocentric reference frame to a
modification of the Herschel astrocentric one (Beaugé et al., 2007) (see
Fig. 1). The reference plane of this new system is the sky plane, where
the x–axis is taken along the line of nodes and directed towards the γ
point, the y–axis is tangent to the sky–plane and directed such as the
resulting system is right–handed, and the z–axis is directed along the
line of sight, and it points away from the observer. In this particular
reference frame we fix Ω = pi. With 3 rotations it is possible to move
from the astrocentric reference frame to the Herschel one, where the
combined rotation matrix is
R =
 cosω sinω cos i − sinω sin i− sinω cosω cos i − cosω sin i
0 sin i cos i
 . (16)
Thus, by multiplying the velocity vector (eq. 14) in the old reference
frame by the rotation matrix (eq. 16), we can rewrite the components
of the relative velocity in the new reference system as
vx = −
2pia
P
√
1− e2
[sin(f+ω) + e sinω] (17)
vy =
2pia cos i
P
√
1− e2
[cos(f+ω) + e cosω] (18)
vz = −
2pia sin i
P
√
1− e2
[cos(f+ω) + e cosω] . (19)
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Figure 1: Herschel astrocentric reference system (Beaugé et al., 2007).
The radial velocity of the parent star, which is consider as a pertur-
bation that a planet on a Keplerian orbit induces on his host star, can
be derived from eqs. 19,3, 5
vz,?(t) = K[cos(f(t) +ω) + e cos(ω)] + vr,b, (20)
where vr,b is the barycenter radial velocity, and
K = −
Mp
M
−2pia sin i
P
√
1− e2
=
2pia? sin i
P
√
1− e2
, (21)
is a fundamental parameter since, noting that vr,max = (K+Ke cosω)
and vr,min = (−K+Ke cosω), it is equal to
K =
vr,max − vr,min
2
, (22)
so it is an observable and it is called the velocity semiamplitude.
From the observations we obtain a time series of radial velocities.
As a preliminary step it is necessary to convert the time values in
true anomalies through the eccentric anomaly E solving the classical
Kepler equation iteratively
E− e sinE =
2pi
P
(t− T), (23)
where T is the time of periastron, and
tan
(
f
2
)
=
√
1+ e
1− e
tan
(
E
2
)
. (24)
Thus, fitting the time series on the eq. 20 one can determine the set
of parameters K, e, ω, T , P, and the barycenter velocity vr,b. Once we
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determine this set of parameters, from eqs. 21, we could obtain an
expression for the semimajor axis of the star
a? sin i =
√
1− e2
2pi
KP. (25)
Furthermore, from the third Kepler’s law
4pi2
GM
=
P2
a3
, (26)
and remembering eq. 5, we could derive an expression for the mini-
mum mass of the planet
M3p sin
3 i
M2
=
(1− e2)3/2K3P
2piG
, (27)
which is also called the mass function. Considering the planetary
mass negligible respect to the stellar mass (Mp << M?) the mini-
mum planet mass becomes
Mp sin i ≈
(
P
2piG
)1/3
KM
2/3
? (1− e
2)1/2, (28)
and the semimajor axis of the relative orbit from the third Kepler’s
law (eq. 26)
ap ≈
(
G
4pi2
)1/3
M
1/3
? P
2/3 (29)
Thus, from the fit of the radial velocity data with the Keplerian model
we have derived 4 of the 6 orbital elements (i.e. a, e, ω, T ). The lon-
gitude of the ascending node Ω (which was fixed) and the orbital
inclination i remain unknown and it is necessary another detection
method to completely solve the stellar orbit. When the stellar mass is
known from stellar models, using eqs. 28,29, it is possible to derive an
expression for the planetary mass and semimajor axis of the relative
orbit. Although the true mass of the planet could in principle be very
different from the minimum value derived, it has been shown that
between the two values the following relation stands
Mp 6 2Mp sin i (30)
in 87% of the cases. For a planet in a circular orbit around a Solar–
type star the value of the velocity semiamplitude is given by
K[m/s] ≈ 28.57Mp sin i[MJup]P1/3[yr]. (31)
Since the probability to detect a planet depends on the value of the
velocity semiamplitude, this expression teach us that the radial veloc-
ity method is more sensitive to massive short–period planets. To have
an idea of the scale factor, Jupiter induces on the Sun a perturbation
of the radial velocity with a semiaplitude of 12.5m/s, while the Earth
of 9 cm/s.
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radial velocities and binaries Binary stars are generally
discarded by target selection processes in radial velocity surveys, since
they result in spectral contaminations (Martínez Fiorenzano et al.,
2005).
Nonetheless, more than 50 planets orbiting binary stars have been
discovered with the transit technique, altough in many cases the star
binarity has been discovered after the planet detection since their
semi–major axes are very high.
The most intersting case discovered with this method is indeed
Gamma Chepei b (Hatzes et al., 2003). In effect, the binary has a quite
close binary semimajor axis aB = 20 AU, and eB = 0.439, rendering
the planet formation process challenging due to the tidal interaction
of the companion star (see Chap. 5). The planet orbits the more mas-
sive component of the binary system with a semimajor axis a = 2.05
and e = 0.049.
2.3 transits
The most prolific indirect method of planet detection at the time of
writing is the transit method. The physical principle at the basis of
this technique is the transit of a planet across his host star, along the
observer’s line of sight (i.e. the line joining the observer with the light
source), that causes a stellar flux variation.
geometric probability The necessary condition to observe a
transit is that the projected separation on the sky plane between the
planet and his host star is less than the sum of the star R? and planet
Rp radii (see Fig. 2)
r(t) cos i 6 R? + Rp, (32)
where i is the inclination of the planetary orbit and r(t) is the posi-
tion vector of the planet in the reference system centered on the star.
Assuming that the eclipses are centered at conjunctions (i.e. close ap-
proaches between the star and planet centers along the line of sight),
the true anomaly in a transit is given by (Winn, 2011)
ftra =
pi
2
−ω, (33)
where ω is the longitude of periastron. Thus, the impact parameter
b, defined as the sky–projected distance at close approach in units of
the stellar radius (see Fig. 3), is
b =
r(ttra)
R?
cos i =
a
R?
1− e2
1+ e cos ftra
cos i, (34)
and from eqs. 32,33 we obtain
b =
a
R?
1− e2
1+ e sinω
cos i 6 1+ k, (35)
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Figure 2: Geometry of a transit duration as viewed by the observer.
where k = Rp/R? is the planet to star radius ratio. Hence, the maxi-
mum orbit inclination that allows a transit detection is
cos imax =
R?
a
(1+ k)
1+ e sinω
1− e2
, (36)
and assuming isotropic orbits, we can derive the probability to ob-
serve a transit by comparing the integral of cos i over the range of
inclinations that permits a transit with the integral over all possible
values (Sackett, 1999)
Ptr =
∫imax
0 d(cosi)∫1
0 d(cosi)
=
R?
a
(1+ k)
1+ e sinω
1− e2
, (37)
which, for a circular orbit (e = 0) and assuming that the star is much
more massive than its planet (k ∼ 0), simplifies as
Ptr =
R?
a
. (38)
transit duration We can divide the eclipses in two main types:
1. full eclipses, when the stellar and planetary disks, as viewed
from the observer point of view (POV), are tangent at four con-
tact times (tI,tII,tIII,tIV as in Fig. 3)
|b| 6 (1− k), (39)
2. grazing eclipses, when the stellar and planetary disks are tan-
gent at two contact times (tI,tIV only)
(1− k) < |b| 6 (1+ k). (40)
Thus, we can define a total duration of the eclipse as Ttot = tIV − tI, a
full duration as Tfull = tIII − tII, and an ingress and egress durations
τ (see Fig. 3). The total duration can be derived geometrically, for the
circular case (e = 0), considering that it is equal to the interval of the
orbital period P during which eq. 35 is satisfied. Hence, given that the
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of a transit, showing the four contact points,
the transit time duration, and the idealized light curve (Winn,
2011).
angular velocity of the planet is P/2pi and the portion of orbit during
which there is a transit is
θtot = 2 arcsin
(
R?
a
(1+ k)2 − b2
sin i
)
, (41)
the total duration of the transit will be
TT =
P
2pi
θtot =
P
pi
arcsin
(
R?
a
(1+ k)2 − b2
sin i
)
, (42)
while the full duration of the transit, from eq. 39, is
TF =
P
pi
arcsin
(
R?
a
(1− k)2 − b2
sin i
)
, (43)
For eccentric orbits, we have to multiply eqs. 42– 43 by a scaling factor
given by Winn (2011)
αecc =
√
1− e2
1+ e sinω
. (44)
It is noteworthy that in the limiting case of a near circular orbit for
Rp << R? << a, Mp << M?, and excluding grazing eclipses (b <<
(1− k)) the total transit duration simplifies as
Tfull = T0
√
1− b2, (45)
where
T0 ≡ R?P
pia
≈ 13hr
(
P
1yr
)1/3(
ρ?
ρ
)−1/3
. (46)
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So, we could also derive an hint about the stellar mean density from
the transit analysis.
loss of light during eclipses Concerning the flux evolution
during a transit event, we could define 3 different stages.
1. Transit. When the planet crosses his parents star, from the ob-
server POV, the flux received F(t) decreases because the planet
blocks a fraction of the starlight proportional to the ratio of their
radii k (Winn, 2011)
F(t) = F?(t) + Fp(t) − k
2αtr(t)F?(t), (47)
where F? and Fp are the stellar and planetary fluxes, αtr is a
dimensionless function of order unity which accounts for the
overlap area between the planet and star disks. Fining our anal-
ysis we must take account of the limb darkening effect, due to
the difference of the star luminosity between the center and the
edge (limb). This happens because in the limbs the line of sight
enters with an oblique angle in the stellar atmosphere, reaching
at a higher altitude an optical depth of unity, where the temper-
ature and stellar radiation are lower. The net effect in the light
curve is to blur the second and third contact points, and round
the flat bottom part. Moreover, studying the flux evolution in
the flat part it is possible to detect stellar variations due to its
superficial activities.
2. Outside eclipse. When the planet leaves the star disc and before
it is occulted by the star, the flux raises because it is given by
the sum of the star and planet fluxes
F(t) = F?(t) + Fp(t). (48)
Moreover, there is a continuous increase of flux in this phase
because, as the planet orbits around his star, it reveals an in-
creasing fraction of its day–side face. On the other hand, when
the planet approaches the transit there is a slow continuous flux
decrease as the night–side face of the planet become visible.
3. Occultation. When the planet is occulted by the star the flux
drops because of the missing planet flux. However, in a grazing
eclipse a fraction of the planet disc could remain visible
F(t) = F?(t) + Fp(t) −αocc(t)Fp(t), (49)
where again αocc is a dimensionless function of order unity.
A major result from the transit analysis is that, if the planetary night-
side is negligible, the maximum loss of light is (Winn, 2011)
δt ∼ k
2. (50)
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All in all, from the transit technique we can derive fundamental
informations such as the planet to star radius ratio (eq. 50), the impact
parameter b and rescaled star radius R?/a from the total and full
durations of the transit (eq. 42, 43), the orbital inclination (eq. 35),
and a hint about the star density (eq. 46).
However, in order to obtain some informations about the planetary
mass it is necessary to perform a radial velocity follow–up and derive
it from the semiamplitude velocity K (eq. 28).
Moreover, to better constraint the planetary and mass radius it is
necessary to refine the stellar values. In this context the astroseismol-
ogy is fundamental to obtain high precision values of the star mass
and radius.
We will analyze in more detail in the next chapters the major plan-
etary detection around binaries with this method.
2.4 timing
The timing technique has been used to detect the first exoplanets
(Wolszczan and Frail, 1992), orbiting around a pulsar. It is based on
the detection of a time variation to a regular, periodic photometric
variability. The regular phenomena could be of various types such as
a pulsar or a pulsating star, but the most interesting ones for our por-
pouse are eclipsing binaries and stars with a transiting planet. This
time variations could be observed as a additional Doppler shift, light–
travel time, and gravitational perturbations.
This technique has been employed successfully to detect pulsars
and eclipsing binary systems for a long time. Noteworthy, the preci-
sion reached in the planet detection around pulsars is stunning (of
the order of the Moon mass), due to the very high precision of the
pulsar period.
Concerning the detection of additional planets in a planetary sys-
tem or new planets in a binary star system, from transit time varia-
tions, there have been great progresses in recent years with the Kepler
mission (Ford et al., 2012). This method is called transit timing vari-
ations (TTV) (Holman and Murray, 2005; Agol et al., 2005), and it
allows the orbital period and mass determination of the perturber
from transit detections alone.
The time interval between two succesive transits of an unperturbed
planet is constant over time, expect for small corrections due to orbital
precession.
However, if a second planet is present in the system, their mu-
tual gravitational interaction will produce an energy and angular mo-
mentum exchange, which in turn alter the interval between consecu-
tive transits. As an example, considering our Solar System, Mercury
would have a TTV of tens of seconds, while Mars of thousends of
seconds (Holman and Murray, 2005).
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Given a transiting planet with a semimajor axis and period a1,P1
and a external perturbing planet with semimajor axis a2 > a1, period
P2, and mass M2, the magnitude of the interval variation is (Holman
and Murray, 2005)
∆t ' 45pi
16
(
M2
M?
)
P1α
3
e (1−
√
2α
3/2
e )
−2, (51)
where αe = a1/[a2(1− e2)], in the approximation that the external
perturber follows a parabolic orbit with periastron distance of a2(1−
e2), which is valid for e2 > 0.3. Thus, it is simpler to derive the
TTV for systems where the transiting planet is in the external zone
(P1 >> 1), and for less massive stars M?.
Moreover, the eccentricity of the external perturber e2can be es-
timated comparing the relative magnitudes of the time variations
∆tmax/∆tmin, and if its period is much greater than that of the in-
ner planet the previous equation semplifies, giving an estimate of the
perturbing planet mass (Holman and Murray, 2005)
M2 ' 16
45pi
M?
∆tmax
P1
(
P2
P1
)2
(1− e2)
3. (52)
When the planets are in mean–motion resonance, the transit time vari-
ation is enhanced due to a stronger gravitational interaction between
them.
The TTV may be the only possibility to determine the mass and
density of planets orbiting faint stars, for which a radial velocity mea-
surament is unfeasible, and in effect it was successfully applied to
characterize a sample of the Kepler planet candidates (Ford et al.,
2012)
2.5 astrometry
The astrometry technique is based on the measurament of the wobble
induced by the planetary companion on his host star, projected on the
sky plane. For a star–planet system at a distance d (pc), with mass ra-
tio q, and planetary semimajor axis a (AU), the star semimajor axis a?
is given by eq. 5, and the star center displacement in milliarcseconds
(mas) during an orbital period is
θ =
a?
d
= q
a
d
. (53)
Thus, the astrometry method is ideal to find long period planets
(a >> 1) at a close distance d. Therefore, it is complementary to
the radial velocity method which is biased for short period planets.
Moreover, astrometry measures 2 independent components of the
orbital motion projected on the sky plane, better characterizing the
orbital parameters.
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To have an idea of the magnitude of this event, if we were observing
the Sun from a distance of 10 pc, then the wobble induced by Jupiter
would have an amplitude of θ = 500 mas, while that induced by
Earth θ = 0.3 mas. Since the precision obtained from ground based
facilities is on the order of 1 mas, it is necessary to use space missions
to detect terrestrial planets. GAIA, the astrometry ESA space mission,
launched at the beginning of 2014, will have a precision of ∼ 20 mas
at 15 visual magnitude, thus it would be able to detect super–Earths.
At the time of writing there are only two planets detected via this
method, but the future GAIA mission could improve a lot this sam-
ple.
astrometry and binaries Although the exoplanet research via
astrometric detection is at its first phases, there is a long history of
astrometric binaries detected via this method from ground base facil-
ities.
Moreover, astrometric planetary surveys from ground based facili-
ties target preferentially close binaries, in order to obtain a better res-
olution with differential astrometry. In effect, one of the two planet
candidates discovered with this technique, HD 176051 b, is hosted by
a binary star system with a S type orbit (around one of the compo-
nents), an expected mass of 2.26MJ and a semimajor axis a = 2.02
AU (Muterspaugh et al., 2010).
2.6 gravitational microlensing
The gravitational microlensing is a relativistic effect which consists
in a deflection of a photon that passes close by to a mass (Einstein,
1936; Refsdal, 1964). This effect was the first experimental prove of
the Einstein’s relativity theory.
The deflection angle is
α =
4GM?
bc2
, (54)
where b is the impact parameter, and c is the light speed. When a
foreground star (lens) passes in front of a background star (source)
along the same light of sight, the image of the source is distorted into
a ring. This distortion is due to the different impact parameters of
the source photons passing nearby the lens, which lead to distinct
deflection angles. The radius of the Einstein ring of a source at a
distance dS passing along the line of sight of a lens at a distance dL
and a mass ML is
RE =
2
c
√
GMLdLS
dLdS
, (55)
where dLS is their relative distance. The axial simmetry of the dis-
torted figure is broken when the alignment is not perfect, and it re-
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sults in multiple images with an angular distance from the lens again
of the order of RE .
A peculiar property of the microlensing effect is that the surface
brightness of the magnified source is conserved, so the resulting star
flux reaching us is increased. The maximum of the stellar flux coin-
cide with the perfect alignment of the source and the lens.
The majority of the distorted star figures due to the microlensing
effect can’t be resolved from ground–based facilities. However, in or-
der to find unresolved lenses it is sufficient to detect stars whose flux
change with time by several orders of magnitudes in a period of time
tE = RE/µ, where µ is the relative motion between the lens and the
source. The period tE of the source magnification is of the order of 1
month for galactic bulge stars.
If the lens harbours a planet with a semi–major axis that is close to
the source Einstein ring, even its tiny gravity can induce an additional
microlensing effect to the photons passing nearby. This event could
be detected as an additional blip in the light curve of the magnified
source. The time scale of this event depends on the planet to star mass
ratio tP = q1/2tE, which is of the order of 1 day for a Jupiter mass
planet and of 1 hr for an Earth mass planet. Considering a galactic
bulge source and a disk lens, the semi–major axis of the planet that
could generate a microlens effect is of a few AU.
The major advantage of this method is the possibility to detect
small planets down to the Earth size with no particular effort, since
there is a poor dependance of the event period on the planetary mass
tP ∝ q1/2. However, in order to detect such a signal it is necessary
to continuosly monitor millions of stars, and it very unlikely to ob-
serve a second magnification event for a particular star. Furthermore,
in most of the cases, the planetary properties could be estimated only
on a statistical bases, due to the great amount of parameters that influ-
ence this event. Nonetheless, it is possible to obtain better constraints
on planetary properties when the lens and source stars separates from
our point of view and they can be studied separately.
microlensing and binaries The number of confirmed planets
detected with this method is 26 in 24 planetary systems. Although
many cases of lenses due to binary stars have been observed, there
haven’t been any detection of planets orbiting those systems. When
the lens is a binary star, the magnification pattern is more complex
than usual forming a so called caustic figure, and resulting in an
enhanced magnification event (see e.g. Rattenbury (2009)).
2.7 imaging
We have analyzed the most succesfull indirect detection method. How-
ever, it is now become possible to detect directly the planet light for
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Figure 4: Direct image of the giant planet orbiting the star beta Pictoris
(ESO).
a particular class of giant planets orbiting the outer zones of their
planetary systems. The great difficulties in the direct detection of ex-
oplanets are due to the extreme contrast between the planet and its
host star. In fact, the fraction of the starlight reflected by an Earth–like
planet is
f =
(
piR2p
4pia2
)
∼ 10−10, (56)
corresponding to 24–25 magnitudes fainter than its host star (Ar-
mitage, 2010). The situation is a little bit better in the infrared where
we consider their thermal emission f ∼ 10−6, but the telescopes needed
to detect it are considerably greater.
The direct detection of close Earth–like planets is thus almost im-
possible with the current technologies. Yet, it could be of great impor-
tance in order to characterize possible habitable planets and detect
life signatures.
There have been discovered almost 20 giant planets with this tech-
nique at the time of writing, and there are many efforts to improve
this sample via specially designed ground based instruments such as
the VLT–SPHERE.
The best example of the direct imaged planets is Beta Pictoris b
(Lagrange et al., 2010), which is a giant planet M ∼ 4–11 MJ with a
semi–major axis of 8–9 AU and its host star is a young 1.75M A6V
star (see Fig. 4).
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imaging and binaries The direct–imaging of planets in circumbi-
nary orbits is challenging only for resolved close binaries due to
optical problems. Otherwise, it is feasible for spectroscopic binaries.
Nonetheless, only recently it has become possible to detect planets
with this method and at the time of writing there are no planets de-
tected in binary systems.

3
S PA C E M I S S I O N S D E V O T E D T O P L A N E T
D E T E C T I O N
3.1 introduction
Since the detection of the first extrasolar planet orbiting a pulsar (Wol-
szczan and Frail, 1992), and the discovery that they are present in
every stellar environment, a huge interest has spurred in the scien-
tific community for their detection and characterization. Although
the first detections were made only from ground–based facilities, the
whish to detect Earth analogues has lead to the planning of dedicated
space missions.
The first space mission devoted to exoplanetary research was the
French mission CoRoT (COnvection, ROtation and planetary Transits)
(Baglin et al., 2006), launched on December 2006 in collaboration with
several European countries. It used the transit method (see Sec. 2.3),
discovering more than 20 confirmed exoplanets, and hundreds of can-
didates, laying the foundations for future space missions.
However, the mission that really took a leap forward was the NASA
mission Kepler (Koch et al., 2010), which discovered more than 240
confirmed exoplanets including 7 circumbinary planets, and more
than 3500 planet candidates, with the transit method.
For the next generation of space mission, ESA has scheduled CHEOPS,
which is a small class mission aiming to better characterize the stellar
systems were a planet has already been discovered. Moreover, NASA
has planned TESS, which is also based on the transit method and
will survey a great portion of the sky, searching for planets down
to Earth analogues orbiting bright Solar–type stars with a small pe-
riod. Furthermore, in the beginning of 2014, the ESA mission GAIA
will start to detect and fully characterize nearby stars with a huge
survey using the astrometry method. With these observations it will
be possible also to detect their potential wobbling due to the pres-
ence of a planet. Finally, ESA has proposed a space mission, PLATO,
with the goal of detecting exoplanetary systems in a wide range of
orbital parameters, orbiting brigth stars with a great survey that will
cover nearly half of the sky. The University of Padova is deeply in-
volved with the CHEOPS and PLATO space mission, collaborating
both from a technical and scientific point of view.
In these chapter I will briefly summarize the main characteristic
of the Kepler mission, and the future planned/proposed missions
where our University is involved, highlighting their possible contri-
bution to the discovery of planets orbiting binary systems.
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Figure 5: Rendering of the Kepler spacecraft. Credit: NASA/Ames/JPL–
Caltech.
3.2 kepler
Kepler is a spacecraft launched by NASA on March 2009 with the
major scientific goal of determining the frequency of Earth–like plan-
ets in and near the habitable zone of Sun–like stars, using the transit
technique.
mission design The signal produced by an Earth–Sun analog
during a transit is a dimming proportional to its area. In order to de-
tect such an event we need to take account of the noise sources given
by the shot noise, stellar variability and measurement noise. (Koch
et al., 2010) found that the measurament noise needed to detect an
Earth–Sun analog must be of the orther of 10 ppm, which is almost
100 times better than the actual possibility from ground–based facili-
ties.
The Kepler team obtained this precision with an accurate selection
of the photometer and the observational strategy.
The targeted stars were selected in a single wide Field Of View
(FOV) with a diameter of 16o and a Sun avoidance angle of 55o. The
advantages of this approach are various both from a technical and a
scientific point of view. On the one hand it simplifies the spacecraft
design, maximizing the duty cycle and simplifying the data–handling
operations. On the other hand, it permits to minimize the necessary
stellar classification and obtain a continuous asteroseismic measure-
ments over a long period of time (Koch et al., 2010).
Furthermore, it allows to detect planets with large periods, im-
prove the photometric precision for known planets decreasing the
minimum detectable size, and increase the probability of finding un-
seen companions via transit timing variations (TTV).
A preselection of the stars was made so as to avoid giant stars,
since their stellar size and variability reduces the possibility to detect
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small planets, with a ground based multi–band photometric survey
that creates the Kepler Imput Catalog (KIC) (Brown et al., 2011).
The orbit chosen for the spacecraft is an Earth–trailing heliocentric
orbit which has some crucial features that render it ideal for precise
photometry respect to a low–Earth orbit as pointed out by Werner
et al. (2004) for the SPITZER mission and Koch et al. (2010).
The photometer consists in a modified Schmidt telescope design
with a 1.4 m diameter f/1 primary mirror and a corrector with a
0.95 m aperture coupled with an array of 42 CCDs. The large FOV
required to maximize the scientific output needed a curved focal sur-
face coupled with field–flattening lenses. The core of the photometer
is the 95 megapixel focal plane formed by 42 science CCDs and 4
guidance sensor CCDs, each of which has an area of 50 × 25 mm
covered by 2200× 1024 pixels.
The images are defocused to 10 arc seconds so as to improve the
photometric precision and the CCDs are read out every 6.02 seconds.
In order to minimize the downlink (once a month) there have been
selected two main data sets. The long cadence set consist in the inte-
grated pixels of interest (POI) for each selected star every 270 read-
outs (30 minutes), which are extracted from the image, compressed
and stored. This data set is used mainly for planet detection. The
short cadence set is formed by a selection of 512 POI, which are ex-
tracted every minute, with the aim of improving the timing of plan-
etary transits and perform asteroseismology (Caldwell et al., 2010).
Finally, once per month a full–field image is recorded, calibrated and
archived.
This mission ended in 2013 after having successfully discovered
more than 240 confirmed planets and more than 3500 planet candi-
dates in a great variety of configurations. The major drawback of this
mission is that the great majority of the planet candidates are not go-
ing to be confirmed in the near future, since the precision needed for
a follow–up survey is very challenging.
3.2.1 Kepler and planets in binaries
One of the many astonishing discoveries made by the Kepler mission
was the class of circumbinary planets. Here we will briefly present
the best cases of this sample.
3.2.1.1 Kepler–16
Kepler–16 (Doyle et al., 2011) was the first circumbinary planet dis-
covered. It orbits near the dynamical stability region (ap = 0.705 AU)
of a close binary system (ab = 0.224 AU, eb = 0.16) formed by a
0.69M K–type main–sequence star and a 0.20M M–type red dwarf
at 60 pc from us. It is a Saturn–like planet (Mp = 0.333MJ) and it
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orbits slightly outside the circumbinary habitable zone (Welsh et al.,
2013).
3.2.1.2 Kepler–47
Kepler–47 (Orosz et al., 2012b) was the first circumbinary multi–planetary
system discovered. The binary is formed by a Solar–like star and a
0.3M star with a period of 7.45 days and a semimajor axis of 0.08
AU. The inner planet is a gas giant with a semimajor axis of 0.296
AU, while the outer is a Super-Earth planet with a = 0.989 AU. A
major point of this system is that the outermost planet is just inside
the calculated habitable zone of the binary system (Welsh et al., 2013).
3.3 gaia
Gaia is an astrometric mission funded by ESA and launched at the
end of 2013, with the ambitious goal of making the largest, most
precise, 3D map of our Galaxy.
mission design The core of the spacecraft is based on a dual
telescope concept, sharing a common structure and focal plane. The
optic of the two telescopes is identical, and consists in a three-mirror
anastigmat (TMA) design. The beams coming from the two telescopes
are then combined in image space with a small beam combiner, and
reach a large focal plane with an array of 106 CCDs. The GAIA design
is multipurpose since it could perform astrometric operations, with
accurate measurements even in high density star regions, photomet-
ric operations, with continuous spectra in the band 320–1000 nm, and
high resolution spectrometry.
scientific objectives Gaia will measure very accurately the
motion of nearby stars around the centre of the Galaxy, constraining
their birth places and so the Galactic formation scenario.
Concerning exoplanets, its astrometric measuraments will confirm
the existence of Jupiter sized planets, discovered via RV method. More-
over, it will be capable of detecting the inclination of orbital planes
with high precision, better constraining the planet mass for known
systems. Gaia will also be able to detect new exoplanets with the as-
trometric and transit method, since it will observe one billion sources
about 70 times, recording their position and brightness over time.
Furthermore, the huge quantity of data derived by Gaia will be of
paramount importance to the target selection of future space missions
such as CHEOPS or PLATO.
Concerning binaries, Gaia, with its high precision (∼ 20mas), will
increase drastically the parameter space of known astrometric bina-
ries, that can be a prime target for circumbinary planets searches.
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3.4 cheops
CHEOPS (CHaracterizing ExOPlanet Satellite) will be the first ESA
mission dedicated to exoplanet research with the transits method and
its launch is planned for 2017. Its peculiarity is that it will be the
first follow–up space mission, since its main targets are bright stars
(mV < 13) already known to host planets by current and near future
ground–based spectroscopy surveys.
mission design The spacecraft design is characterized by its small
form factor and the onboard 33.5 cm diameter, f/8, on–axis Ritchey–
Chrétien telescope coupled with a single back–illuminated CCD de-
tector with 10242 pixels of 13 µm size mounted on its focal plane.
CHEOPS, in order to achieve its scientific goals, needs a precision
of 150 ppm/min for a mV = 9 star, which corresponds to the effect of
an Earth–sized planet transiting in front of a 0.9 R star with a period
of 60 days, detected with a S/N> 10 for a 100 ppm transit depth.
The spacecraft orbit will be Sun–synchronous with an altitude of
800 km that permits the spacecraft to be pointed permanently in the
opposite direction of the Sun. This choice allows uninterrupted obser-
vations and reduces the spacecraft thermal variations. The mission
duration necessary to complete the proposed core programme is 3.5
years.
scientific objectives The main scientific goal of this mission is
to study the structure of exoplanets in the super Earth and Neptune
mass range. In particular, it will determine the mass–radius relation
with an unprecedent precision (10% or better) in a mass range where
data lacks, providing better understanding of planet migration dur-
ing the planet formation and evolution phase. Moreover, it will iden-
tify the presence of a significant planet atmospheres, detect potential
planetary systems, and provide informations about the energy flux in
hot Jupiters atmospheres.
This mission design has two main advantages. On the one hand, re-
spect to random searches performed by CoRoT and Kepler, CHEOPS
will know when and where to look, so it will be extremely more effi-
cient. On the other hand, such a scientific goal is achieved with a less
expensive small class mission design, since it focuses only on bright
stars.
3.5 tess
TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite) is a space mission de-
voted to exoplanet detection with the transit method, part of the
NASA’s Explorer program, that will be launched in 2017.
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Its main goal is the detection of small planets orbiting bright host
stars in the solar neighborhood, so that detailed characterizations of
their bulk and atmosphere properties is feasible. Moreover, it will be
capable of detecting planets ranging from Earth-sized to gas giants,
orbiting a wide range of stellar types and orbital distances up to a
period of ∼ 20 days.
mission design TESS lifetime is about two years, during which
it will monitor the brightness of more than 500000 stars in the full ce-
lestial sphere, expecting more than 3000 planet candidates, including
∼ 500 Earth and Super Earth planets, down to the habitable zone.
The core of the spacecraft consists in four wide–angle telescopes.
and an array of CCD with 67 megapixels.
The observation strategy consists in “stare and step" phases, with
a FOV of 24o × 96o and a period of 27 days, after which the cameras
are stepped by 27 degrees. The spacecraft will be in a High–Earth
Orbit (HEO) in a 2:1 resonant orbit with the moon, which provide a
very stable environment.
3.6 plato
The PLATO 2.0 space mission (PLAnetary Transits and Oscillation
of stars) is the next major ESA mission with the scientific goal of
detecting terrestrial exoplanets in the habitable zone of nearby Solar–
type stars in a wide FOV, and characterizing their bulk properties.
It was originally proposed in 2007 as a medium class candidate
for a launch in 2017–2018. After it was discarded by ESA in October
2011, it was reproposed as a candidate for the launch opportunity in
2022–2024 with a significant revision of the mission science case in
order to account for the recent discoveries in exoplanetology and the
challenges of the next decade.
To reach its objective it will combine planet detection and radius
determination from photometric transits, and accurate stellar mass,
radii and ages from asteroseismology, performed by the PLATO space-
craft, with planet mass determination from radial velocity follow–up
made by ground based facilities. Moreover, the identification of bright
targets will be foundamental to study planet atmosphere composition.
It is to point out that a great improvement in the PLATO efficiency
will be due to GAIA, that will provide an high precision character-
ization of the complete set of stellar parameters for bright targets
(mV 6 11). PLATO will in turn use these data to minimize false posi-
tives and follow–up analysis, select the most promising cases for the
target selection, and better constraint the parameter space of detected
planets.
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Figure 6: PLATO spacecraft configuration and external equipment layout.
Credit: ESA
In this way, it will create the first catalogue of confirmed and char-
acterized habitable planets, with known mean densities, ages, and
atmosphere composition.
mission design The instrument needed to achieve these goals
must have a wide field of view, due to the scarsity of bright stars,
and an high sensitivity. The design selected solves this requirements
adopting 32 “normal” telescopes (see Fig. 6), each of which composed
by a fully dioptric design camera with 6 lenses, a FOV of 1100deg2,
and 4 CCDs with 45102 pixels of 18µm size.
The CCDs on the focal planes will be readout every 25 s to observe
stars with mV > 8. Instead, brighter stars with 4 < mV < 8, will be
readout with an higher frequency (every 2.5 s) by 2 additional “fast”
cameras. The normal cameras are divided in 4 groups with the same
FOV, but with a little offset of 9.2o, to obtain a total FOV of 2250deg2
per pointing with different sensitivities over the field (see Fig. 7).
The observing plan consists of a combination of 2 long–term target
fields that will be observed for 2–3 years each, and a step–and–stare
phase to cover the most interesting targets over a large region for up
to 5 months per field. The spacecraft will be placed in the Sun–Earth
system lagrangian point L2, and its lifetime is about 6 years. During
this perios it would be able to observe nearly half of the sky.
scientific objectives The real step forward of this mission will
be its ability to determine the bulk properties and atmospheres of a
huge variety of extrasolar planets. With this information it would
be possible to characterize Earth–like planets, and determine the fre-
quency of our Solar System architecture. Moreover, constraining stel-
lar ages with asteroseismology analysis, PLATO will photograph the
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Figure 7: In the left panel we can see the overlapping line–of–sight configu-
ration that results in a different coverage of the field–of–view (right
panel). Credit: ESA.
planetary systems at different stages of planet formation and evolu-
tion, giving us fundamental hints on how these processes evolve with
time and how they depend on the physical environment. The prime
goal of detecting an Earth–like planet could be achieved in bright
stars (4 6 mV 6 11) thanks to spectroscopic transits follow–up ob-
servations that will inspect the planet atmosphere, constraning their
habitability.
Concerning planets in binary star systems, PLATO will increase
their statistics dramatically, observing a complete sample of bright
stars, thus reducing the selection and bias effects in their sample.
Moreover, with the fundamental aid of GAIA that will characterize
the parameter space of astrometric binaries up to a separation of 20
mas, it will be much more efficient than Kepler in detecting circumbi-
nary planets, not being limited to eclipsing binary targets.
Finally, PLATO could prove the observed trends in the statistical
analysis of planets in binaries, such as the circumbinary planets pack-
ing near the inner dynamical stability limit, the dearth of planets or-
biting very tight binaries, and the difference in mass and eccentricity
distribution of circumstellar planets respect to those in single star
configurations. (see Chap. 4).
3.7 conclusions
The major problem with recent exoplanet space missions (e.g. CoRoT
and Kepler) is that they selected faint target stars, for which an ac-
curate measurament of planet physical parameters is not feasible in
the near future by follow–up campaigns. CHEOPS mission is the first
response to this major problem, focusing only on bright stars were a
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planet has already been detected, and the next scheduled space mis-
sions are all going to target bright stars.
Concerning binary star systems, we have now a growing sample of
detected planets both in S–type and P–type orbits, and we are improv-
ing our knowledge on planet formation processes in these complex
scenarios. Thus, we have the capability to better constraint the config-
urations where a planet could be detected. In this context, CHEOPS
could provide more interesting cases from the analysis of known plan-
etary systems orbiting binaries in a wider parameter space. While,
PLATO could really take a leap forward in the detection of planets in
binaries, improving greatly their statistics, and reducing the observa-
tional bias present in current data.
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S PA C E M I S S I O N
4.1 introduction
Observational surveys and numerical experiments of star formation
suggests that the majority of Sun–like stars form in multiple systems,
and nearly half of them are currently found to be member of a binary
star (Parker and Quanz, 2013; Raghavan et al., 2010; Duquennoy and
Mayor, 1991). This difference is probabily due to gravitational inter-
actions in relatively dense cluster environments, which could break
loosely bounded binary systems (Kroupa, 1995).
Since the majority of stars form in binary systems, estimating the
frequency of planets in these environments is then a relevant issue
when computing the fraction of stars hosting planets. In effect, it is
of paramount importance both from a theoretical point of view, since
it shows the footprints of planet formation and evolution processes,
and from a observational point of view, in order to select the best
target fields for a space mission devoted to planet detection in a wide
FOV, such as PLATO.
In this chapter, I review the current observational data about stellar
multiplicity, and the main differences between planet properties in
multiple stellar systems compared with those orbiting single stars
observed so far. Then I present a statistical analysis of the impact of
binaries in a putative field of the PLATO mission.
4.2 key properties of stellar multiplicity
There are two main parameters that define the multiplicity property
of a stellar population: the multiple system frequency (MF) and the
companion frequency (CF). The first one describe the fraction of stel-
lar systems that have more than one component, the latter indicates
what is the frequency of companions per target. Considering Solar–
like stars as those with a mass 0.7M < M? < 1.3M, and a spectral
type between F and mid–K, Raghavan et al. (2010) found that the
mean MF = 44± 2% while CF = 62± 3%, so the majority of field
Solar–type stars are in a single configuration. However, those param-
eters depend strongly on the primary mass. In fact, limiting their
sample only to 1.0M < M? < 1.3M, Raghavan et al. (2010) found
that MF = 50± 4% and CF = 75± 5%, thus stars in single and mul-
tiple configurations are almost equal. On the other side, low mass
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stars (0.1M < M? < 0.5M) have MF = 26± 3% and CF = 33± 5%
(Delfosse et al., 2004; Dieterich et al., 2012).
Mason et al. (1998); Metchev and Hillenbrand (2009) also suggested
that the number of visual binaries for young Solar–type stars (0.1–1
Gyr) is greater than the older counterpart, implying an age–dependance
of the stellar multiplicity but, as stated by Duchêne and Kraus (2013),
we do not have unbiased surveys to surely confirm this trend.
The multiple systems could also be described by their key physical
parameters, such as their period, mass ratio and eccentricity. The or-
bital period P could be directly measured for spectroscopic binaries
and visual binaries. For visual binaries with long period, it could also
be estimated from the projected separation on a statistical basis. The
parametrization that better describe the orbital period is a log–normal
distribution (Heacox, 1996; Duquennoy and Mayor, 1991; Raghavan
et al., 2010)
f(logP) = C exp
−(logP− logP)2
2σ2logP
, (57)
where C is a constant, logP = 4.8, σlogP = 2.3, and P is measured in
days.
The mass ratio q is generally well described by a power law
f(q) ∝ qγ, (58)
where γ = 0.28± 0.05 for Solar–type stars (Duchêne and Kraus, 2013),
but there is a marked difference between long period ones with a
peak at q ≈ 0.3 and short period binaries with a maximum at q ≈ 1.
The orbital eccentricity e is an important parameter to understand
the dynamical evolution of a system. Binaries with short orbital pe-
riod P have generally a very low eccentricity due to tidal dissipation
(Koch and Hrivnak, 1981). Meanwhile, in multiple systems, a third
inclined perturber can pump up the orbital eccentricity (due to Kozai
resonance, see Sec. 8.3.2).
4.3 planets in binary star systems
Although the number of known planets orbiting binary and multiple
star systems is significantly lower than that orbiting single star, it is
interesting to study statistically the properties of those systems in
order to derive some differences in planet formation and evolution
processes, and thus constrain the parameter space where a planet
could be observed.
At the time of writing there are no statistical analysis of planet
properties in circumbinary systems since only 7 such planets have
been discovered. However, two trends have been detected so far that
need to be addressed by future space missions, namely, planet pack-
ing near the dynamical stability limit, and the absence of planets
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hosted by short period binaries, which are the vast majority of the
binary population (see eq. 57).
Thus, we focus on the comparison between planets in S–type or-
bit with one or more stellar companion, and planets orbiting single
stars. It is to point out that the most updated study in the literature
on this subject (Desidera and Barbieri, 2007) is outdated, and does
not take account of the data from recent transit surveys. Thus, the
statistical analysis with up–to–date data could lead to potentially dif-
ferent results. However, both the radial velocity surveys and those
using the transit technique suffer of biases against binary detection.
Hence, it is not guaranteed that the new studies would be more realis-
tics. Nonetheless, it is instructive to review the basic results obtained
from this former study.
mass distribution From the fit with a power–law of the mini-
mum planetary mass, Roell et al. (2012) found that, while an expo-
nent of −1.03 describes the distribution of all exoplanet candidates,
this trend splits in an exponent of −0.97 for multiple stellar systems,
and −1.04 for single stars. Moreover, the mean mass of planets in sin-
gle star systems is of 2.5MJ, while it is equal to 3.1MJ for multiple
stars.
This trend was confirmed also by Desidera and Barbieri (2007).
They divided the binaries in two categories, based on the critical semi-
major axis (Holman and Wiegert, 1999) (see Sec. 4.4.2). As it is shown
in Fig. 8, for tight binaries (ac < 75 AU), the distribution of mas-
sive planets with short orbital periods was statistically different from
those orbiting single stars. On the other hand, wide binaries (ac > 75
AU) do not show this trend.
Figure 8: Distribution of the minimum mass for planets with P < 40 day,
K < 15 m/s, orbiting single stars (continuous line), tight binaries
(dashed line), and wide binaries (dotted line) In the top panel it
is shown the histogram, while in the bottom one the cumulative
distribution (Desidera and Barbieri, 2007).
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In fact, (Roell et al., 2012) evinced that the planetary minimum
mass decreases with an encreasing projected stellar separation (see
Fig. 9).
Figure 9: Planetary minimum mass over the projected separation between
the exoplanet host star and its stellar companion. The markers
represent the number of planets per system (dots–one, squares–
two, and triangles–three). The size of the symbols represent the
mass of the exoplanet host star (Roell et al., 2012).
As pointed out by Desidera and Barbieri (2007), possible causes of
these differentiation could be ascribed to Kozai resonance followed by
tidal circularization, and a faster growth and migration rate in these
environments as predicted by the Kley (2000) models.
period distribution Desidera and Barbieri (2007) found also
that planets hosted by wide binaries have the same period distribu-
tion as those orbiting single stars (Fig. 10), while there is a slightly
difference when comparing tight binaries, with a lack of planet peri-
ods greater than 1000 days. These result could be due to dynamical
stability constraint in the very tight binaries, however those results
are not statistically significant and therefore more data is necessary
to draw some conclusions.
eccentricity distribution The distribution of eccentricities
both in tight and wide binaries are not significantly different to those
orbiting single stars (see Fig. 11), meaning that the process of ec-
centricity excitation is common and probably takes place during the
planet evolution due to planet–disk interaction (see Chap. 8). How-
ever, there are different processes that could lead to an high eccentric-
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Figure 10: Cumulative distribution of log (period) for planets orbiting sin-
gle stars (continuous line), tight binaries (dashed line), and wide
binaries (dotted line) (Desidera and Barbieri, 2007).
ity in a planet hosted by a binary such as the Kozai resonance (see
Sec. 8.3.2) or the chaotic evolution of planetary orbits owing to the
stellar companion (see Sec. 8.4.2).
Figure 11: Cumulative distribution of eccentricity for planets orbiting sin-
gle stars (continuous line), tight binaries (dashed line), and wide
binaries (dotted line) with P > 40 day (Desidera and Barbieri,
2007).
Concerning the eccentricity of planets in multi–planetary system
respect to those with only one planet, there is a clear trend that show
higher eccentricities for the latter sample (Fig. 12). This behaviour
is explainable considering that planetary systems with a highly ec-
centric planet are more prone to instabilities due to close encounters.
Moreover in planetary systems the precession due to Kozai resonance
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is suppressed by the interaction with the other planets (see Sec. 8.3.2).
Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of eccentricity for planets orbiting sin-
gle stars (continuous line), tight binaries (dashed line), and wide
binaries (dotted line) (Desidera and Barbieri, 2007).
multi–planet systems An insightful result is the absence of
planets in binaries with a semimajor axis less than 10 AU, and a lack
of planetary systems for binaries closer than 100 AU, that is a clear ef-
fect of the companion star tidal perturbation. Moreover, the occurence
of planetary systems in wide binaries is closely to that in single stars
(Desidera and Barbieri, 2007).
4.4 statistical analysis on the impact of binaries
Roell et al. (2012) found that the observed multiplicity rate of stars
hosting planets is MF = 11.95%, however this value is to be con-
sidered as a lower limit due to observational bias, and the real one
cannot be more than a factor of three lower than that of planets orbit-
ing single stars as derived for a complete sample of stars by Bonavita
and Desidera (2007).
In order to bypass the observational biases and evaluate the impact
of binaries on planet detection in a putative target field of the PLATO
mission, we used the code TRILEGAL (Girardi et al., 2005, 2012), a
Milky Way star counts model based on the population synthesis ap-
proach. This code was specifically modified by Girardi to separate the
mass and magnitude contribution of the binary components. In this
way we have a synthetic representation of the binary content of the
adopted field, including the relevant orbital elements, and mass ratio.
This will allow to asses the impact of stellar multiplicity on PLATO
achievements.
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4.4.1 Numerical setup
The parameter space of stellar properties given in imput to the TRI-
LEGAL code was define by an absolute magnitudes 4 < m < 15,
superficial gravity logg > 3.5, surface temperature T 6 6500K, and
apparent magnitudes mV 6 11.
Then, we chose a fraction of binaries equal to 0.57 (Duquennoy
and Mayor, 1991), and generate a log–normal distribution of periods
(eq. 57) for the binaries. The distribution of eccentricities taken into
account was selected in order to mimic the orbital circularization for
short period binaries and distinguish between close and wide binaries
with two different normal distributions
f(e) =

0 if P < Pcirc
C exp −(e−e1)
2σ2e1
if P < Ptight
C exp −(e−e2)
2σ2e2
if P > Ptight
(59)
where Pcirc = 11.6 days, Ptight = 1000 days, e1 = 0.33, σe1 = 0.01, e2 =
0.66, σe2 = 0.01. Moreover, we crudely estimated a flat distribution of
the mass ratio in the interval between 0.1 and 1.
Finally, the semimajor axes of the binary systems were derived
from the period distribution with the third Kepler’s law, obtaining
the main orbital parameters to input the populations synthesis model
TRILEGAL.
It is to note that the code does not take into account the interaction
between the binary components but evolve them separetely.
The considered sample consists in 9 different regions (10deg2 each)
in the direction of a proposed long–duration PLATO field (see Fig. 13)
with the distribution given in Tab. 1.
4.4.2 Dynamical stability
Holman and Wiegert (1999) study orbital stability in binary star sys-
tems numerically, in a wide range of star mass ratios and eccentrici-
ties.
They found that the circumstellar critical semimajor axis acs in
units of the binary semimajor axis ab is given by
acs =[(0.464± 0.006) + (−0.380± 0.010)µ+ (60)
(−0.631± 0.034)e+ (0.586± 0.061)µe+
(0.150± 0.041)e2 + (−0.198± 0.074)µe2]ab
where e is the binary eccentricity, and µ is the star mass ratio. The
validity of this expression is over the ranges 0.1 6 µ 6 0.9, and 0.0 6
e 6 0.8.
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Figure 13: Preliminary long–duration PLATO field chosen for the southern
allowed region, with the number of telescopes covering the single
sub–regions indicated by different colours. PLATO Assessment
Study Report (Yellow Book)
Table 1: List of fields
Field number l b
1 240 -20
2 240 -30
3 270 -10
4 270 -20
5 270 -30
6 270 -40
7 300 -20
8 300 -30
9 300 -40
Position in galactic coordinates of the simulated fields.
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Holman and Wiegert (1999) verified also that, in the limit of µ →
0, the numerical solution tend to the analytical Hill stability solu-
tion ac ∝ (1− µ)1/3 of a circular restricted three body problem (see
Sec. 8.4.1).
Corcerning planet in P–type orbit, they derive a second expression
for the critical semimajor axis acb in units of the binary semimajor
axis
acb =(1.60± 0.04) + (5.10± 0.05)e+ (−2.22± 0.11)e2+ (61)
(4.12± 0.09)µ+ (−4.27± 0.17)eµ+
(−5.09± 0.11)2 + (4.61± 0.36)e2µ2,
which is valid over the range 0.0 6 e 6 0.7 and 0.1 6 µ 6 0.9.
The numerical predictions made by (Holman and Wiegert, 1999)
are robust, since they have been verified by the vast majority of the
extrasolar planets discovered so far. Thus, using these values it is pos-
sible to determine which binary systems are suitable for maintaining
a planet in a stable orbit, although they do not give us any informa-
tion on the feasibility of planet formation (see Chap. 5,6, 7), and on
the dyamical stability of multi–planetary systems (see Chap. 8).
circumstellar planets Concerning planets in S–type orbit, we
found that (see Tab. 2) 29% of binary stars have a potential circum-
stellar dynamical stable region inside 1 AU. This stellar environment
is thus very hostile to the presence of planets.
The intermediate sample of binaries with a circumstellar stable re-
gion between 1 and 10 AU is a very interesting case in which we will
study also the process of planet formation in Chap. 6 (especially the
high end of this bin). In this sample, formed by the 24% of the sim-
ulated binaries, the formation of giant planets seems unfeasible due
to the strong interaction between the stars and the tidal truncation of
the disk, however it could be possible to form a terrestrial planet in
the inner regions.
Finally, almost half of the binary sample (47%) has a critical semi-
major axis greater than 10 AU, where the potential planetary system
is less subject to the influence of the companion star. Hence, those
are possible targets for the planet detection mission. As it is shown
in Fig. 14, the fraction of stars with increasing critical semimajor axis
smoothly decrease in log–scale to very wide separeted binaries. How-
ever, since the disk extension around single Solar–type stars is typi-
cally about 100 AU, and the disk truncation due to the binary com-
panion is equal to rt ∼ aB/3 (Artymowicz and Lubow, 1994), we can
consider planets in binary systems with semimajor axes greater than
300 AU almost indistinguishable from those orbiting single stars.
Parker and Quanz (2013) performed a similar analysis with slightly
different conditions, for a generic sample of Galactic field stars using
a Monte Carlo code. They consider the combined probability to find a
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Table 2: Critical semimajor axes
Property Number Fraction
acrit,cs 6 1 AU 80 29%
1 > acrit,cs 6 10 AU 65 24%
acrit,cs > 10 AU 129 47%
acrit,cb 6 10 AU 76 26%
Binary fractions with a cirmustellar and circumbinary critical semimajor
axis in different intervals.
stable planet hosted by single and binary stars in S–type orbit. The dy-
namical stability was calculated using the Holman and Wiegert (1999)
critical semimajor axis for binary stars, while they considered a prob-
ability of 100% to find a planet hosted by a single star. Their results
are reported in Fig. 15, where they varyed the fraction of binaries in
their sample starting from a value of 46%, similar to our sample, to
the totality of the sample (100%).
It can be seen that the probability to find a planet inside an orbit of
1 AU ranges between ∼ 65% for a binary only population, up to 95%
when a fraction of 46% is considered.
From Fig. 15 it could be also seen that this fraction decreases almost
linearly in log–space as a function of the semimajor axis, reaching a
fraction of systems that can host a planet that ranges between 20 and
65% at 100 AU.
circumbinary planets Concerning planets in P–type orbit (see
Tab. 2), from our analysis we find that 26% of the binary sample has
a potential circumbinary habitable zone within 10 AU. It is to note
that we do not separate the sample of binaries that could host a sta-
ble circumstellar planetary system, from that hosting a potential cir-
cumbinary one. Thus, this fraction of binaries are part of the first two
samples consider above, which could not host a stable circumstellar
planetary system.
(Parker and Quanz, 2013) found (see Fig. 16), from the combined
probability of finding a stable planet hosted by single or binary stars
in circumbinary orbit, that the fraction of stars that can harbour a
planet at 1 AU ranges from 5 to 59% while, that at 100 AU, from 34
to 75%, again with a binary star population with a minimum of 46%
and a maximum of 100% of the simulated sample. Thus, the trend is
opposite to that observed for S–type orbit with a fractional increase
of potential planets with an increasing binary semimajor axis.
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Figure 14: Distribution of circumstellar critical semimajor axis in log scale.
Figure 15: Fraction of systems (binaries and single stars) that could host a
stable planet at the given separation on S–type orbits. The filled
red circles are for systems with a field–like binary fraction (0.46),
whereas the open red circles and open red squares show the frac-
tion of systems that could host a stable planet for the same orbital
parameters but binary fractions of 0.75 and 1, respectively (Parker
and Quanz, 2013).
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Figure 16: Fraction of systems (binaries and single stars) that could host a
stable planet at the given separation on P–type orbits. See legend
of Fig. 15 (Parker and Quanz, 2013).
4.4.3 Observational impacts of binaries
The analysis of the obervational impact of binaries in the selected
PLATO field is based on the contamination of targets due to blendig
effect, and on the distribution of angular separations of the binary
components, in order to define the number of them that the PLATO
photometer is capable to resolve.
blending effect Assuming a magnitude–limited sample, as in
the case of PLATO mission, the blending effect consists in the con-
tamination of the selected targets due to binary or multiple stars that
enters in the sample only because their composed magnitude is in the
selected range, but not the individual components. The binary frac-
tion in the sample, as shown in Tab. 3, is increased by ∼ 6% from the
initial value due to this effect, leading to a sample formed by ∼ 2/3
of binaries. The importance of this effect is better shown in Tab. 4,
where it is reported the relative increase in the binary fraction, which
is equal to the 20% due to blendig. There is also a little contribution
due to binaries with only the secondary companion with mV < 11,
which can be explained with the evolution of the primary into a white
dwarf.
However, Fig. 17 shows that the magnitude of the blendig effect is
limited in most cases (∼ 70%) to 0.1 mag.
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Table 3: Binary fraction
Star type / Ratio Value
Single Stars 159
Binary Stars 282
Binary/Tot. 64%
Binary/Tot. no blend 58%
Number of single and binary stars in the sample.
Table 4: Binary fraction
Property Number Fraction
mV,p 6 11 221 78%
mV,s 6 11 34 12%
mV 6 11, mV,p > 11, mV,s 6 11 3 1%
mV 6 11, mV,p > 11, mV,s > 11 58 20%
Contribution of the binary components to the binary magnitude.
Figure 17: Magnitude difference (in V band) due to blending effect of the
stellar companion.
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Table 5: Angular separations
Property Number Fraction
sep 6 1 arcsec 193 68%
1 < sep 6 30 arcsec 69 24%
sep > 30 arcsec 20 7%
Angular separation (in arcsec) between the binary components.
angular separation The projected angular separation between
the binaries components (here taken equal to the semimajor axis) are
shown in Tab. 5. In 68% of the cases, it is less than 1 arcsec, thus
it can be separated only in a few cases with high contrast imaging.
Instead, 24% of the binaries have a separation between 1 and 30 arc-
sec which can be separated with high resolution direct imaging. The
only fraction of binaries that the PLATO photometer could directly
resolve with its PSF of 30 arcsec is the 7%. However, with the aid of
GAIA mission that has an angular resolution of 20 mas, the vast ma-
jority of this binaries could be solved. In Fig. 18 we show the angular
separation distribution, where it can be seen that it peaks at 1 arcsec.
Figure 18: Angular separation distribution between the binary components.
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4.5 conclusions
It has been shown that the fraction of binary stars is close to that of
single Solar–type stars in the Galactic field. However, the number of
planets detected in binaries so far is a little fraction of those orbit-
ing single stars, and their properties are possibily strongly affected
by bias and selection effects. Hence, statistical analysis of planetary
properties in those systems are to be taken with extreme caution.
Nevertheless, they showed that planets in wide binary systems
have nearly the same mass and period distributions of planets or-
biting single stars (Desidera and Barbieri, 2007). The only difference
is due to a possible greater abundance of high eccentric orbits. Con-
versely, for tight binaries, it was found a statistical significative abun-
dance of massive close–in planets, meaning that in those systems the
process of planet formation and/or migration are more complex (see
Chaps. 6,8).
In order to understand the properties of planets in binary systems,
bypassing the observational bias, it is possible to recreate via a pop-
ulation synthesis software (such as TRILEGAL (Girardi et al., 2005))
the distribution of stars from a selected region of the Galactic field,
and define the dynamical stability regions where a planet could be
find with the aid of the (Holman and Wiegert, 1999) critical semima-
jor axes.
This analysis is of paramount importance to maximize the process
of field selection for a space mission dedicated to planet detection,
such as PLATO. We found that the fraction of binaries that could
host a planet in the dynamical stability region in S–type orbit is the
47% of the sample, which is compatible with the value obtained by
Parker and Quanz (2013). Moreover, we find a dynamical stability
region inner than 10 AU also in the circumbinary region of the 26%
of the sample.
Thus, the total fraction of binaries where a planet is potentially
detectable is 73%, which is a realatively high value considering the
strong influence that could have the gravity of the companion star.
We must point out that these are only dynamical stable regions. In
order to derive a better estimate of the impact of binaries on planets
we have to address also the more restrictive planet formation condi-
tions.
We studied also the impact of the binaries due to observational
effects. Since we adopted a magnitude–limited sample, we find that
the blending increase the total fraction of binaries by 6%, giving a
total number of binaries equal to ∼ 2/3 of the entire sample. Finally,
we found that PLATO would be capable of resolving only a small
fraction of the binary in the sample (7%), while the majority of them
could be resolved only with high contrast imaging. However, Gaia
will provide astrometric orbits of binaries with periods from a few
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days to a few years, then allowing to clean the imput catalog from
unsuitable binaries. Moreover, it would be possible to select samples
of binaries with well defined characteristics from the Gaia catalogue
for in–depth study of the impact of multiplicity on planet frequency
and properties.
Part III
P L A N E T F O R M AT I O N
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P L A N E T F O R M AT I O N
5.1 introduction
The formation of a planet is a very complex process that starts from
micron–sized dust particles in the protoplanetary nebula and builds
up terrestrial and giant planets through a growth of at least 12 orders
of magnitude in size scale.
This huge range of physical parameters can’t be described with
a single physical process. Therefore, according to the ongoing dom-
inant mechanism, planet formation process has been divided in 3
main steps: planetesimal formation, terrestrial planet formation, and
giant planet formation.
Moreover, each step strongly depends on the physical properties
of the disk and stellar system in which it takes place. In this Chap-
ter I will discuss the main phases of the standard model of planet
formation in a single stellar environment.
5.2 planetesimal formation
Planetesimal formation is the more complex and less understood
phase of planet formation, since it depends strongly on gas dynam-
ics, and requires a study both from a physical and a chemical point of
view in order to determine if the accretion process is possible. Here
I will focus on the standard model of sedimentation and collisional
growth of dust particles (Lissauer, 1993), sheding some light on the
connected problems, and briefly exponing possible alternative pro-
posed scenarios.
Our starting point is a sub–micron sized dust particle immersed in
a protoplanetary disk, whose dynamics is dominated by its interac-
tion with the gas.
Lets consider a spherical particle with radius r and mass density
ρd suspended in a gas disk with density ρ, mean–free path λ, temper-
ature T , and mean molecular weight µ.
If r < λ, then the gas component is seen by the dust particle as
a sample of molecules with a Maxwellian velocity distribution, and
the interaction between them is well described by the frequency of
their binary collisions. This is called the Epstein drag regime. If the
relative velocity between gas molecules and the dust particle v is not
supersonical (|v| < vth), where vth is the mean gas thermal speed
vth =
√
8kBT
piµmH
, (62)
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with kB the Boltzmann constant, and mH the hydrogen atom mass,
than the net drag force experienced by the particle as it moves through
the disk is (Weidenschilling, 1977)
FD = −
4pi
3
ρr2vthv. (63)
When dust particles grow up to r > λ, the gas act on them as a
fluid, and we enter in the Stokes drag regime. So, we can use the
fluid dynamics to describe the dust motion, and the drag force acting
on it can be expressed as (Adachi et al., 1976)
FD = kvv, (64)
where the parameter k is given by (Kary et al., 1993)
k =
3ρCD
8ρdr
, (65)
and CD is the drag coefficient, which depends on the shape of the
particle and on the fluid Reynolds number
Re =
2rv
νm
, (66)
where νm is the molecular viscosity.
dust settling For the moment we neglect the disk gas turbu-
lence and consider the dust evolution in a laminar disk, and in the
Epstein drag regime. The dynamics of the dust in its early phases
is strongly bound with the gas dynamics. In effect, the friction time
scale, that describes the dust–gas coupling as the time interval in
which the relative velocity is significantly modified by the gas drag
tfric =
mv
|FD|
=
ρd
ρ
r
vth
, (67)
is of the order of 10 s for a micron–sized dust particle in a typical
protoplanetary disk at 1 AU.
In the vertical direction the major force acting on the dust is the
stellar gravity
|Fgrav| = mΩ2z, (68)
where Ω =
√
GM?/d3 is the local Keplerian angular velocity. For
a gas molecule in an isothermal disk this force is equally balanced
by the pressure gradient. However, a dust particle is not supported
by the pressure, so it will accelerate until the gas drag balances the
gravitational force, and then slowly drifts towards the median–plane
with a settling velocity
vset =
ρd
ρ
r
vth
Ω2z. (69)
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The time needed at a particle to reach the disk midplane is
tset =
z
|vset|
. (70)
Noteworthy, the settling velocity depends on the gas density ρ, so it
is faster at high z where the gas is more rarefied, and on the particle
size r, encreasing towards the median plane as the particles grow via
coagulation. Dullemond and Dominik (2005) found that, if collisions
lead to particle adhesion, that is probable due to the low impact ve-
locities (on the order of cm/s), then the settling time is of the order
of 103 yr. Thus, all the dust will sediment in the disk mid–plane in a
timescale shorter than the disk lifetime (several million years).
We have neglected so far the effect of turbulence on particle growth
and sedimentation. The analysis of these processes is complex, how-
ever the net result is that the turbulence acts to stir up dust particles,
preventing their sedimentation up to the mm scale, and encreasing
the settling time by an order of magnitude.
radial drift As in the vertical direction, the gas is partially sup-
ported against the disk self gravity by an outward pressure gradient
also in the radial direction. In the assumption that the local mid–plane
pressure is describable with a power law P ∝ r−n, the gas radial ve-
locity is
vφ,gas = vK(1− η)
1/2, (71)
where η = nc2s /v2K, vK =
√
GM?/d is the Keplerian speed, and cs
is the local sound speed. For typical disk parameters the gas rotates
∼ 0.5% slower than the Keplerian speed.
We can study two limiting cases
• small dust particles (sub–mm) are strongly coupled with the gas
disk (Ωtfric << 1), so they are forced to have a sub–Keplerian
velocity. Thus, the centrifugal force does not balance star gravity
and they spiral inward.
• greater solid bodies (mm – km) decouple from the gas disk
(Ωtfric >> 1), and orbit with a Keplerian speed. Hence, they
experience a headwind from the sub–Keplerian gas surround-
ing them that removes their angular momentum. The net result
is again an inward drift, with a higher speed.
We must point out that m–sized bodies have the fastest inward drift,
and they would be accreted by the star in a time scale of the order
of ∼ 100 yr if any other process doesn’t come into play. For bodies
greater than the m scale, the drift velocity slows down again thanks
to a smaller surface area to mass ratio.
Since the radial drift depends on particle size, there will be a rel-
ative radial velocity between different sized particles. This in turn
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leads to particle growth via coagulation if the relative velocities are
small enough to permit it.
planetesimal growth The simplest model of planetesimal growth
is via pairwise collision. Adhesion is a very efficient process for sub–
mm particles, while it is difficult to imagine that this process holds
also for m–sized particles, due to their high impact velocities.
If we consider a single particle population with number density n
and collisional cross section σ, then the collisional time scale is
tcoll =
1
nσ∆v
, (72)
where ∆v is their relative velocity.
For micron–sized particles the Brownian motion dominates and the
resulting collisional time is of the order of 10 yr. Larger particles will
have longer collisional time scales (on the order of 103 yr in the in-
ner disk), comparable with the time needed by the radial drift to
drive them into the star. However, their settling velocities are faster,
increasing the impact probability, and possibly repopulating the par-
ticles lost by stellar accretion.
The outcome of a collision is strongly dependant on the relative
velocity of the impactors, which span from ∆v ∼ 0.1 cm/s for micron–
sized particles up to ∆v ∼ 10–100 m/s for m–sized rocks, and on their
particle size and composition (chemical and physical).
For smaller particles the surface forces have a fundamental role
and the threshold relative velocity for spherical grains is in the order
of 1–2 m/s. Larger particles have a decreasing surface area to mass
ratio, meaning that the surface forces are less effective and the critical
factor is the particle ability to dissipate energy during collisions. Thus,
rocks have the lowest probability to stick, meanwhile loosely bound
aggregates of dust or ice can lead to a net growth even for ∆v > 10
m/s (Wurm et al., 2005).
The planetesimal formation process described so far is thus capable
to explain the particle growth through many orders of magnitude.
The critical point is the m–sized scale where the collisional time is
comparable with the drift velocity. A possible solution is that a rapid
pairwise growth continues also in this scale size, refurnishing the
bodies accreted into the star.
However, there are also other theories of planetesimal formation
that could explain this difficult transition. The Goldreich–Ward mech-
anism (Goldreich and Ward, 1973) states that the gravitational insta-
bility comes into play in the dust layer (we will discuss this mecha-
nism further in sec. 5.4.2), forming km–sized planetesimals directly
from the collapse of small dust particles, bypassing many orders of
magnitude and the problems associated with them. However, it re-
quires a very high dust fraction in order that collapse is not prevented
by turbulence.
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Johansen et al. (2007); Cuzzi et al. (2008) proposed an alternative
possibility, based on the direct formation of large planetesimals from
the accumulation of small solid particles in turbulent structures of the
gaseous disk.
5.3 terrestrial planet formation
We start to talk about planetesimals when the gas dynamics becomes
only a perturbation to the gravitational interaction between the solid
bodies in the protoplanetary disk, and this transition happens when
their physical scale reach the order of 1 km. Terrestrial planets build
up from pairwise collisions of planetesimals. The dynamic of collision
is strongly dominated by gravity, which assures that the majority of
the colliding mass becomes bound. The only important parameter for
the planetesimal growth in this case is the collisional cross–section,
that is the geometrical cross–section modified by the gravity of the
bodies and the tidal action of the star.
stellar influence The radius within which the gravitational
action of a protoplanet with mass M and semimajor axis a dominates
over that of his host star, with mass M?, is given by the Hill sphere
radius
rH ∼
(
Mp
M?
)1/3
a. (73)
We can define an associated Hill velocity
vH ∼
√
GMp
rH
. (74)
and talk about
• dispersion dominated regime, if the dispersion velocity v of bod-
ies with mass m <M passing nearby the protoplanet is greater
than the Hill velocity v > vH. This regime is well described by
the gravitational interaction between the protoplanet and the
particles in a two body approach.
• shear dominated regime, if v < vH. We must take account also
of the tidal stellar interaction, considering the full three–body
dynamics.
We must stretch out that not all the particles approaching a pro-
toplanet will impact on it. In effect, if a small body passes nearby a
protoplanet with a closest distance greater than a few Hill radii, it will
be almost unperturbed. Moreover, if the body orbit is closely equal
to that of the protoplanet it will enter in a horseshoe orbit and never
become gravitationally bound.
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Finally, it is to point out that not all the impacts lead to a net growth.
Depending on the relative velocity, mass ratio, and physical compo-
sition of the impactors, we can have an accretion where most of im-
pactors mass becomes part of the solid body of the planetesimal, a
shattering where the colliding particles brake up but remain grav-
itationally bound, or a dispersal where they break up in different
unbounded pieces.
gravitational focusing The gravitational focusing is the cross–
section enhancement due to the gravity of the planetesimal. Lets con-
sider a protoplanet with mass M and radius r1, and a small body
passing nearby with mass m and radius r2. If the relative velocity at
infinity is v, the closest distance between them rc, and we are in the
dispersion dominated regime (we can completely ignore the host star
influence), the collisional cross–section will be
C = pi(r1 + r2)
2Fg, (75)
where the first two terms on the right side represent the geometrical
collisional cross–section, and
Fg =
(
1+
v2esc
v2
)
, (76)
is the gravitational focusing term, with vesc escape velocity from the
point of closest approach
v2esc =
√
2G(M+m)
r1 + r2
. (77)
The gravitational focusing strongly depends on the relative planetes-
imal velocity, and it is strongest in a cold planetesimal disk where
v << vesc.
planetary growth Lets consider a protoplanet of mass M, ra-
dius R and escape speed vesc embedded in a planetesimal swarm with
mean mass m in the dispersion dominated regime with an isotropic
dispersion velocity v and a volume density ρs. The mass growth rate
of the protoplanet is (Kokubo and Ida, 1996)
dM
dt
= ρsvpiR
2Fg. (78)
We can distinguish two main growth regimes
• orderly growth, when the dispersion velocity is comparable or
larger than the escape velocity (v > vesc). The gravitational fo-
cusing term (eq. 76) is of order unity (Fg ∼ 1), and the growth
rate
M˙ ∝ R2; M˙ ∝M2/3, (79)
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is determined only by the geometrical cross section. This growth
regime is typical in the first phases of planet formation.
• runaway growth, when the dispersion velocity is small com-
pared with the escape velocity (v << vesc). The focusing term
can be approximated as
Fg ' v
2
esc
v2
=
2GM
v2R
, (80)
and, from eq. 78, the growth rate is
M˙ ∝ R4, M˙ ∝M4/3. (81)
Thus, as the protoplanet grows larger, the influence of the gravi-
tational focusing becomes increasingly stronger, dominating the
collisional cross section and boosting the planetary growth.
When the growing planetary embryo starts to dominate the stirring,
the dispersion velocity of the swarm slows further, becoming compa-
rable with the Hill velocity v 6 vH, and we enter in the shear dom-
inated regime. In this case the details are much more complicated,
since we must take into account also the gravitational influence of
the star/s on the collisional cross section. The net result is a new slow
orderly growth
M˙ ∝M2/3, (82)
called oligarchic growth, where larger embryos take longer to en-
crease their masses, but the mass ratio between them and the plan-
etesimal swarm continues to encrease.
The oligarchic growth ends up after 0.01–1 Myr with the formation
of 102–103 massive protoplanets (10−2–10−1M⊕) capable of deplet-
ing the planetesimal disk surrounding them. Thus, the dynamical
friction due to the planetesimal disk can no longer dominate over the
long range gravitational interactions between the protoplanets, pump-
ing up their relative velocities. As a result, the protoplanet accumula-
tion drops promptly and their mutual interaction can lead to crossing
orbits and strong inelastic collisions. For this reason this stage is also
called the phase of great impacts. It is a relative long phase (108 yr)
which results in the formation of few terrestrial planets and a consis-
tent chemical mixing throughout the disk.
5.4 giant planet formation
There are two competing theories that explain giant planet formation,
namely, the core accretion model (that consequently follows the ter-
restrial planet formation) and the disk instability model. The main
constraint of these models is the relatively short time scale in which
the giant planets have to form before the disk gas dispersal (107 yr).
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5.4.1 Core accretion model
The core accretion model builds up giant planets from the planetary
cores that reach the critical mass to star accreting a massive gas enve-
lope.
There are 4 main phases in which this process could be divided
• Core formation. The protoplanetary core is formed via pairwise
collisions with the standard model of terrestrial planet forma-
tion described in the previous section.
• Hydrostatic growth. The gas envelope retained by the planetary
embryo grows slowly in hydrostatic equilibrium.
A protoplanet is capable of maintaining an atmosphere when
the gas thermal energy is lower than the gravitational energy.
In other words, when the escape velocity is greater than the
thermal speed vesc > vth. The associated mass is very low since,
at the current location of Jupiter with standard protoplanetary
disk parameters, it is equal to Mp ∼ 0.01M⊕. However, the core
mass necessary to retain a significantly gas mass fraction is an
order of magnitude greater, and it decreases with the semimajor
axis embryos, being of 1M⊕ at 1 AU.
During the first phases, when the core is still embedded in the
planetesimal disk, the accretion rate of solids is larger than the
gaseous component. Thus, the accreting core forces the gas to
contract, and increases its atmosphere thanks to the growing
escape velocity. This process continues rapidly until the atmo-
sphere becomes optically thick to its own radiation and the pres-
sure gradient hinder the gravitational contraction, leading to a
self–regulated contraction.
Finally, when the planet cleans the protoplanets in its proximity,
the solid and gaseous accretion rate slow down and the atmo-
sphere enters a long stage of quasi-static contraction, where the
gravitational energy Egrav released is balanced by the envelope’s
luminosity L. This balance is defined by the Kelvin–Helmhotz
timescale
tKH =
|Egrav|
L
∼
GMcMe
RL
, (83)
where Mc and Me are the core and envelope mass respectively,
and R is the protoplanet average radius. Its magnitude depends
mainly on the atmosphere opacity and the solid accretion rate
and it is of the order of 106 yr. Therefore, it is comparable with
the time of gas disk dispersal and it is critical to determine if the
planet becomes a gaseous giant or retains only a small amount
of gas like Uranus and Neptune in our Solar System.
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Figure 19: Local Enhancement of Surface Density in the Protoplanetary Ring
Surrounding HD 142527 as viewed by ALMA. Credit: ALMA (ES-
O/NAOJ/NRAO), NAOJ, (Fukagawa et al., 2013).
• Runaway growth. When the critical mass is reached a phase
of runaway growth starts, limited only by the nearby gaseous
component supply.
From analytic models of planetary atmosphere, where the inner
envelope is considered fully convective while the outer fully
radiative, it is found that it will collapse when the envelope
mass becomes equal to the core mass.
Once reached this point, the protoplanet starts to accrete gas
from the protoplanetary disk at a high rate, limited only by the
disk–planet tidal interaction. The gas accretion rate in this phase
for a planet with mass M and capture radius Rc embedded in a
gas disk with superficial density Σ and disk thickness H, such
as Rc < H is given by
dM
dt
∼
Σ
H
ΩR2c , (84)
which is approximately the product of mass flux and planetary
cross section. There are two important accretion scales, the Hill
radius and the Bondi radius. The Hill radius represents the dis-
tance beyond which the star gravitational influence dominates
over the planet 73. While the Bondi radius set a limit beyond
which the gas thermal energy becomes greater than the planet
gravitational energy
RB =
GM
c2s
. (85)
We can consider two regimes associated with those scales
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– Bondi–type regime, for RB < RH. The Bondi radius be-
comes the distance inside which the gas particles are ac-
creted onto the planet. Substituting the capture radius in
eq. 84 with the Bondi radius (eq. 85) we find that the accre-
tion rate in this regime is
dM
dt
∝M3, (86)
which is faster than an exponential growth. This accretion
regime is strongly dependant on the local sound speed and
therefore on the disk thickness.
– Hill–type regime, for RH < RB. The Hill radius becomes
the limiting distance for gas accretion. Replacing the Hill
radius with the capture radius in eq. 84 we find an accre-
tion rate of
dM
dt
∝M, (87)
which is an exponential growth. This regime is poorly de-
pendant on the local sound speed since the gravitational
force dominates.
In this phase the great majority of the planetary envelope is
accreted in a rather small timescale (∼ 105 yr).
• Termination of accretion. When the gas supply in the plane-
tary neighborhood is terminated the accretion stops abruptly
and the planet enters in a long phase of cooling and quasi–
hydrostatic contraction. The main causes of the gaseous deple-
tion are the formation of a local gap and the gas disk dissipation
due to the photoevaporation by the star/s.
5.4.2 Disk instability model
The disk instability model (Kuiper, 1951; Cameron, 1978; Boss, 1997)
starts from the idea that a sufficiently massive protoplanetary disk
can become unstable to its own self–gravity leading to disk fragmen-
tation.
The great advantage of this model is the short timescale (on the
order of orbital time) needed to form giant planets directly from the
pristine protoplanetary disk material, bypassing the time constraints
imposed by the dust accretion process.
The critical parameter that determines the disk stability against
self–gravitating collapse is (Toomre, 1964)
Q ≡ csκ
piGΣ
, (88)
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where κ is the epicyclic frequency
κ2 ≡ 4Ω2 + 2rΩdΩ
dr
, (89)
that represents the frequency at which a fluid element oscillates when
perturbed from circular motion. It reduces to κ2 = Ω2 for a Keplerian
potential.
For Q < 1 the disk is unstable against axysimmetric disturbances
(Toomre, 1964), where the pressure (cs) term acts to stabilize short
wavelengths disturbances, while the rotation (κ) term the long ones.
Moreover, for Q < 1.5–1.7, the disk becomes unstable against non–
axysimmetric perturbations (Durisen et al., 2007).
Thus, the ToomreQ parameter represents the balance between pres-
sure and rotation which act to arrest the disk collapse, and the gravita-
tional force which favour clump formation. If Q is of order unity, the
disk is prone to instability. An analogue of the eq. 88 on a global scale
for a Keplerian disk with vertical hydrostatic equilibrium H = cs/Ω
is
Md
M?
> h, (90)
where Md is the disk mass, and h = H/r = cs/Ω is the disk scale
height. Thus, a thin (cold) disk could become gravitationally unstable
although it is not very massive, and conversely a thick (hot) disk
could hinder fragmentation even if it is very massive.
When the Toomre factor becomes lower than the critial value Qcrit,
the disk instability sets in. However there are two possible outcomes:
• Fragmentation. The collapse continues until one or more bound
objects are formed.
• Angular momentum transport. As we have stated above, the
first linearly unstable modes (Q < 1.5–1.7) are generally non–
axisymmetric. Thus, they develop spiral–like structures able to
transport angular momentum outward via gravitational torque,
and therefore mass inward. In turn, the energy released during
mass accretion can heat up the disk, raising the Q value beyond
the critical one, and reaching a marginal stability (Paczynski,
1978).
The resulting outcome for a particular disk is closely related with
its ability to radiate thermal energy, balancing the accretion heating
and lowering Q.
To study this problem we start considering the turbolent viscosity
generated by gravitational instability (GI) in the form (Shakura and
Sunyaev, 1973)
ν = αcsh, (91)
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where ν is the kinematic viscosity, and α is called the Shakura–Sunyaev
parameter and measures the turbulence efficiency to transport angu-
lar momentum. Since this approach models the viscosity as a function
of local quantities, it is valid only if the angular momentum transport
generated could be approximate as a local process, which is valid for
a low disk–to–star mass ratio q < 0.5 and a thin disk h 6 0.1 (Forgan
et al., 2011).
There are two main events that could trigger disk instability in a
marginally stable disk, namely, an increase in the local surface density
or a decrease in the local mid–plane temperature. The last process has
the shorter timescale, and so is the most efficient in boosting the GI.
Defining a local cooling time
tcool =
U
|dU/dt|
, (92)
Gammie (2001) found that the α parameter necessary to start GI is
inversely proportional to the cooling time
α =
4
9γ(γ− 1)Ωtcool
, (93)
where γ is the two–dimensional adiabatic index, and the critical value
is αcrit ' 0.1, which corresponds to a local cooling time of tcool,crit '
3/Ω, although it is not clear if this limit applies also on 3–D simula-
tions (Meru and Bate, 2012).
All in all, we need both a gravitational unstable disk (Q < 1) and
a short cooling time in order to obtain clump formation. This process
could possible happen in the outer cool parts of the disk (50–100 AU)
if it is sufficiently massive. The result will be a giant planet, which
slowly contracts via quasistatic stages and differentiates creating a
solid core.
6
P L A N E T F O R M AT I O N I N B I N A RY S TA R S Y S T E M S :
C I R C U M S T E L L A R C A S E
As for single stars, binary stars in the early stages of their evolution
are surrounded by protoplanetary disks. An example is the L1551 IRS
5 system, which contains two protostars, each surrounded by a cir-
cumstellar disk (Rodríguez et al., 1998; Osorio et al., 2003). Spatially
resolved observations of disks in binaries in the Orion nebula cluster
(Daemgen et al., 2012) suggest that the fraction of circumstellar disks
around individual components of binary systems is about 40%, only
slightly lower than that for single stars (roughly 50%). This is possibly
due to the impact of the companion star on the disk evolution which
causes disk truncation, eccentric shape, warping, and heating (Nel-
son, 2000; Kley and Nelson, 2008; Paardekooper et al., 2008; Marzari
et al., 2009, 2012).
The physical properties of circumstellar disks are relevant for form-
ing planetary systems. Perturbed disks, like those in close binaries,
may affect planet accretion at different stages, producing a population
of planets that differ from those around single stars. The process by
which dust particles evolve into kilometer–sized planetesimals, which
is still not fully understood for single stars ((Weidenschilling, 1977;
Blum and Wurm, 2008), see sec. 5.2), may be altered in disks around
binaries. Spiral waves excited by the companion perturbations may,
via Epstein drag coupling (eq. 63), affect the relative velocity of the
colliding particles, the drift rate towards the star and the vertical set-
tling speed. All these parameters strongly influence the collisional
sticking process and dust agglomeration into larger bodies, and the
binary perturbations appear to act against a fast dust coagulation.
On the other hand, the large scale motions in these disks, excited by
the gravitational pull of the companion star, may locally favor con-
centration and subsequent accumulation of dust and pebbles directly
into planetesimals (Johansen et al., 2007; Cuzzi et al., 2008). Even the
planetesimal accretion phase appears more complex in close binary
systems due to the increase in the mutual impact velocity between the
planetesimals caused by the combined action of secular perturbations
by the companion star and gas drag effects (Marzari and Scholl, 2000;
Thébault et al., 2004, 2006, 2008; Kley and Nelson, 2008; Thébault
et al., 2009; Marzari et al., 2009; Xie and Zhou, 2009; Xie et al., 2010b;
Paardekooper et al., 2008; Marzari et al., 2012).
In spite of all these additional complications, which seem to lower
the efficiency of planet formation, about 50 planets are known to
date in binary stars, among which are also the newly discovered
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planet in the Alpha Centauri system (Dumusque et al., 2012). In ad-
dition, according to Bonavita and Desidera (2007) and Mugrauer and
Neuhäuser (2009), the frequency of planets in binaries do not appear
to differ much from that of planets orbiting single stars. However, it
is reasonable to expect that the differences in the two initial steps
of planet formation – dust coagulation and planetesimal accretion –
would have a significant impact on the final physical properties and
dynamical architecture of planetary systems around single and bi-
nary stars. For example, Zucker and Mazeh (2002), Eggenberger et al.
(2004), Mugrauer et al. (2005), and Desidera and Barbieri (2007) find
some discrepancies in the mass–period and eccentricity–period dia-
grams of planets in binaries and single stars.
The dynamical structure of circumstellar disks in binaries is cru-
cial not only to understand the processes of planet formation but
also to predict the migration of planets. Their morphology, tempera-
ture, and density profiles are significantly affected by the excitation
of eccentric modes (Paardekooper et al., 2008; Kley and Nelson, 2008;
Marzari et al., 2009), shock waves formation, and mass exchange (Nel-
son, 2000). These differences, compared to disks around single stars,
may influence the migration speed and direction. Population synthe-
sis calculations, like those described in Mordasini et al. (2012), have
shown that differences in migration may lead to distinct predictions
concerning the final orbital and mass distributions of planets. To un-
derstand the architecture of planetary systems in binaries, in partic-
ular those with small separations, it is then important to know the
morphology and physical state of circumstellar disks in the crucial
phases of planet growth, i.e., during dust coagulation and planetesi-
mal accumulation.
In order to obtain some hints on planet formation in binary stars,
we model the 3D evolution of circumstellar disks in binaries using
the SPH code VINE (Wetzstein et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2009). The
original code had been upgraded to improve both momentum and en-
ergy conservation. In addition, to better model optically thick disks
in their initial stages of evolution, we have implemented a radiative
energy equation. This is particularly recommended since the com-
panion star induces strong spiral waves in the disks that may gener-
ate local strong shocks and compressional heating violating the local
isothermal approximation. In addition, these shocks may also pro-
duce notable effects in the vertical direction, potentially affecting the
dust coagulation process.
In Appendix A we focus on the upgrades to the SPH code VINE
and on the implementation of the radiation hydrodynamics.
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Table 6: Parameters of the simulations
Acronym aB (AU) ρ (g/cm3)
HIDECL 30 1 · 10−9
LODECL 30 5 · 10−10
HIDEFA 50 1 · 10−9
LODEFA 50 5 · 10−10
6.1 initial setup of the disks in the binary system
The parameter space of a binary system with a circumstellar disk
surrounding each stellar component is very wide so we focus in this
thesis on a configuration that is supposed to be the more plausible
one according to observations. A mass ratio of µ =Ms/Mp = 0.4 and
an eccentricity of e = 0.4 are adopted in the definition of our stan-
dard case since these values are statistically the most frequent among
the binary systems observed so far (Duquennoy and Mayor, 1991).
Two different values of the binary semi–major axis are adopted in
our models: a = 30 and a = 50 AU. Coplanarity is assumed between
the disks and the binary orbit, even if in the future we plan to relax
this constraint. We consider a high–density disk with a midplane den-
sity ρ0(r = 1, z = 0) = 1 · 10−9 g/cm3, which is a value close to that
prescribed by the minimum mass solar nebula (MMSN) model. A sec-
ond less massive case, with ρ0(r = 1, z = 0) = 5 · 10−10 g/cm3, is also
modeled to test the influence of the initial density profile on the mor-
phology and physical properties of the disks. Hereinafter, the four
different runs are named in the following way: the high–density case
with binary semi–major axis aB = 30 AU is called HIDECL, while
the low density case with the same value of aB is named LODECL.
The two runs with aB = 50 AU are called HIDEFA and LODEFA,
respectively.
The density midplane radial profile is computed as ρ0(r) ∝ r−1.5.
The initial vertical density stratification of the disks is computed as
in Bitsch and Kley (2010) using a Gaussian–like dependence of the
density on z. This is a good approximation for a stationary disk where
the pressure balances the z–component of the central star gravity
ρ(r, z) = ρ0(r, z)exp
[
−
z2
2H2
]
, (94)
with the scale height h = H/r initially set to a constant value of 0.04.
The circumprimary disk extends from 0.5 AU to 8 AU and the circum-
secondary to 5.5AU, both within the tidal truncation limits computed
by Artymowicz and Lubow (1994) in the case where the binary semi–
major axis is set to 30 AU. For the second case where aB = 50 AU our
configuration with relatively small disks is similar to that observed
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for the system L1551 IRS 5 (Rodríguez et al., 1998) where the circum-
stellar disks of the binary system are well separated and smaller than
the tidal truncation radius. We did not increase the size of the disks
up to the tidal truncation radius since we wanted to explore whether
a less perturbed configuration with the stars moving farther away af-
fects the same disks of the simulations with aB = 30 AU. At the outer
border, the disk density is smoothly truncated with ρ(r, z) exponen-
tially decreasing. The mass of the primary disk in the HIDECL and
HIDEFA models is 0.015M, while that of the secondary is 0.003M.
The secondary disk is less massive since we scale its initial density
with the stellar mass and its initial radius is also smaller. In the
LODECL and LODEFA models the masses of the disks are 0.0075M
and 0.0015M, respectively since the density is reduced by a factor 2.
Each disk is initially evolved as a single disk around its star un-
til it reaches a steady state both in density and temperature. Once
this state is reached, the stars and their disks are combined into a
binary system with the desired orbital parameters. Each SPH simu-
lation uses about 1 · 106 particles distributed in both disks according
to their size and density. The distinctive parameters of the four differ-
ent models are summarized in Table 6. Those SPH particles traveling
within 0.5 AU are accreted by the star. Their number is limited in
time, and for this reason, we do not correct for their effects on the
pressure and viscous forces on particles moving inside the border as
in Bate et al. (1995).
The initial values of αSPH and βSPH adopted in the simulations are
0.1 and 0.2, respectively. The αSS viscosity, estimated from eq. (167),
is about (2− 4) · 10−3 for the primary disk and (1− 2) · 10−3 for the
disk around the secondary star. The αSS of the primary disk is very
close to that of Nelson (2000).
6.2 results
In the forthcoming sections, we describe the evolution of the disks
in the four different models. We focus on the disk morphology,the
occurrence of shock waves, and the mass exchange between the two
disks (in particular for the cases with aB = 30 AU). Shock waves
cause the onset of hydraulic jumps along the vertical axis, which
might significantly affect the dust accumulation towards the median
plane of the disk and possibly inhibit the planetesimal formation via
pairwise accumulation. In addition, in the models with small aB, the
high temperature induced by the pericenter passages, and not fully
dissipated at the apocenter, may further inhibit planet formation, as
already guessed by Nelson (2000). The asymmetry in the disk shape
will also be explored as a potential prediction for observers.
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6.2.1 High–density disks
In the top panel of Fig. 20 we illustrate the integrated density of the
circumstellar disks in the HIDECL model. The secondary star is close
to the pericenter of its orbit around the primary, the most perturbing
configuration for the two disks. This is the third pericenter passage of
our simulation, which took about three months of CPU time on a ded-
icated 32–processor machine (VINE is parallelized with OPENMP).
This long integration time is due to the radiative transfer, which re-
quires a very short time step, in particular close to the pericenter
when strong spiral waves are excited in both disks, and mass is trans-
ferred from one disk to the other.
The primary disk displays two prominent, tidally generated trail-
ing spiral arms that tightly wind towards the center of the disk. The
appearance of this pattern, initially at the outer edges of the disk, be-
gins when the companion star approaches the primary star, and they
reach their maximum intensity shortly after the pericenter passage.
They are transient features, and they are gradually damped when the
stars evolve towards the apocenter. The gas density is significantly
higher at the location of the spirals as is the temperature (see Fig. 23).
The arms cover a substantial portion of the disk affecting its overall
evolution even by locally changing the shear viscosity and heating
rate. In Fig. 20 the secondary disk seems to have a more complex spi-
ral pattern with three arms, but an additional arm, as we see later
on, is simply excited by the impact of stream material coming from
the primary disk. A significant mass transfer occurs during the peri-
center passage mostly from the primary star to the secondary. This
phenomenon might in the long term lead to a redistribution of mass
between the two disks with the initially smaller one becoming slowly
more massive and gradually loosing memory of its initial density pro-
file. The spiral waves are also visible in the x− z and y− z sections
of the disks as regions of higher density and inflated in the vertical
direction.
6.2.2 Spiral shock waves, hydraulic jumps and dust settling
Three–dimensional waves in accretion disks act like fundamental modes
that correspond to large surface distortions in the disk (Lubow and
Ogilvie, 1998). Boley et al. (2005) have shown that shock waves in 3D
disks cause abrupt increases in the disk scale height. These jumps
convert part of the flow’s initial kinetic energy into potential energy,
while some is irreversibly lost into heat. Breaking waves, generated
at the jump, crash onto the pre–shock flow creating additional dis-
ordered motion and possibly affecting the chondrule formation and
dust settling processes. This shock–related splashing, observed in the
bottom plots of Fig. 20, is evidently highly nonlinear and has the
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Figure 20: In the top plot the logarithm of the superficial density (column
integrated) of the circumstellar disks for HIDECL (high density,
small binary semi-major axis) is shown during the pericenter pas-
sage of the secondary star. In the bottom panels the density (non–
integrated) is drawn along the x − z and y − z sections of the
primary disk (2nd and 3rd panels) and secondary disk (4th and
5th panels).
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Figure 21: Vertically integrated vortensity in the primary disk during the
pericenter passage in the HIDECL model.
characteristics of hydraulic jumps that behave, in part, like gravity
modes (Martos and Cox, 1998). To verify that the waves excited dur-
ing the pericenter passage are indeed shock waves, we performed two
tests. First we estimated a 2D vortensity by computing the ratio be-
tween a column integrated vorticity ω derived for each SPH particle
as ω = zˆ · (∇× v) and the superficial density Σ as the average of the
3D density ρ over concentric rings
η =
ω
Σ
. (95)
This quantity is used locally as an indicator of shocks since vortensity
is generated when the material passes through a shock. In Fig. 21 the
spiral waves are clearly outlined, and the vortensity perturbations
are superimposed on the density waves observed in the superficial
density plots.
The second test relies entirely on the fact that spiral shocks also
lead to hydraulic jumps (Durisen, 2011). In general, a hydraulic jump
occurs when the flow reaches a region where there is an abrupt de-
crease in its speed. Conservation of mass, momentum, and energy re-
quires that the bulk kinetic energy of the prejump flow be converted
across the jump into gravitational potential energy and disordered
motion. There is an increase in the flow vertical height at the shock
wave passage, according to the Rankine–Hugoniot equations, and the
consequent fallback of gas onto the disk causes additional disordered
motion and the developing of vortices. Even though the gas in the
protoplanetary disk is compressible, the formation of a shock wave,
in our scenario forced by the gravitational perturbations of the com-
panion star, produces a similar phenomenon. We can estimate quanti-
tatively how much the scale height of the disk is affected by the shock
wave using a simplified model developed by Boley et al. (2005), which
assumes that the shock is planar, is vertically stratified in the direc-
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Figure 22: Velocity field and density of a slice in the (x, z) plane in the region
of hydraulic jumps for the primary (top panel) and secondary
(bottom panel) in the HIDECL model. Both disks are centered on
their parent stars to properly compute the gas velocity field. The
scales in x and z are different in the two plots and, in addition,
the star is on the right in the top plot (circumprimary disk), while
it is on the left in the bottom one (circumsecondary disk).
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tion perpendicular to the wave propagation, and has the pre–shock
region in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium.
Defining the jump factor Jf as the ratio between the pressure body
forces and self–gravitating potentials in the pre–shock and post–shock
regions Boley et al. (2005) find that for strong shock waves (M >> 1)
and when the background potential dominates the gas potential
Jf → 2γM
2(γ− 1)
(γ+ 1)2
, (96)
where M is the Mach number and γ is the adiabatic index. The two
limiting cases are
• Jf > 1, the gas is overpressured, and it will expand vertically;
• Jf < 1, self–gravity cause the gas to compress.
A strong adiabatic shock (M→∞) disrupts vertical hydrostatic equi-
librium, because Jf > 1 and the material expands upward at the
sound speed on a timescale of approximately H/cs ≈ Ω−1 = trot/2pi.
As shown in the bottom panels of Fig. 20, at the spiral waves the
density distribution along the z–axis is puffed up, and this confirms
that in our models we are in the Jf > 1 case where the gas expands
vertically. To predict the height of the shock bore, Boley et al. (2005)
adopt a classical hydraulic jump model, where gz = cost. The jump
of the fluid behind the shock is determined by the Froude number
F =
V
c
=
u1√
gzh1
, (97)
which is defined as the ratio of a characteristic velocity (V) to a grav-
itational wave velocity (c) or as the ratio of a body’s inertia to gravi-
tational forces, and it is an analogous to the Mach number. In a non–
dissipative jump,
h2
h1
=
√
1
4
+ 2F2 −
1
2
. (98)
In the limit of a strong jump (F >> 1) we would have h2/h1 ∼ F.
Using this classical result as a model for understanding the maximum
height, a shock bore reaches during the post–shock vertical expansion,
Boley et al. (2005) derive, for a non self–gravitating disk,
h2
h1
≈
√
Jf. (99)
This ratio has a behavior similar to that of the Froude number de-
scribed in eq. (98). When M = 1, h2/h1 ∼ 1, and h2/h1 ∼ M when
M >> 1. This does not mean that any fluid element close to the
shock wave shows a jump in the vertical direction, but it does imply
that the disk scale height will change. As an example, material near
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the midplane (dΦ/dz → 0, Jf → 0) will not be affected by a single
shock wave passage, while higher altitude gas will have the strongest
response. In our HIDECL case, we can apply this model to the spiral
waves observed in Fig. 20 and estimate the jump factor Jf and the
corresponding Froude number. In Fig. 22 we show a detail of both
disks in the (x− z) plane around the shock wave. In Fig. 22a (upper
plot), we show a slice of the circumprimary disk where the star is on
the right. In Fig. 22b (lower plot) we instead show a detail of the cir-
cumsecondary disk where the star is on the left. Different scales are
used in the plots to magnify the density variations. The formation of
hydraulic jumps at the spiral waves is clearly visible with a signifi-
cant increase of the gas vertical height and the formation of breaking
waves on top of the jumps. The motion of the gas is evidenced by ve-
locity vectors which are superimposed to the 2–D density plot. There
is a significant decrease in the velocity magnitude across the wave
and an abrupt change in the gas density. A rough estimate of the
jump–factor Jf from Fig. 22a by using eq. (99) gives a value of Jf ≈ 3.2
and a Froude number (from eq. 98) F ≈ 1.6.
Similar values are also found in the secondary disk. The velocity field
evidences the formation of breaking fronts at the top of the hydraulic
jump and the splashing of material from the top of the jump. Shock
bores not only generate the vertical displacement of fluid elements
illustrated in Fig. 22a,b, but they also drive gas to large radial excur-
sions from their circular orbits, causing large amounts of wave energy
to be transformed into kinetic energy stirring and mixing the disk.
This is also at the origin of the disk heating. When the gas crosses the
shock front, the shock normal component of the fluid element veloc-
ity diminishes, according to the Rankine–Hugoniot equations, while
the tangential component is preserved and the flow become super-
sonic after the shock. This leads to streaming along the spiral arms
(Roberts et al., 1979). Moreover, when the gas expands upwards, the
pressure confinement normal to the shock loosens and the fluid ex-
pands radially, causing some gas to flow back over the top of the
shock. The resulting morphology is a spiral pattern moving through
the disk in the (x− y), as illustrated in Fig. 20, while the pattern ap-
pears as a breaking wave in the vertical direction. In the inner part of
the disk we do not observe breaking waves, but this is due to the fast
crossing of winding spiral arms. The orbital period of a fluid element
is much shorter than the pattern period of a spiral wave. Shortly after
the first shock, the gas therefore encounters another arm before it can
settle back onto the disk, ending up elevated between shock passages.
However, in the outer part of the disk the periods become compara-
ble and the shock bores have the time to develop into breaking waves.
The evolution of the gas disk into hydraulic jumps may have critical
consequences for the dust settling towards the disk midplane. When
the gas is pumped up at the shock waves, via aerodynamic effects, it
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can drag the smaller components of the dust inverting their settling
motion. As a consequence, at each pericenter passage, the disk will
develop strong spiral waves able to stir up the dust significantly slow-
ing the sedimentation process down, if not suppressing it. In addition,
it would also increase the relative velocity between dust particles halt-
ing the coagulation process at small dust sizes and possibly prevent-
ing the formation of planetesimals through the conventional scenario
of dust coagulation. On the other hand, turbulent motion that may
develop in the proximity of spiral waves, may favor the fast accretion
of pebbles into large planetesimals, as suggested by Johansen et al.
(2007) and Cuzzi et al. (2008).
6.2.3 Temperature profile: Chondrule formation at shocks?
In Fig. 23 we show the midplane temperature distribution of the two
disks during the pericenter passage. At the shocks generated by the
spiral structures, the temperature is raised to high values that might
cause vaporization of some grains, as suggested by Nelson (2000),
and chondrule formation (Boley et al., 2005). The secondary disk is
cooler than the primary and this is due to its lower density. It appears
also overheated at the outer edge, more than the circumprimary, since
mass coming from the more massive circumprimary disk strikes its
outer borders thereby increasing its temperature.
During the pericenter approach, there is a considerable transient
internal thermal energy generation in the disks by means of shock
waves and mass transfer. Once the stars depart from each other trav-
eling towards the apocenter, the disks cool down due to radiative
cooling possibly reaching an equilibrium state. This effect is shown
in Fig. 24 where we compare the azimuthally and vertically averaged
temperature profiles for both disks when the stars are at pericenter
and apocenter, respectively. The difference is more marked in the
outer parts of the disks, and it can be as large as 200 K. This phe-
nomenon was also observed by Nelson (2000) in his simulations of
an equal mass binary system with aB = 50 AU and eb = 0.3. He
performed 2D SPH numerical simulations of such a binary star/disk
+ star/disk system finding a relatively mild difference in tempera-
ture between pericenter and apocenter. Our larger difference may
be attributed to the different dynamical configuration. In effect, our
HIDECL model system is more compact (smaller semimajor axis),
and it also has higher eccentricity. This dynamical configuration leads
to a stronger heating at shock waves and a larger mass exchange that
causes a consistent local temperature increase where the transferred
flow impacts the disk. Both these effects can explain the larger differ-
ence in the temperature profiles between pericenter and apocenter we
find in our model. On the other hand, we have lower temperatures
in the disks on average compared to the ones obtained in Nelson
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Figure 23: Temperature distribution in the two disks computed at their me-
dian plane when the stars are close to the pericenter (upper panel)
and apocenter (lower panel) in the HIDECL model.
(2000) but this may be related to the different initial density adopted
in his simulations, the different orbital architecture and the different
cooling algorithm. The Nelson (2000) case compares better with our
models where the stars have a larger separation (aB = 50 AU), which
is discussed later on. Our temperature profiles appear to be compa-
rable or slightly higher than those in Müller and Kley (2012), even
if a different initial density profile is adopted (Σ ∝ r−1 while ours
declines as Σ ∝ r−1/2). In addition, Müller and Kley (2012) consider
a single disk around the primary, and as a consequence, the mass
exchange between the two disks, with its consequent heating, is not
included in their model. Also, since our simulations are performed in
3D, the amount of heating due to gas compression at the shock waves
where hydraulic jumps occur is higher.
While high temperatures appear to prevent the condensation of icy
dust particles and then the growth of giant planet cores, they may
favor the formation of chondrules. They form as melt droplets that
were heated to high temperatures, while they were independent, free–
floating objects in the protoplanetary nebula. After they were heated,
cooled, and crystallized, chondrules were incorporated into the par-
ent bodies in which chondrites originate. There are constraints on
chondrule formation like a peak temperature of about 1300 K fol-
lowed by a fast cooling (100–1000 K per hour) as suggested in Ar-
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Figure 24: Azimuthally and vertically averaged temperature profiles of both
disks in the HIDECL model when the stars are at pericenter and
apocenter, respectively. The secondary disk is less dense than
around the primary, so its temperature is on average lower.
mitage (2010). In our simulations we find that the temperature along
the shock waves is higher than 1000 K, and it drops quickly after the
wave passage. This may favor chondrules formation in such disks, in
particular in more compact and eccentric binary configurations where
stronger and possibly hotter spiral waves develop. This mechanism is
not local since the shock waves induced by the companion star covers
the whole disk, since the spiral wave extends from inside to the outer
borders. As a consequence, it would not be necessary to invoke ad-
ditional heating mechanisms or local shock fronts of different origins
(Urey and Craig, 1953; Urey, 1967; Sanders and Taylor, 2005; Asphaug
et al., 2011; Levy and Araki, 1989; Joung et al., 2004; Morfill et al., 1993;
Pilipp et al., 1998; Desch and Cuzzi, 2000; Nakamoto et al., 2005; Boss
and Graham, 1993; Ruzmaikina and Ip, 1994; Hood et al., 2009; Hood,
1998; Weidenschilling et al., 1998; Ciesla et al., 2004; Morris et al., 2012;
Wood, 1996; Desch and Connolly, 2002; Boss and Durisen, 2005; Boley
and Durisen, 2008). In this picture, the strong shock waves generated
by binary interaction during pericenter passages might be an addi-
tional and very efficient mechanism for chondrule formation over the
whole disk.
6.2.4 Mass exchange between the disks
When the two stars are at the pericenter, the gravitational interaction
of the companion on each disk is the strongest. Spiral shock waves
tidally induced by the gravitational perturbations of the stars propa-
gate within each disk causing a significant mass transfer between the
two disks in addition to disk heating. The mass exchange is bidirec-
tional, but in absolute value, the primary disk donates more mass to
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Figure 25: Density distribution of the secondary disk when the stars are at
the pericenter in the HIDECL model. A new spiral arm is created
by the material transferred from the primary disk and impacting
the outer edge of the secondary.
the secondary, possibly because of its higher mass and its stronger
shock waves that extend farther out from the disk center.
Where the mass stream coming from one disk hits the other and is
accreted, heat is generated. This effect can been seen in the temper-
ature distribution illustrated in Fig. 23a. At the edge of both disks,
where the exchanged mass is accreted, the temperature is locally
higher. This heating is subsequently spread around within the disk,
contributing to the overall disk temperature profile. For this reason,
in modeling disks in close binaries, it is important to include the sec-
ondary disk since the final temperature profile will depend on the
amount of mass exchanged between the disks.
The mass accreted by the secondary disk generates an additional
spiral arm in the disk as illustrated in Fig. 25. There are three spiral
arms in the disk, two generated by the primary star tidal field and
an additional one produced by the the impact of a stream from the
primary.
The morphology of the mass flux moving from the primary to the
secondary reflects the shape of the shock wave. It appears as a con-
cave structure continuing in the shock wave direction and propagat-
ing towards the secondary disk. In Fig. 26 we show a 3D plot of the
material transferred from the primary disk to the secondary and its
temperature. The concave structure (like a water wave) is visible, and
the gas impacting the secondary disk is heated up by the compres-
sional motion.
The mass flow from the primary to the secondary disk induced by
the formation of spiral waves during the pericenter passage can have
significant effects in the long term. It can reduce the viscous mass loss
of the secondary disk and change the initial post–formation mass ra-
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Figure 26: Temperature distribution of the material flowing from the circum-
primary disk to the circumsecondary in the HIDECL model. The
impact on the secondary of the flow from the primary is marked
by a raise in the temperature.
tio of the two disks. If this ratio was similar to the stellar mass ratio
during the protostar contraction, later on this ratio could be different.
The lifetime of the secondary disk may be longer, thereby increasing
the probability of finding a planet around a less massive compan-
ion star, as suggested by the discovery of the planet around Alpha
Centauri B (Dumusque et al., 2012). However, a longer integration
timespan is required to confirm this trend.
6.2.5 Disk eccentricity
The disk eccentricity is an important parameter for the evolution of
a putative planetesimal population born in the disk. As shown in
Paardekooper et al. (2008), Marzari et al. (2012), and Kley and Nelson
(2008), an eccentric shape for the disk may perturb the evolution of
the planetesimal eccentricity and orbital alignment, which may lead
to destructive collisions rather than growth. The azimuthally aver-
aged eccentricity profile of both disks (primary and secondary) at
apocenter, where the spiral waves are dissipated, is shown in Fig. 27
for the HIDECL model. The disk eccentricity is low in the inner parts
of both disks and it increases in the outer more perturbed regions.
The eccentricity values agree with those derived in both Müller and
Kley (2012) and Marzari et al. (2012) for radiative disks on a longer
timescale. In our model the secondary disk is significantly more ec-
centric compared to the primary and this might be due to the stronger
perturbations of the primary star, which is more massive, and to a re-
duced self–gravity related damping effect Marzari et al. (2012). It is
noteworthy that the eccentricity profile we obtain after three pericen-
ter passages is similar to that of Müller and Kley (2012) and Marzari
et al. (2012), derived after more binary periods, making us confident
that our results also hold in the long term. In particular, Fig. 3 of
Müller and Kley (2012) shows that, for radiative disks, the eccentricity
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Figure 27: Disk eccentricity profiles, averaged on azimuth and vertical di-
rection, of the primary and secondary disks in the HIDECL and
LODECL models. The eccentricity is computed at the apocenter
when the strong spiral arms have almost completely dissipated.
profile does not vary significantly with time. This behavior is differ-
ent from isothermal disks where the disk eccentricity requires more
time to reach a quasi–stationary (and more eccentric) state (Müller
and Kley, 2012; Marzari et al., 2009, 2012; Kley and Nelson, 2008). As
suggested in Marzari et al. (2012) and Cassen and Woolum (1996), the
energy loss by radiation may be at the origin of this different evolu-
tion, leading to a faster damping of density waves in radiative disks.
6.2.6 Low–density disks
The morphology of the disks in the LODECL model does not differ
significantly from that of the HIDECL and strong trailing spiral pat-
terns form in the both disks close to pericenter dissipating by the
time the stars move to the apocenter. The main difference between
the LODECL and HIDECL scenarios concern the temperature distri-
bution and the vertical height of the hydraulic jump at the shock
waves. In Fig. 28 we compare the temperature profiles of the two
cases with aB = 30 AU. As expected, the lower density case has an
overall lower temperature, and it is similarly heated up at the pericen-
ter when shock waves develop and mass transfer occurs. Concerning
the hydraulic jump at the shock waves, values as high as 2.2 for the
h2/h1 ratio are found in the shock waves giving Jf ∼ 4.8 and F ∼ 1.9.
These values are slightly higher compared to the HIDECL case and
might be related to the lower sound speed in the LODECL disk, lead-
ing to larger Mach numbers. Figure 29 is a 3D picture of the two lower
density disks showing the large vertical jumps at the shock waves.
The eccentricity of both disks is compared in Fig. 27 to that of the
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Figure 28: Azimuthally and vertically averaged temperature profiles of the
low–density disk (LODECL model) around the primary star com-
pared to the high–density case (HIDECL) with the binary at peri-
center and apocenter. The lower density disk is cooler in both
cases.
Figure 29: 3D picture of the density distribution of the disks in the LODECL
model close to the binary pericenter. Large vertical jumps can be
observed at the shock waves. The surfaces are drawn at τ ∼ 2.
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HIDECL case and they show a similar behavior. As a consequence,
the reduction of a factor two in density is not enough to significantly
affect the shape of the disks. Even if the self–gravity damping effect
is less strong Marzari et al. (2009), the lower temperature profile of
the LODECL case might somehow help in keeping the overall disk
eccentricity (Marzari et al., 2012) within 0.1 for both disks.
6.2.7 Binary systems with larger separation
In the models HIDEFA and LODEFA the semimajor axis of the binary
system is increased to 50 AU, a configuration similar to the one ex-
plored by Nelson (2000). The orbital elements of the binary are the
same, but Nelson (2000) considers two equal mass solar type stars
and equal mass disks, while we model a system where the secondary
star is less massive (0.4M), and the disk is scaled in density of the
same ratio and is less radially extended. Differences are then expected
in terms of physical properties of the disks in the simulations. We did
not match the configuration of Nelson (2000) since we wanted to test
the dependence of the disk evolution on the binary semimajor axis so
we kept the same architecture of the previous models but we increase
the binary semimajor axis. Figure 30 illustrates the integrated density
distribution of the two disks in the proximity of the binary pericenter
in the HIDEFA model. Two–armed spiral shock waves are still present
in the secondary disk, while they are reduced to density waves in the
primary. These waves are weaker than those observed in the model
disks of Nelson (2000), owing to the lower mass of the companion star
in our simulations and to the different disk densities and sizes. The
disk around the secondary shows shock bores as in the cases with
aB = 30 AU (HIDECL and LODECL). This is illustrated in the lower
panel of Fig. 30 from which a value of the jump factor Jf ∼ 2 is esti-
mated. This value is significantly lower than that computed for the
HIDECL and LODECL cases as a consequence of the less perturba-
tive configuration in the HIDEFA model. An almost negligible mass
transfer between the two disks occurs in this configuration, due to the
lack of strong shock waves on the primary disk. In Fig. 31 the aver-
aged temperature profiles are compared in the close and distant cases
with the stars at pericenter and apocenter. At pericenter the close case
(aB = 30 AU) is hotter compared to the distant (aB = 50 AU) case.
This is an expected outcome since both disks in the HIDECL case are
significantly more perturbed by shock waves, and a remarkable mass
transfer occurs. At apocenter, the primary disks have approximately
the same temperature profiles since the shock waves have dissipated,
and the viscous heating and cooling are almost in equilibrium. The
secondary disk is instead still very hot in the HIDECL case, possibly
because its dissipation timescale is longer than the binary orbital pe-
riod, and its excitation at pericenter was much stronger than in the
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Figure 30: Integrated density profile of the disks in the HIDEFA model
shortly after the pericenter (upper panel). The non–integrated
density of the disk around the secondary star is shown in the
x–z plane. Shock bores are visible even if less marked than in the
HIDECL case. The hydraulic jumps in the primary are of negligi-
ble height.
HIDEFA case, as also shown by the lower value of Jf. Compared to the
temperature profiles given in Nelson (2000), our values are lower, and
this may be ascribed to the differences in the architecture of the sys-
tem, in the cooling algorithm and in the fact that our models are 3D.
In Fig. 32 we compare the temperatures in the LODEFA and HIDEFA
cases at pericenter and, as expected, the low–density disks are cooler.
In this less perturbed case, the difference in temperature between the
LODEFA and HIDEFA models must be mostly ascribed to a differ-
ent balance between viscous heating and radiative cooling. In both
cases the temperature rise at pericenter is negligible when compared
to the close cases (aB = 30 AU). This can be inferred by comparing
the upper panel of Fig. 31, where the stars are at pericenter, with the
bottom panel where the stars are at apocenter. While there is a sig-
nificant difference between the temperature profiles of the close case
(HIDECL) in the two dynamical configurations, for the HIDEFA case
the increase in temperature at pericenter is significantly less marked
for both disks. In the distant configurations, the disk eccentricity is
small independently of the initial gas density, as shown in Fig. 33. We
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Figure 31: Comparison of the azimuthally and vertically averaged tempera-
ture profiles in the HIDEFA and HIDECL cases at pericenter (up-
per panel) and apocenter (lower panel) for both disks. At apoc-
enter the temperature of the primary disk in the HIDEFA and
HIDECL cases is very similar.
Figure 32: Temperature profiles at the binary pericenter in the LODEFA and
HIDEFA cases for both the primary and secondary disks.
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Figure 33: Eccentricity profiles for both disks in the two distant (aB = 50
AU) HIDEFA and LODEFA cases. The same scale of Fig. 27 is
adopted for comparison.
expect that in this more quiet configuration, planetesimal accumula-
tion can proceed less perturbed by the disk gravity.
6.3 summary and discussion
We have performed 3D simulations of circumstellar disks in binary
systems using VINE, an SPH algorithm that has been modified to
model a fully radiative disk. The cooling has been simulated by in-
cluding boundary particles that populate the outer surfaces of the
disks (defined by τ > 1) and effectively radiate away the heat trans-
ported from the inner regions via radiative transfer. Four different
binary and disk configurations are modeled to explore the influence
of the companion star perturbations on the disk morphology, temper-
ature, and eccentricity. Two close configurations (aB = 30 AU) with
different initial gas densities scaled by a factor 2 and two distant con-
figurations (aB = 50 AU) with the same scale factor in density.
In the close configurations the spiral shock waves excited during
the pericenter approach of the two stars generate hydraulic jumps
whose height can be calculated from the simulations leading to an
estimate of the Froude number. A significant mass transfer occurs
between the disks at the binary pericenter when tidal trailing spi-
ral waves are excited. This is an additional source of heat for both
disks, and it can also increase the mass and lifetime of the smaller
secondary disk enhancing the possibility of planet formation in it. It
is also noteworthy that the mass ratio between the two disks at later
stages of evolution may not reflect the primordial value due to the
flux of mass from the primary to the secondary.
In the secondary disks, the impact of material coming from the pri-
mary disks excites the formation of an additional shock wave. The
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temperature profiles show a large difference between pericenter and
apocenter related to the heating generated by shock waves and mass
transfer at pericenter. The disk eccentricity is relatively low for the
primary disks with values compatible with previous 2D studies. The
secondary disk is more eccentric compared to the primary in partic-
ular in the outer regions where the eccentricity can be as high as 0.1.
There is no notable difference in the disk morphology and disk ec-
centricity when we model less massive disks. On the other hand, the
temperature profiles, due to the dependence of the viscous heating
on the density, are instead significantly different.
In the models with a higher value of the binary separation (aB = 50
AU), hydraulic jumps appear only in the secondary disks, while in
the primaries the spiral waves, even at the pericenter, do not cause
a significant change in the disk morphology. This implies that there
is a limiting binary separation beyond which the strength of the tidal
spiral patterns on the primary disk is not enough to excite the motion
of the gas in the vertical direction and lead to mass transfer. In these
less perturbed configurations, the disk eccentricity is lower even for
the secondary disks with an upper limit of ≈ 0.03 over the full ra-
dial extent of the disks. Owing to the reduced strength of the spiral
waves and negligible mass exchange, the distant configurations have
lower temperature profiles with the stars at pericenter compared to
the close configurations. At apocenter the primary disks in the dis-
tant and close configurations have the same temperature while the
secondary disk is hotter possibly because it did not dissipate all the
heat accumulated during the pericenter passage. As for the close con-
figurations, the temperature profiles of the less dense disks is lower
than in higher density cases.
6.3.1 Implications for planet formation
As already pointed out by Nelson (2000), the high temperature of the
disks and the consequent shifting outside of the “snow line” may in-
hibit the condensation of ices reducing the amount of available mass
for accreting the core of giant planets. Although in our models the
temperature profiles are lower than those found by Nelson (2000),
even if with a different system architecture, the temperature is still
too high in the close configurations. In the dense close configuration
(HIDECL) at pericenter, the “snow line” is at about 8 AU for the pri-
mary and 6 AU for the secondary disk. In both cases, the “snow line”
location almost coincides with the outer borders of the disks. At apoc-
enter, the two values shrink to 6 AU and 4 AU, respectively. In the
more distant configurations, the “snow line” is at 6 AU for the pri-
mary with negligible differences between pericenter and apocenter,
while it shifts from 2 to 3 AU for the secondary disk. Even locally,
at the shock waves, the temperatures are high enough to prevent icy
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dust condensation, but on the other hand, they might favor the for-
mation of chondrules.
In addition to the high temperature of the disk, our simulations
show that the spiral waves generate hydraulic jumps that would in-
vert the dust settling to the disk midplane induced by the aerody-
namic drag. This would significantly affect the settling velocity and
timescale and, as a consequence, the coagulation process into larger
particles. The relationship between the size and vertical height would
be destroyed and a substantial remixing of the dust would occur at
the shock bores. An additional nasty effect for particle growth would
be the increase in the mutual relative velocities at the shock, in partic-
ular where breaking waves crash back onto the disk.
The two effects described above seem to work against the coag-
ulation of dust into large planetesimals, thereby preventing the for-
mation of planets in binaries. Even the subsequent planetesimal ac-
cretion process appears critical in binary systems as already pointed
out by Marzari and Scholl (2000),Thébault et al. (2004),Thébault et al.
(2006),Thébault et al. (2008),Kley and Nelson (2008), Thébault et al.
(2009),Marzari et al. (2009),Xie and Zhou (2009),Xie et al. (2010b),
Paardekooper et al. (2008), and Marzari et al. (2012). However, close
binary systems hosting giant planets have been detected, such as γ
Cephei (Campbell et al., 1988), Gliese 86 (Queloz et al., 2000), HD41004
(Zucker et al., 2004), HD196885 (Correia et al., 2008), and the small
terrestrial planet in Alpha Centauri (Dumusque et al., 2012). There
are two possible scenarios for the formation of the present dynam-
ical architectures of these systems. The first is that the binary sys-
tem hosting the planet had a larger separation in the past compatible
with the growth of planets according to the standard core–accretion
model. The subsequent dynamical evolution of the stellar system –
either because it is part of an unstable triple stellar system or because
it suffered a close encounter with a third (background) star (Marzari
and Barbieri, 2007a,b; Martí and Beaugé, 2012) – led to a shrinking
of the binary orbit without ejecting the planet(s) from the system. A
second possibility is related to the new model for planetesimal for-
mation based on the direct formation of large planetesimals from the
accumulation of small solid particles in turbulent structures of the
gaseous disk (Johansen et al., 2007; Cuzzi et al., 2008). The onset of
disordered motions is strongly favored in circumstellar disks in bina-
ries due to the formation of strong spiral waves that not only affect
the radial evolution of the disk but also influence the vertical struc-
ture of the disk, as shown in our models. The quick formation of large
planetesimals may bypass the crucial stage of dust coagulation and
subsequent planetesimal accumulation, even if it would not solve the
problem of the high temperature able to prevent the condensation of
icy dust grains.
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6.3.2 Speculations on the long–term evolution
One limitation of our approach is related to the heavy computational
load needed to complete a simulation. Even the 2D simulations per-
formed by Nelson (2000) are limited to a few binary revolutions. The
main cause of this is related to the energy equation solution that re-
quires a very short time step owing to the large and short–term vari-
ations in internal energy of the gas at the shock waves and at the
location where material from one disk impacts the other. In effect,
our models and those presented in Nelson (2000) are the only ones
where each star of the binary system has its own disk. Simulations
of radiative disks with grid codes model only the disk around the
primary star, and they do not have to deal with the mass exchange
between the two disks. In SPH simulations it would in theory be
possible to speed up the computations by implicitly solving the en-
ergy equation. However, this approach fails to properly follow the
behavior of the gas internal energy in the highly perturbed environ-
ment of disks in binaries, as discussed in more detail in the next
section. Concerning the long–term evolution of the system we have
studied, it is encouraging that 2D simulations of radiative and self–
gravitating disks in binaries (Müller and Kley, 2012; Marzari et al.,
2012) show stable behavior, that does not evolve significantly even
at later stages. This is possibly related to the fast radiative damping
of density waves as suggested in Marzari et al. (2012). The disk ec-
centricity and temperature profiles we obtain in 3D are similar to
those observed for disks around the primary star in the previously
mentioned papers, and they are self–similar after many binary revo-
lutions. As a consequence, we may infer that the features we find in
our simulations, such as the hydraulic jumps, are preserved during
the subsequent evolution of the disks. As an additional test, we per-
formed an isothermal simulation of the HIDECL model assuming a
temperature profile similar to that of our radiative model at apocen-
ter. After 20 binary revolutions, the main features due to the binary
perturbations (spiral waves and vertical excursions) are still present
and have the same morphology at any pericenter passage during the
full length of the simulation. However, we have to point out that there
are significant differences between the radiative and isothermal runs.
As already pointed out by 2D simulations, spiral waves are damped
more quickly in the radiative model as illustrated in the bottom plots
of Fig. 34. The integrated density distribution of the primary disks in
the radiative (left) and isothermal (right) models are compared in the
same orbital configuration after the pericenter passage. The density
waves are significantly less marked in the radiative case, suggesting
that they are more effectively damped than in the isothermal one.
The scale height of the disk is higher in the radiative case, and the
hydraulic jumps have a significantly larger jump factor Jf (see Fig. 20)
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Figure 34: In the upper plot a vertical slice of an isothermal disk with the
HIDECL parameters is shown after 20 binary revolutions near the
pericenter passage. The two lower plots, illustrating the primary
disks shortly after the binary pericenter, show how density waves
dissipate more quickly in the radiative disk (left plot) than in the
isothermal disk (right plot).
compared to the isothermal case illustrated in Fig. 34 top plot. From
Fig. 34 (top plot) it also appears that the density beyond the shock
wave is higher in the isothermal model. This may be analytically jus-
tified when taking into account that in a radiative disk the ratio be-
tween the pre– and post–shock densities can be estimated, according
to Durisen (2011), as
ρ2
ρ1
=
γ+ 1
γ− 1
(100)
for M >> 1. In an isothermal disk, on the other hand, the ratio can
be approximated by
ρ2
ρ1
= γM2. (101)
In this last case, the post–shock density is expected to be higher than
in the radiative case.
6.4 intermediate stage of planet formation
Another important issue to study is the influence of the stellar com-
panion on the accumulation of kilometer-sized planetesimal (Marzari
and Scholl, 2000; Thébault et al., 2004, 2006, 2008; Kley and Nelson,
2008; Thébault et al., 2009; Marzari et al., 2009; Xie and Zhou, 2009;
Xie et al., 2010b; Paardekooper et al., 2008; Marzari et al., 2012). These
studies have shown that this phase might be the most sensitive to bi-
narity effects, because mutual impact velocities can be increased to
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values that may threaten the formation of large bodies. Crucial in
this phase is the evolution of both the eccentricity and perihelion
longitude of the planetesimals under the coupled action of the com-
panion gravity and gas drag force. A size–dependent phasing of the
orbits develops over the timescale of the secular perturbations of the
binary, leading to high (and accretion inhibiting) collision velocities
among any planetesimal population with even a small size spread
(Thébault et al., 2006). Mechanisms that could come to the rescue
of the planetesimal accumulation process are a small inclination be-
tween the circumstellar disc and the binary plane (Xie et al., 2010b),
or an outward migration of protoplanetary embryos formed in safer
regions closer to the star (Payne et al., 2009), or planetesimal growth
through the sweeping of small collisional fragments (Paardekooper
and Leinhardt, 2010; Xie et al., 2010a), or the fact that the binary was
initially wider and was compacted by stellar encounters during the
early evolution of the stellar cluster it was born in (Thébault et al.,
2009). Another, more radical solution would be that planet formation
proceeds through a different channel in close binaries, a hypothesis
that could be supported by the fact the exoplanets found in close bina-
ries have different properties than those around single stars (Duchêne,
2010).
7
P L A N E T F O R M AT I O N I N B I N A RY S TA R S Y S T E M S :
C I R C U M B I N A RY C A S E
7.1 introduction
Recently, the KEPLER team announced the discovery of another cat-
egory of exoplanets in binaries, i.e, transiting circumbinary planets,
which move on P–type orbits circumventing both the stars. The first
of such planets to be discovered was Kepler–16 b (Doyle et al., 2011)
followed by Kepler–34 b, Kepler-35 b (Welsh et al., 2012), Kepler–38
(Orosz et al., 2012a), and Kepler–47 b,c, the first circumbinary multi–
planet system (Orosz et al., 2012b). Lately, also the planet Kepler–413b
(Kostov et al., 2014) has joined this growing group. The formation of
planets in circumbinary P–type orbits might be very different com-
pared to that in S–type orbit (around a component of the pair) since
the secular perturbations of the companion star on a planetesimal
swarm have different intensity and form compared to that produced
by an external perturber. As a consequence, the outcomes of numer-
ical modeling of planetesimal evolution in S–type orbits cannot be
applied to study planet formation in circumbinary orbits.
At present, numerical studies have been performed to estimate
where in the initial circumbinary disk around Kepler–16 planetesi-
mal accumulation can proceed, even if perturbed and possibly at a
slower pace, towards the accumulation of large planetary embryos.
Both studies (Meschiari, 2012; Paardekooper et al., 2012) used an N–
body approach to compute the trajectories of a large number of plan-
etesimals perturbed by the non–spherically symmetric gravitational
field of the stellar pair. The first paper (Meschiari, 2012) focused on
the long term effects of the secular perturbations finding potential
accretion-friendly zones within 1.75 AU from the star pair and be-
yond 4 AU. In these regions the mutual impact velocity between plan-
etesimals were, in the majority of collisions, lower than the threshold
velocity causing disruption. Their eccentricity distribution is centered
around the forced component of the secular perturbations of the bi-
nary given by
ef =
5
4
(1− 2µ)
aB
a
eB, (102)
where µ = m2/(m1 +m2) is the binary mass ratio, aB and eB the
semimajor axis and eccentricity of the binary system and a is the
semimajor axis of the planetesimal (Moriwaki and Nakagawa, 2004).
In a subsequent paper, Paardekooper et al. (2012) re–analyzed plan-
etesimal accumulation around Kepler–16 and also explored two other
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systems, Kepler–34 and Kepler–35. They focused on the effects of
short term eccentricity perturbations on the planetesimal motion. They
also considered the possible reaccumulation of small fragments, pro-
duced by the shattering of planetesimals impacting at high relative
velocity, onto the largest intact planetesimals. Even if this second-
generation accretion helps, Paardekooper et al. (2012) conclude that
planet formation is not possible at the present location of the planet,
but may however be effective beyond twice the present semimajor
axis (a = 0.7 AU). Both the previously mentioned studies (Meschiari,
2012; Paardekooper et al., 2012) claim that, in spite of the combined
perturbations of the binary star system and of the friction from the
gas of the circumbinary disk, planet formation seems to be possible
beyond a distance of about 2–4 AU from the barycenter of the pair,
which is further out than the present location of the exoplanets but
still relatively close to the binary.
The basic assumption of an N-body approach to the problem of
planetesimal accumulation requires that the gas disk in which the
planetesimals are embedded is axisymmetric. This approximation may
not be a good one when dealing with circumbinary disks since the
gravitational perturbations of the star pair may strongly affect the
disk shape. As already shown in (Kley et al., 2008; Marzari et al., 2009,
2012; Müller and Kley, 2012), the disk may become eccentric and be
perturbed by strong spiral waves. In that paper, the parameters of
the system were similar to those of Kepler–16 but the disk was trun-
cated at 3 AU and the isothermal approximation was used. In this
thesis we adopt a more complete approach modeling the circumbi-
nary disk that gave origin to the planet in Kepler–16 as a radiative
disk extending out to 10 AU from the barycenter of the two stars.
The radiative model is better suited to describe the earlier stages of
the disk evolution when it is massive and probably optically thick. It
has also been shown (Marzari et al., 2012; Müller and Kley, 2012) that
radiative disks, when perturbed, develop overall shapes and internal
structure that differ from those of locally isothermal disks, in partic-
ular concerning the disk eccentricity and the propagation of spiral
waves which may significantly perturb planetesimal trajectories. For
this reason, in order to obtain an accurate modeling of the disk struc-
ture, in our simulations we solve an energy equation that includes
the viscous heating of the disk and radiative losses. On the basis on
the above mentioned references we expect that a detailed treatment
of the disk thermodynamics is more relevant for the evolution of the
disk eccentricity than the inclusion of the effects of self–gravity. In
addition, considering a larger disk allows a better handling of the
gravitational perturbations of the disk on the planetesimal orbits. If
the disk is more massive, since we model a larger portion of it, the
perturbations due to a potentially uneven mass distribution, due to
the building up of an eccentric shape, are considerably stronger.
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In this thesis we compute the trajectories of a large number of plan-
etesimals perturbed by the primordial circumbinary disk. Our sim-
ulations focus on the Kepler–16 system and show that the gravita-
tional perturbations of the disk excite large eccentricity values in the
planetesimal swarm with a mechanism similar to that described by
Nelson and Gressel (2010). These large eccentricities, up to 0.4 and
beyond, are able to prevent the onset of accumulation within 10 AU
from the stars and maybe also farther out. The present planet ob-
served in the system possibly formed in the outer regions of the disk
and migrated inside as described in Pierens and Nelson (2007, 2008).
The migration possibly occurred in all the circumbinary systems men-
tioned above and is strongly suggested by the coincidence between
the semimajor axis of the planets and the location of the internal sta-
bility limit which can be derived from Holman and Wiegert (1999).
As a consequence, our results do not suggest that planet formation is
not possible, but that it had to occur in the outer regions of the disk
where the perturbations of the star pair are less effective in producing
non-axisymmetric density perturbations on the disk.
In Section 2 we describe the numerical model and in Section 3 we
describe out results. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of the re-
sults.
7.2 the hybrid algorithm modeling the evolution of
the disk and planetesimals
To compute the trajectories of planetesimals and, at the same time, the
evolution of the gaseous disk under the perturbations of the binary,
we have used the two-dimensional numerical code FARGO (Masset,
2000) modified to fit the problem. The hydrodynamical equations are
solved in a cylindrical coordinate system centered on the barycenter
of the binary. We focus on the Kepler–16 system where the mass of the
primary is M1 = 0.69M, that of the secondary M2 = 0.20M, the
binary semimajor axis aB = 0.224AU and the eccentricity eB = 0.159.
The two stars are evolved on a fixed Keplerian orbit neglecting any
change in the binary system due to gas accretion by the stars and
any momentum exchange with the disk. This choice is justified by
the models of Pierens and Nelson (2007) suggesting that a system
made of the binary and the disk reach a near-stationary state after
some evolution. Incidentally, these authors used binary parameters
actually close to those derived for Kepler–16.
The grid used in our calculations to model the disk has Nr = 256
radial zones and Ns = 512 azimuthal zones, and an arithmetic spac-
ing is used along the radial direction i.e. the radial distance is divided
in equal size intervals. All the simulations are carried out including
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an energy equation of the form (Baruteau and Masset, 2008; Marzari
et al., 2012)
∂e
∂t
+∇ · (ev) = −p∇ · v+Q+visc −Q−cool + λe∇2 log(p/Σγ) (103)
where e = p/(γ − 1) is the thermal energy density, γ = 1.4 is the
adiabatic index, and v denotes the gas velocity. In the equation we
do not include the effects of stellar irradiation. The term Q+visc is the
heating term due to the viscous heating while the cooling term Q−cool
is assumed to be 2σSBT4eff, where σSB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant
and Teff is the effective temperature estimated as (Hubeny, 1990)
T4eff = T
4/τeff, (104)
for an effective optical depth
τeff =
3τ
8
+
√
3
4
+
1
4τ
. (105)
The vertical optical depth, τ, is approximated as τ = κΣ/2, where
for the Rosseland mean opacity, κ, we adopt the formulae in Bell
and Lin (1994). Following Paardekooper et al. (2011), we also model
thermal diffusion as the diffusion of the gas entropy, s, defined as
s = R(γ − 1)−1 log(p/Σγ). This corresponds to the last term in the
right-hand side of eq. (103), where λ is a constant thermal diffusion
coefficient. Throughout this study, we adopt λ = 10−6 in code units.
The initial aspect ratio h = H/r is constant all over the disk and is
set to 0.05. A constant shear kinematic viscosity of 10−5 (normalized
units), which corresponds at about 5 AU within the disk to an α value
of about 2.5× 10−3 (Shakura and Sunyaev (1973)), is used and open
boundary conditions are adopted with standard outflow at both the
inner and outer edge. The initial temperature profile of the disk is
computed as T(r) = T0r−1 where the value at 1 AU is set to T0 = 630
K. This value is derived following the approach described in Marzari
et al. (2012) and it depends on the initial choice of the aspect ratio h.
The Toomre parameter Q is quite large in the inner disk parts, where
the binary’s perturbation is the strongest. Its radial dependence is
approximately Q(R) ∼ 100× (R/1AU)−3/2 and a value of about 10 is
measured at R = 5 AU.
We neglect in our model the apsidal precession of the binary due to
its interaction with the disk. According to Rafikov (2013), the period
of the binary precession due to an axisymmetric disk is given by
Tω˜ = 8pi
(
MB
Md
)(
r
1/2
o r
5/2
in
aB3φ˜nB
)
(106)
where Md is the disk mass, Mb the sum of the star masses, nB the
mean motion of the binary, rin the inner border of the disk and ro the
outer one, and φ˜ is a constant whose value depends on the ratio of
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aB and rin and on the mass ratio and it can be approximated by 0.5.
Using this equation we find that Tω˜ ∼ 3× 104 yrs (after some initial
evolution, the mass of the disk settles to Md = 2.75× 10−2M). This
is longer than the timescale over which the planetesimal eccentricity
grows i.e. 103 yrs. We expect that the binary precession might have
an effect on the long term evolution of the system but not on the
short timespan we are covering with the model. In addition, since the
disk in our simulations is eccentric, eq. (106) may not be very precise
being derived under the assumption of an axisymmetric disk. As a
consequence, a full numerical approach is needed since the formula
for the potential of a axisymmetric disk, used in Rafikov (2013), can-
not be applied. We plan to explore this effect in the future hoping in
an increase in computing power.
The forces acting on the planetesimals include the binary gravita-
tional force, the gravitational force exerted by the disk and the gas
drag force. The latter is calculated in the Stokes regime (see eq. 64)
where the gas density in the midplane ρg is derived from the surface
mass density Σ(r) through the relation (Günther and Kley, 2002)
ρg = Σ(r)/[(2pi)
1/2H]. (107)
Respect to (Marzari et al., 2008) we adopt a more extended disk rang-
ing from 0.5 to 10 AU from the binary system with a superficial
density profile Σ = Σ0r−1/2 where Σ0 is the density at 1 AU set
to Σ0 = 2.5× 10−4 in normalized units, i.e. ∼ 2.2× 103 g/cm2, com-
patible with the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula density.
To refine the computation of the drag force acting on the planetes-
imals we extrapolate the density and velocity (ρ, v) of the gas at the
planetesimal location with a bilinear fit from the values at the borders
of each grid cell. This is a refinement of the algorithm used in Marzari
et al. (2008).
7.3 the results
In this section we compute the orbital evolution of the planetesimals
and of the disk. Before including the planetesimals in the model, we
evolve the disk for 105 binary revolutions (approximately 104 yr). We
then restart the simulation including 400 planetesimals on initially
circular orbits with semimajor axis equally spaced from 1 to 8.8 AU
and we compute their orbits and the disk evolution for 104 yrs.
7.3.1 The disk shape
In the upper panel of Fig. 36 we show isocurves of the surface density
distribution of the disk confirming its eccentric shape responsible for
strong gravitational perturbations on the planetesimal orbits. In the
bottom panel we show the azimuthally–averaged disk eccentricity as
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a function of the distance from the stars, computed as in Marzari
et al. (2012), for 3 different evolutionary times separated by 200 yr.
The 3 curves suggest a strong variability of the internal disk shape
with time. This is due to the propagation of density waves within
the disk and was observed also in Marzari et al. (2012) for circum-
stellar disks in binaries. The behaviour shown in Fig. 36, lower panel,
differs from that illustrated in Pelupessy and Portegies Zwart (2013)
but the two disk models are substantially different. Pelupessy and
Portegies Zwart (2013) adopt a locally isothermal equation of state
with a fixed temperature profile T(r) ∼ 300× R−3/4 while our initial
temperature profile is T(r) ∼ 630× R−1 and then it evolves in time
due to radiative cooling and various sources of heating, including
that arising from shock waves. In Fig. 35 we compare the tempera-
ture profile of the isothermal disk model by Pelupessy and Portegies
Zwart (2013) with the averaged (over 200 yr) equilibrium profile of
our radiative model. The difference in both absolute values and slope
are noteworthy and this justifies the significant differences in terms
of disk eccentricity. It has been shown in Marzari et al. (2012) that
Figure 35: Azimuthally and time averaged (200 yr) temperature profile of
our radiative model at t = 10000 yr (continuous red line) com-
pared with the initial t = 0 yr non–equilibrium one (dashed
green line) and the isothermal temperature profile adopted by
Pelupessy and Portegies Zwart (2013) (dotted blue line).
the temperature profile and the adopted energy equation have strong
effects on the disk eccentricity in perturbed disks. A different ther-
modynamical model may lead to significant differences in the disk
evolution and in particular in the eccentricity which may change by
more than a factor 10. The temperature profile of our radiative disk
is significantly higher compared to that of Pelupessy and Portegies
Zwart (2013) and this plays in favor of a higher disk eccentricity in
our model. On the other hand, Marzari et al. (2012) have shown that
wave propagation through adiabatic compressions and expansions
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may be more efficiently damped in presence of radiative losses. This
might cause a reduction of the disk eccentricity. All these physical
phenomena that can lead to a different disk shape are more impor-
tant than the disk self–gravity which would have less influence on
the disk eccentricity than the thermodynamical model. In addition,
self–gravity would not significantly affect the planetesimal dynamics
in the inner regions due to the large value of the Toomre parameter
Q. The initial different temperature profile is not the only difference
between our model and that of Pelupessy and Portegies Zwart (2013),
also the superficial density is difference as theirs declines as r−1 while
ours follows a r−1/2 law.
In a real disk, not only viscous heating and radiative cooling deter-
mine the disk thermal structure, but also stellar irradiation. Recently,
Bitsch et al. (2013) have shown that stellar irradiation dominates in
the outer regions of a disk while viscous heating rules close to the
star where the structure of disks with and without stellar irradiation
are similar. They find via numerical modeling that only beyond ap-
proximately 8AU from the star stellar irradiation begins to have some
influence on the evolution of a disk. However, a significant flaring of
the disk is observed only for massive disks with Σ0 ∼ 3000g/cm3
and low viscosity (α ∼ 0.001). In this case the flaring appears con-
sistent beyond 30 AU from the star. In our model, the circumbinary
disk of 16 Kepler extends out to 10 AU so it is expected not to be
strongly influenced by stellar irradiation but to be dominated by the
viscous evolution. In addition, in circumbinary disks density waves
excited by the tidal gravity field of the binary propagate within the
disk. In three dimensions these waves act like fundamental modes
which correspond to large surface distortions in the disk (Lubow and
Ogilvie, 1998). Boley et al. (2005) have also shown that shock waves
in 3–D disks cause sudden increases in the disk scale height, a phe-
nomenon called hydraulic jump. If the spiral waves excited by the
binary perturbations are also shock waves, the hydraulic jumps in
the vertical direction can shield the outer disc from stellar irradiation.
Disk self-shadowing due to spiral density waves may strongly reduce
the relevance of stellar irradiation in circumbinary disks.
The relatively fast changes of the disk eccentricity and of the disk
gravity field has an additional perturbative effect on the planetesi-
mals trajectories favouring eccentricity excitation. The orientation of
the disk changes slowly with time on a timescale longer than 104
yrs. However, the computation of the planetesimal orbits is very time
consuming and the timespan of each model is limited by the amount
of CPU requirement. This is also the reason why we neglect the self-
gravity of the disk in our simulations. A model without planetesimals
has however shown that self–gravity does not significantly affect the
shape and time variability of the circumbinary disk adopted in our
simulations.
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Figure 36: In the upper panel we show isocurves of the disk density distri-
bution (in normalized units) after 2× 105 binary revolutions il-
lustrating the eccentric shape of the disk. In the bottom panel the
azimuthally–averaged disk eccentricity is drawn as a function of
the radial distance at 3 different evolutionary times separated by
200 yr.
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7.3.2 Orbital evolution of 5 km size planetesimals
The three major sources of perturbations on the planetesimal orbits
are:
• the secular and short term perturbations of the gravity field of
the binary,
• the gas drag force,
• the disk gravitational force.
The first kind of perturbation is accounted for also in pure N–body
models (neglecting the mutual gravitational attraction of planetesi-
mals) and its effects are summarized by Eqs. 1 and 2. The second
term is instead handled very differently in a purely axisymmetric ap-
proach and our model. If the axisymmetric approximation is adopted,
the gas velocity is assumed to point always in the tangential direction
respect a circle centered in the binary barycenter and with radius
equal to the planetesimal osculating radial distance. Its modulus is
the local Keplerian velocity reduced by a factor that accounts for the
pressure term vg = vK(1− 2η)1/2 where η is of the order of 10−3. In
our model, the gas velocity is computed directly from the solution of
the hydrodynamical equations. This is an important aspect since the
gas velocity, due to the disk elliptic shape and the presence of spiral
waves, is very different from that computed in the axisymmetric ap-
proximation. The gas velocity is no longer circular and it can have a
significant radial component. Its modulus can be much larger than
the value estimated by the previous simplified formula. In addition,
the cylindrical symmetry is lost and the direction and modulus of the
gas velocity depend on the azimuthal angle.
The third perturbative component on the motion of planetesimals,
that we will show to be the dominant one, is due to the gravity field
of the disk. An asymmetric distribution of mass causes a significant
perturbation of planetesimal trajectories. A similar phenomenon was
also observed by Nelson and Gressel (2010) in fully turbulent disks
where embedded planetesimals develop large mutual encounter ve-
locities due to stochastic gravitational forces caused by turbulent den-
sity fluctuations. In our scenario the density has a shaped asymmetric
pattern and this is a worse source of perturbation since its effect does
not average to 0. In addition, the orientation of the perihelia play
an important role in our scenario (Thébault et al., 2006; Marzari and
Scholl, 2000), in particular when large eccentricities are excited. The
gravitational perturbations of the eccentric disk significantly decrease
the level of perihelia alignment of same size planetesimals and this
has important consequences on the accretion process. In Fig. 37 we
illustrate the distribution of the eccentricity and perihelion longitude
vs. semimajor axis for 5 km size (radius) planetesimals. A peak in ec-
centricity with a value around 0.4 is observed in between 2−−3 AU
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Figure 37: In panel 1 we show the distribution of the eccentricity vs. semima-
jor axis of 5 km size (radius) planetesimals at two different times.
In panel 2 the distribution is that of the perihelion longitude vs.
semimajor axis.
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with planetesimals quickly drifting inwards. The semimajor axis drift
rate is in fact strongly dependent on the eccentricity of the body in
the equation given by Adachi et al. (1976) describing the effect of the
gas drag
da
dt
= −
2
τdrag
(η2 +
5
8
e2 +
1
2
i2)
1
2 × (η+ 17
16
e2 +
1
8
i2) (108)
where
η =
vkep − vgas
vkep
(109)
measures of the amount by which gas orbits the star (or star pair)
more slowly than a solid body due to the gas’s partial pressure sup-
port with vkep being the local Keplerian velocity. The timescale τdrag
is given by
τdrag =
8ρR
3CDρgasvkep
(110)
The region developing large eccentricities is then depleted on a short
timescale. The irregular shape of the disk in the inside region is at
the origin of the large eccentricity values that lead to the fast inward
drift. Farther out, the eccentricity is lower but still high compared to
the pure N–body predictions. In this region the radial drift is reduced.
The pericenter longitude is only partly aligned and the phasing de-
pends on time since it changes with time. Only the region between 3
and 5 AU seems to maintain some level of coherence over time. This
coherence leads to lower impact velocities.
7.3.3 The influence of the disk gravity unveiled
By inspecting Fig. 37, the first question that comes to mind is: is it the
radial component of the gas drag force or the gravitational attraction
of the disk that is responsible for the large values of the planetesimal
eccentricities? To answer this question we run an additional model
where the gravity of the disk on planetesimal is switched off. Fig. 39
shows the difference in the two cases after 1× 103 yrs of evolution.
The case with the gravity of the disk acting on planetesimals show
much larger eccentricities than the test case without the disk grav-
ity. Note that the eccentricity profile in the model where the disk
perturbations are included differ from that shown in Fig. 37 since
the evolutionary times are different (104 yr in Fig. 37 and 103 yr in
Fig. 39).
While it is possible to analytically estimate the effects of a non–
linear gas drag due to an eccentric precessing gaseous disk (Beaugé
et al., 2010), it is a prohibitive task trying to predict analytically the
details of the gravitational perturbation of an asymmetric disk. The
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gravity field felt by each planetesimal is a combination of the tidal
field of the binary stars, of the eccentric disk and of its spiral arms
which are tightly wound close to the stars. Planetesimals are well
embedded in the disk and then they are sensitive not only to the
overall shape of the disk but also to its fast time variability. In Fig. 38
top panel we show azimuthally averaged radial profiles of the po-
tential produced by the disk at different evolutionary times. To give
an idea of the variation of the potential with azimuth we plot also
the variation of the potential with azimuth respect to the local aver-
age value at two different times. The inner zone, within ∼ 1.8 AU,
show a slow decrease of the potential with a limited azimuthal vari-
ability. This is the region where the planetesimals are less excited in
eccentricity. Just beyond 2 AU, the potential begins to rise and the
dynamics of planetesimals reacts to this trend change with a steep
increase in eccentricity. It is possibly the combination of radial and
azimuthal variations that account for the sudden raise in the plan-
etesimal eccentricity, even if it appears difficult to analytically predict
the amount of perturbation felt by the planetesimal trajectories. This
because the whole shape of the potential changes with time. In ad-
dition, there is no analytic expression available for the gravity field
of an elliptic disk within itself. While the outside potential might be
fitted with the analytically expression derived by McCoullogh (Mur-
ray and Dermott, 1999), inside the disk the task appears much more
complex. Not only a secular theory predicting the eccentricity pertur-
bations of an elliptical disk on bodies located inside the disk itself is
intrinsically very complex but to make the task even more difficult
the disk changes with time and, as a consequence, also the potential,
as shown in Fig. 38. Even if the effects of the non–radial component
of gas drag are not relevant in exciting large eccentricity values and
the disk gravity does all the job, this does not mean that the gas drag
can be neglected when modeling the planetesimal evolution. Large
values of eccentricity powers up the gas drag effect on the semimajor
axis a since da/dt is proportional to e, as discussed in the previous
section. As a consequence, the eccentricity excitation leads also to a
fast inward migration related to the eccentricity value. Does the non–
radial component of gas drag contributes at later times to excite the
eccentricity to the values observed in Fig. 37–a? When the eccentric-
ity is excited by the disk gravity, the large value of η is mostly due to
the radial velocity induced by the eccentric orbit of the planetesimal
rather than the irregular value due to the the disk. As a consequence,
we expect again that the dominant term is the disk gravity and that
gas drag still acts as a damping force. This is further confirmed by
the case of 25 km size planetesimals discussed in the next section. It
has to be noted that the simulations shown in Fig. 39 show the eccen-
tricity value after 103 of evolution while those in Fig. 37 and Fig. 40
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Figure 38: Azimuthally averaged radial profile of the disk potential (given
in normalized units) at different evolutionary times sampled ev-
ery 500 yrs. Some change in the potential is also due to the mass
loss through the inner and outer borders of the computational
grid. The two bottom plots illustrate the azimuthal variation, com-
puted as ∆V = (V − V¯)/V¯ , at t = 2500 and t = 4000 yr, respec-
tively. The azimuthal variation is not regular and depends on the
evolutionary time.
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illustrate the eccentricity distribution at later times (104) when the
planetesimal evolution reaches an almost stationary state.
Figure 39: Test run to verify the impact of the disk gravity on the planetesi-
mal dynamics. The outcome of the full model is compared with
that of a model without the gravitational attraction of the disk on
planetesimals. In this second case the forced eccentricity is signif-
icantly reduced. The comparison is performed after 1000 yrs of
evolution and for 5 km size planetesimals.
7.3.4 Evolution of 25 km size planetesimals
As a further test that the disk gravity is responsible for the large ec-
centricity values of the planetesimals, we ran an additional simulation
for larger bodies 25 km in radius. In Fig. 40 we compare the eccentric-
ity and pericenter distribution of the two different size swarm. The
eccentricities are much larger and in effect 5% of the bodies are in-
jected in hyperbolic orbits. Their orbits, located in between 2–3 AU
where the eccentricity excitation is the highest, are perturbed by the
disk until they reach an eccentricity of about 0.6–0.7 so that, at peri-
center, they come close to the binary. Repeated pericenter passages
further pump up their eccentricity because of the interaction with the
binary until a close encounter with the secondary star ejects them out
of the system. In addition, the pericenters are not phased at all for
large planetesimals. This is due to the reduced effect of the gas drag
which was partly able to damp the eccentricities of the smaller 5 km
size planetesimals but it is unable to perform this task for 25 km size
bodies. As a consequence, the disk gravity is more effective for the
large planetesimals in exciting their orbits.
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Figure 40: In panel 1 we compare the distribution of the eccentricity vs.
semimajor axis of 5 km and 25 km size (radius) planetesimals
at t = 104 yrs. In panel 2 the distribution is that of the perihelion
longitude vs. semimajor axis.
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7.3.5 Impact velocities
The dynamical behaviours identified in the previous sections have to
be interpreted in terms of how they affect mutual accretion of plan-
etesimals. The outcome of mutual planetesimal collisions depends on
both their impact velocities and their respective sizes. Ideally, one
would thus like to follow a whole population of planetesimals with
a given size distribution and record all collisions for all impacting
pairs of sizes R1 and R2. Unfortunately, because of the high CPU cost
of computing planetesimal orbits in this sophisticated set-up, only
400 can be followed simultaneously. This is not enough to consider a
size distribution amongst them and have enough statistics on dvR1,R2
everywhere in the disk. We thus considered 2 simplified cases where
all planetesimals have the same size, one for "small" planetesimals
with R = 5 km, and one with a "large" planetesimals with R = 25
km. The consequence of this simplification is to underestimate im-
pact velocities among planetesimals, as gas drag tends to minimize
these velocities for equal-sized impactors while increasing them for
differentially–sized objects (Thébault et al., 2006). As such, our esti-
mates should be considered as a best case (that is, accretion–friendly)
scenario.
To derive an estimate of the mutual impact velocities between the
"small" and "large" planetesimals orbiting the binary from the or-
bital parameters of the test bodies in our hybrid model, we used
a post–processing code computing all possible crossings among the
test planetesimals of our sample. For each pair of orbits, the code
looks for the crossing location and computes the relative velocity
from 2–body Keplerian formulas. In this way we build up a statistical
sample of possible impact velocities which characterize the planetes-
imal swarm around the binary. These velocities are then compared
to the critical velocity vcrit(R), corresponding, for impacts between
equal–sized bodies of size R, to the limiting value above which im-
pacts result in net mass erosion instead of mass accretion. To de-
rive vcrit(R), we use Eqs.1 and 2 of Leinhardt and Stewart (2012),
which lead to vcrit(5km) ∼ 25 m s−1 for 5 km size planetesimals
and vcrit(25km) ∼ 125 m s−1 for 25 km size planetesimals. In Fig. 41
we show the relative velocities among equal size R = 5km (upper
panel) and R = 25km (lower panel) planetesimals. We see that, for
both cases, large values of impact speed are excited in the proximity
of the inner border of the disk, i.e., below ∼ 2AU. This high veloc-
ity regime for equal-sized bodies is the direct consequence of the gas
disk gravity, because pure gas drag would have lead to perfect or-
bital phasing for a given planetesimal size, and thus very low ∆v for
same size bodies. However, the effect of gas drag is still noticeable,
as it is responsible for the fact that average ∆v are higher for 25 km
planetesimals, ∼ 600− 1200 m s−1, than for 5 km objects, ∼ 200− 400
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Figure 41: Relative encounter velocities between planetesimals. In panel 1
we compare the relative velocities in the case of small planetesi-
mals at different times. There is a significant time variability in
the impact velocity which, however, remains large all the time. In
panel 2 we illustrate the relative velocities for R = 25km planetes-
imals at t = 104yr. The black lines in both plots show the average
impact velocity computed in small radial bins. The 2 horizon-
tal lines display the limiting ∆v values for the accretion/erosion
frontier, as deduced from Leinhardt and Stewart (2012), for 5 km
impactors and 25 km ones.
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m s−1. This difference can be unambiguously attributed to gas drag,
as it is the only size–dependent mechanism acting on planetesimals,
so that its damping effect on the eccentricity will be much more pro-
nounced for smaller bodies. However, even for the small planetesimal
run, velocities are still much higher than the critical value for erosion
vcrit(5km) ∼ 25 m s−1. This is also true for 25km planetesimals, de-
spite of the fact that vcrit(5km) is higher, ∼ 125 m s−1. The high-∆v
regime is maintained, for all planetesimal sizes, in the strongly de-
pleted region between 2 and 3.5 AU. It is followed by a region, be-
tween ∼ 3.5 and ∼ 5.5AU, of lower impact velocities for the small
planetesimal case. However, these velocities remain above the erosion
threshold, except for the small planetesimal case. However, these ve-
locities remain above the erosion threshold, except for a very narrow
region around 4 AU, where < ∆v >∼ vcrit. For the larger 25 km plan-
etesimals, impact speeds are > 300ms−1, and thus higher than vcrit,
in this whole intermediate region.
In the outer regions of the simulations, up to 10 AU, impact ve-
locities become comparable for both planetesimal populations. Their
values remain relatively high, in the ∼ 100 − 200 m s−1 range, and
are above the erosion threshold everywhere, except for the outermost
8.5–10 AU domain, where < ∆v > become slightly lower than vcrit
for 25km objects.
7.4 discussion and conclusions
The discovery by KEPLER of planets in circumbinary orbits has reawaken
the interest regarding the planetesimal accumulation process in such
systems. The first numerical investigations of this issue adopted an
axisymmetric approximation for the gas disk in which planetesimal
are embedded, implicitly assuming that the tidal force of the central
binary does not significantly perturbs this disk. We show in this the-
sis that this is not the case and, due to the presence of the companion
star, the circumbinary gas disk becomes eccentric. This has profound
implications for the accumulation process of planetesimals due to
the excitation of their orbital eccentricity and partial destruction of
the perihelia alignment. Our simulations where the disk is evolved
together with the planetesimals indeed show that, adding the cru-
cial effect of the gas disk gravity greatly increases impact velocities
amongst planetesimals in the circumbinary disc around Kepler 16.
For the two planetesimal populations we have considered, 5 and 25
km, the environment is globally very hostile to mutual accretion in
the region within 10 AU.
As noted earlier, we have considered a simplified case where all
bodies have the same size, so that only a small fraction of all pos-
sible planetesimal encounters have been explored. However, in the
regions where gas drag has a non–negligible effect on mutual impact-
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ing speeds, we expect impact velocities between differentially–sized
bodies to be even higher than those amongst equal–sized ones (e.g.
Thébault et al., 2006). As a consequence, in these regions our runs
probably display a best–case scenario, with a situation that would
be even more accretion–hostile in a "real" system with a spread in
planetesimal sizes. The r 6 6AU domain clearly corresponds to this
case, the important difference between ∆v5km and ∆v25km being a
clear indicator that gas drag is an important factor in imposing the
impact speeds. In the region beyond 6AU, impact speeds for 5km
and 25km bodies are comparable, which could at first glance indi-
cate that gas drag has a limited effect there. However, Fig.40 clearly
shows that it is not the case, since these two populations have very
different eccentricities and periastron in these outer regions, so that
gas drag still has an important influence on collision velocities and
the fact that ∆v5km ∼ ∆v25km is simply a coincidence. We thus here
also expect impact speeds to be higher between differentially-sized
objects than for equal-sized ones, so that our single-sized simulations
here again probably correspond to the most accretion-friendly con-
figuration possible. The fact that even in this best-case scenario the
whole disc below ∼ 9AU is strongly hostile to accretion, with the
possible exception of a narrow strip around 4AU, seems to indicate
that this result should also hold for any planetesimal population with
a spread in its size distributions. Furthermore, even if accretion was
to be possible, it is important to stress that it cannot be as efficient
as in an unperturbed case. Indeed, planetesimal accumulation will
be slowed down, because of the increased encounter velocities due
to perturbations which would probably switch off the fast runaway-
growth mode that requires very low impact velocities to proceed (see
discussion in Thebault, 2011).
Our results should, however, be taken with some caution, as one po-
tentially important effect is not accounted for in our runs, that of the
possible re-accretion of collisional fragments that has been identified
by Paardekooper et al. (2012). This mechanism would probably help
planetesimal growth in this dynamically excited environment, so that
its omission overestimates the erosive behaviour of the disk. Unfor-
tunately, it is impossible to implement this effect in the already very
complex set-up that has been considered here. We note, however, that
other simplifications of our numerical approach might have the oppo-
site effect, i.e., underestimating the erosive nature of the planetesimal
swarm. The first one is that we suppose that all planetesimal start on
circular orbits at the same time, whereas there might be a spread in
their formation epoch (e.g Xie et al., 2010b). Such a spread would lead
to increased differential orbits, and thus impact speeds, even between
equal-sized objects (Paardekooper et al., 2012). The other simplifica-
tion is that the spatial resolution in the hydrodynamical model re-
quired to correctly compute the disk–planetesimal interactions limits
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the radial extension of the disk we can model with a reasonable CPU
load. Our gas disk is thus probably too small, and we would expect
a larger and more massive disk to have more powerful gravitational
perturbations on the planetesimal trajectories, possibly increasing the
impact velocities.
Given these uncertainties, it is thus too early to reach definitive con-
clusion regarding the precise balance between accretion and erosion
in a realistic planetesimal disk. However, to the very least our simula-
tions have shown that disk gravity plays a crucial role and always act
towards increasing impact speeds and the erosive behaviour of the
swarm. As such, they strengthen and expand the results obtained by
previous works, which already identified that the region where the
planet is located is hostile to planetesimal accretion (Meschiari, 2012;
Paardekooper et al., 2012). This seems to rule out the in situ formation
of the Kepler 16 planet following the core-accretion scenario. This re-
sult also probably holds for the Kepler-34, Kepler-35 and Kepler-47
planets, given the similarities between these different systems.
A possibility to explain the present position of these planets is that
they formed farther out in the circumbinary disk. Subsequent migra-
tion due to the interaction with the disk would have brought them
back to their present orbits, as shown in (Pierens and Nelson, 2007,
2008). This is also suggested by their mass which is in the Neptune–
Saturn range, in agreement with the prediction of (Pierens and Nel-
son, 2007, 2008). Jupiter size planets in fact would be either ejected
from the system or sent on outer orbits. Our simulations show that
such migration would have to be very efficient, bringing the planet
where it is today from an initial formation region probably located
beyond 6AU from the binary’s center of mass.
An alternative scenario may be based on the direct formation of
large planetesimals from the accumulation of small solid particles in
turbulent structures of the gaseous disk (Johansen et al., 2007; Cuzzi
et al., 2008). In circumbinary disks the onset of turbulence may be fa-
vored by the tidal gravity field of the central stars and this might lead
to the formation of planetesimal large enough to sustain the high ve-
locity impacts occurring in the inner regions of the disk. In this case,
planets might form closer to the center of the disk by–passing the crit-
ical phase of small body accretion. However, these instability-based
scenarios still need to be quantitatively investigated in dynamically
perturbed environments such as binaries before any conclusion can
be reached.
Part IV
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M E C H A N I S M S A LT E R I N G T H E D Y N A M I C A L
C O N F I G U R AT I O N
8.1 introduction
The classic theory of planet formation (see Chap. 5) is a self consistent
picture that explains pretty well the Solar–type planets, predicting the
development of giant gaseous planets in the outer zones of protoplan-
etary disks and small rocky ones in the inner parts.
On the other hand, it does not explain the majority of exoplanets
observed so far. In effect, the first exoplanet detected (51 Peg b by
Mayor and Queloz (1995)) was a giant planet orbiting at a very close
separation from his parent star and it was the former of a large class
of exoplanet that has been named hot Jupiters.
However, we did not consider some crucial aspects of the early
phases of planet formation such as: planetesimal–disk interaction,
planetesimal scattering, planet–planet scattering. The net result of
these effects is energy and angular momentum exchange between
protoplanets or with the leftover of the protoplanetary disk, which
drives the evolution of their orbital elements. The final configuration
reached by the system after this complex phase could be very differ-
ent from the original one and it may explain the various classes of
exoplanets observed so far, starting from the classic picture of planet
formation.
Thus, understanding these processes could be of paramount impor-
tance for an extrasolar planets space mission, in order to predict the
planet parameter space in different environments, and its evolution
with time.
In this chapter I will review the basic theory of planet migration
and planet–planet interactions, leaving for the next Chapter an in
depth analysis on the influence on planet evolution by other stars
passing close–by.
8.2 migration
The main cause of the evolution of planet orbital elements during the
early phases after protoplanet formation is the interaction with the
leftover of the gaseous protoplanetary disk. This interaction produce
an exchange of energy and angular momentum mediated by the grav-
itational torques between the planet and the disk which cause planet
migration.
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A fundamental point is that no torque is exerted on a planet by
an axisymmetric disk, so we need one (or more) process that excites
nonaxisymmetric structures, such as turbulence, a stellar companion,
or the planet itself if it is sufficiently massive (Mars mass or above) to
perturb the disk structure. Hence, the latter is the case of a gas giant
formed by gravitational instability, or the core of a giant planet in the
core accretion model.
8.2.1 Planet–disk interaction: impulse approximation
The impulse approximation was first derived by Lin and Papaloizou
(1979) and then extended by Papaloizou and Terquem (2006). It is a
toy model but it predicts well the general behaviour. Following their
derivation, we study the gravitational interaction between the planet
and the gas flowing past in a two body problem approach.
We consider a frame of reference moving with the planet and a test
gas particle initially on an unperturbed orbit approaching it. For sim-
plicity, we neglect the fact that we are in a corotating frame, so we do
not consider the apparent forces acting on the system. Furthermore,
we ignore the hydrodynamics except for the disk ability to smooth
out the trajectories so that particles resume unperturbed orbits before
their next close approach with the planet.
We adopt a Cartesian coordinates system centered on the proto-
planet with the x–axis pointed radially outwards, the y–axis in the
azimuthal direction following the gas flow and the z–axis pointed
in the vertical direction. We assume that the planet has a mass Mp
and the gas particle of mass m flows past moving in the trajectory
x = b, where b is the impact parameter that we consider to be much
less than the protoplanet orbital radius, and with the relative velocity
vy = v as represented in Fig. 42. The net result of the gravitational in-
teraction is: an angular momentum transfer between the disk matter
and the protoplanet, a deflection in the test particle trajectory by an
angle φ.
deflection angle In order to find the deflection angle we firstly
derive the perpendicular component of the velocity δvx induced by
the gravitational force orthogonal to the particle trajectory
Fx = m
dδvx
dt
= F sin θ =
GMpm
r2
sin θ, (111)
where |r| =
√
b2 + s2 is their instantaneous separation and θ is the
angle between r and the local velocity vector v. If we define the time
of closest approach as t = 0, then the distance along the trajectory
from this point will be s = vt, thus the instantaneous separation is
|r| =
√
b2 + v2t2 =
√√√√b2 [1+(vt
b
)2]
, (112)
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Figure 42: Schematic view of the interaction between a planet and a gas
particle approaching it. Source: Mordasini & Klahr lectures.
and given that the angle θ can be expressed as
sin θ =
b
|r|
=
[
1+
(
vt
b
)2]−1/2
, (113)
we can derive the time–dependent perpendicular component of the
force
Fx =
GMpm
r2
sin θ =
GMpm
b2
[
1+
(
vt
b
)2]−3/2
. (114)
Thus, from eqs. (111),(114), we can derive the perpendicular compo-
nent of the velocity
δvx =
∫∞
−∞
Fx
m
dt =
2
m
∫∞
0
Fxdt = 2
GMp
b2
∫∞
0
[
1+
( s
b
)2]−3/2
dt.
(115)
From the definition of the distance on the trajectory s and assuming
that the final velocity magnitude is equal to the initial one, that is true
for small deflection angles we can redefine the integrated variable as
dt =
ds
v
, (116)
which gives for the perpendicular velocity
δvx = 2
GMp
b2
∫∞
0
[
1+
( s
b
)2]−3/2 ds
v
, (117)
and redefining the integrated variable as t = s/b
δvx = 2
GMp
bv
∫∞
0
dt
(1+ t2)3/2
= 2
GMp
bv
t√
1+ t2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞
0
= 2
GMp
bv
. (118)
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Thus, we can approximate the deflection angle φ (again for small
values) as
φ ≈ δvx
v− δvy
≈ δvx
v
=
2GMp
v2b
. (119)
angular momentum transfer The perpendicular component
of the velocity is directed radially hence its variation does not corre-
spond to any angular momentum exchange. However, the interaction
in the two–body problem is conservative so an increase in the perpen-
dicular velocity must correspond to a decrease in the parallel compo-
nent. From the conservation of kinetic energy during the encounter
and assuming that the perpendicular component of the initial velocity
is negligible we can derive
v2 = |δvx|
2 + (v− δvy)
2, (120)
which implies for small deflection angles (δv2y << 2vδvy)
δvy ' 1
2v
(
2GMp
bv
)2
. (121)
If the planet has a semimajor axis a the implied angular momentum
change per unit mass of the gas is
∆j = aδvy =
2G2M2pa
b2v3
. (122)
The gas in the zones exterior to the planet orbits more slowly than
the planet (in a Keplerian disk) so it is overtaken by it. Thus, the de-
crease in the parallel component of the relative velocity corresponds
to an increase in the gas velocity and in its angular momentum. On
the other hand, since the gravitational torque must be equal and op-
posite for the planet, its velocity is reduced and the same happens
to its angular momentum. The net result is an outward migration
for the gas and an inward migration for the planet. Considering the
gas in the inner zones respect to the planet we found that the gas
angular momentum is reduced and the planet angular momentum
is increased, so the planet will migrate outward and the gas will mi-
grate inward. Considering both the contribution, the net torque and
sense of migration of the planet will depend upon which of the above
effects dominates.
total torque We want to find the total torque acting on the
planet due to its interaction with the disk. Assuming a constant gas
surface density Σ in the proximity of the planet, the mass of an an-
nulus outside and close to the planet between the radii b and b+ db,
where b << a is given by
dm ≈ 2piaΣdb. (123)
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The total amount of gas in the annulus will reach the close approach
to the planet in a time interval
∆t =
2pi
|Ω−Ωp|
, (124)
where Ωp is the planet angular velocity and Ω is the mean gas angu-
lar velocity in the annulus. Assuming b << a, a first order expansion
of the angular frequencies yields
|Ω−Ωp| '
∣∣∣∣dΩpda
∣∣∣∣b = 3Ωp2a b. (125)
The total temporal change of the planet angular momentum will then
be
dJ
dt
= −
∫∞
0
∆j
∆t
dm, (126)
and substituting the previous equations 122, 124,123 with the assump-
tion of quasi Keplerian orbits
∆v '
∣∣∣∣dΩpda
∣∣∣∣ab = 32Ωpb, (127)
we obtain the wanted relation for the torque acting on the planet
dJ
dt
= −
∫∞
0
8G2M2pΣa
9Ω2pb
4
db. (128)
This integral is divergent due to an unphysical infinite contribution
from the gas passing close to the planet. For now, we replace the
lower limit with a minimum impact parameter bmin and integrating
the previous equation we find
dJ
dt
= −
8
27
G2M2paΣ
Ω2pb
3
min
. (129)
From eq. 129 we can see that the torque on the planet due to its in-
teraction with the gas scales as the square of the planet mass. On the
other hand the orbital angular momentum of the planet is by defini-
tion linear in the planetary mass. Thus, neglecting all other factors,
the time scale on which the planet changes its orbital angular mo-
mentum significantly is inversely proportional to the planet mass
τ =
J
|dJ/dt|
∼M−1p . (130)
To have an order of magnitude of this timescale, a terrestrial planet
orbiting a Solas mass star with a semimajor axis of 5 AU, embedded
in a standard protoplanetary disk would have a time scale of ∼ 1 Myr,
while a Jupiter mass planet with the same orbital parameters would
have a time scale of ∼ 2.5 · 105 yr. Noteworthy, this is a low limit since
we are considering only the external torque.
Although this is a crude estimate it gives us the idea that gas disk
migration is a fundamental process in planet evolution.
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8.2.2 Planet–disk interaction: linear wave theory
In order to determine the evolution of a planet in a gas disk it results
necessary to start from a different point and consider the evolution of
linear perturbations caused by the planet within the disk.
A planet embedded in a disk excites density waves through Lind-
blad and corotation resonances and feels an exerted torque by them
as a reaction (Goldreich and Tremaine, 1979; Tanaka et al., 2002).
A resonance occours when a characteristic frequency of the planet
matches a frequency whitin the disk. Given a planet in a circular
orbit with angular frequency Ωp embedded in a disk with orbital
frequency Ωd we will have a co–rotation resonance at a distance r
where this condition holds
Ωd(r) = Ωp. (131)
Thus, in a Keplerian disk the co–rotation resonance is co–orbital with
the planet.
Conversely, we talk about Lindblad resonance when the gas disk is
excited at its natural frequencies for epicyclic oscillations κ(r)
m[Ωd(r) −Ωp] = ±κ(r), (132)
wherem is an integer, and κ is the epicyclic frequency. For a Keplerian
disk Ωd(r) = κ(r), thus the resonances are located at
rL =
(
1± 1
m
)2/3
a, (133)
where a is the planet semi–major axis. Hence, a planet in a circular
orbit embedded in a Keplerian gas disk will excite one co–rotation
resonance and a combination of Lindblad resonances closely spaced
near the planet location.
However, in most cases the planet has a non zero eccentricity, and
we must decompose the planet potential into a set of rigidly rotating
components with different pattern speed and frequencies
Ωl,mp = Ωp +
(l−m)
m
Ωp, (134)
where l is a second integer. The co–rotation and Lindblad frequencies
occur then at the location r where the disk frequencies Ωd(r) nearly
match one of the planet frequencies Ωl,mp .
Nonetheless, for small eccentricities, we need to take account only
of a small number of planet frequencies since the amplitude of the
perturbation scales as |l−m|th power of the eccentricity.
The torque contribution on the planet by a resonance will depend
on its intrinsic strength and on the gas disk mass at the resonance
location. Two limiting cases could be considered.
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type i migration When the planet mass is low and its interac-
tion with the disk weak, the redistribution of angular momentum
due to disk viscosity dominates over the local exchange of angular
momentum between the planet and the disk. The outcome is that the
disk structure is umperturbed, and the planet is embedded in the gas
disk, which is present at all resonant locations. For a given disk struc-
ture (Σ(r), T(r)), and not considering explicitly viscosity, turbolence,
and magnetic fields,
type ii migration When the planet mass is higher than the Mer-
cury mass, the local exchange of angular momentum between the
planet and the disk dominates over the angular momentum transport
whitin the disk. As a result, the planet profoundly modifies the disk
structure, and opens up a gap, severely depleting the inner Lindblad
resonances (l >> 1).
type iii migration It is a runaway migration due to an asym-
metric surface density distribution in the co–orbital region, which
leads to a large corotational torque, that drives the planet into the
star on a timescale shorther than the disk evolution time. Such as in
Type I migration, the basic structure of the disk is not affected by the
planet.
8.3 resonant evolution
A resonance occurs when there is a near commensurability between
a characteristic frequency (orbital, spin, precession, . . . ) of two or
more bodies. Considering, as an example, the mean motion reso-
nance, which is common in extrasolar planets, the condition for reso-
nance is
nout
nin
' p
p+ q
, (135)
where nout, nin are the mean motions of two bodies, and p, q two
small integers. As it can be seen from eq. 135 it is not necessary that
the equality is exact.
We talk about resonance when the ratio of the characteristic fre-
quencies oscillates around some fixed value or, equivalently, when
the point of conjunction between the two bodies librates around an
equilibrium point. On the other hand, the frequencies are out of res-
onance when the conjunction point circulates, taking all values be-
tween 0 and 2pi.
8.3.1 Resonant capture
The final outcome of a resonance depends mainly on the mismatch
between the gravitational interaction of the two planets and the ex-
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ternal force due to gas disk torque in a protoplanetary disk. If the
former prevails, than the planetary systems ends up in a locked con-
figuration, in a process called resonant capture (Goldreich and Soter,
1966; Borderies and Goldreich, 1984).
In effect, when the two planets are in resonance, a secular exchange
of angular momentum between them acts to maintain this condition,
preventing the external force that would break the resonance.
The resonant capture occours in general only for convergent orbits
and, if it happens during inward migration of the outer planet, than
the resonance acts to remove angular momentum from the inner one
and the planets migrate inward at the same rate (Peale, 1976). This
process explain in an elegant way the presence of short–period extra-
solar planets in a main motion resonance configuration.
8.3.2 Kozai resonance
Another important resonance that could explain the extrasolar plan-
ets parameter space, especially those orbiting binary stars, is the Kozai
resonance (Kozai, 1962).
It is a secular resonance that occurs in a hierarchical triple system
when the rate of change of the longitude of periapse and ascend-
ing node of a tertiary, whose mass is negligible respect to that of a
highly inclined secondary external perturber Mt << Ms, are in 1 : 1
ratio. This could be the case of an inclined binary systems in which
a planet orbits one component. It can be shown that the eccentricity
and inclination of the tertiary varies significantly, while its period and
semimajor axis remain constants.
If the mutual inclination is greater than a critical value i > icrit '
39.2o, than the planet eccentricity and inclination undergo cyclic oscil-
lations with a maximum value (if the tertiary orbit is initially circular)
of (Armitage, 2010)
et,max =
[
1−
5
3
cos2 i
]1/2
, (136)
which astonishing does not depend on the star masses, and a charac-
teristic timescale of
PK ∼ Pt,in
(
Mp
Ms
)(
as
at,in
)3
(1− e2s )
3/2. (137)
Thus, even a very distant inclined companion could induce a strong
Kozai resonance, altough with a long timescale.
This process could be the cause of many highly inclines planets ob-
served so far, that are not explainable with the standard theory of mi-
gration. An interesting idea suggest that the formation of hot Jupiter
planets could be due to a combined effect of the Kozai resonance by
a stellar companion and tidal circularization by the parent star. In
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effect, the Kozai mechanism do not alter the orbital semimajor axis
of the planet. However, if the periapsis of planetary orbit reaches an
inner region where the tidal circularization by its parent star comes
into play it could force planet migration to the inner regions of the
planetary systems where they are observed. This mechanism is ob-
servable, since periodically the planet inclination is disaligned respect
to its parent star, and it could be detected by radial velocity measura-
ments during planetary transits with the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect
(Rossiter, 1924).
A couple of extrasolar planets, 16 Cyg B b and HD 80606 (Naef
et al., 2001), have an high eccentricity which is believed to be due to
the Kozai mechanism.
It is to note that if there are other sources of precession, that can be
due to additional planetary companions, the Kozai resonance can be
overcome.
8.4 planetary system stability
The final outcome of a planetary system at the end of the planet
formation process is not necessarily a long–term dynamical stable
system, since it takes place in a dissipative environment.
Thus, the planet formation is followed by a chaotic phase that could
result in a long–term unstable system.
In order to study the evolution of a such system, it is necessary
to analyze the stability regions of the three body restricted problem
consisting of a massless test particle immersed in the gravitational
field Φ of a planet with mass Mp orbiting a star with mass M?.
8.4.1 Hill stability
Lets consider a coordinate system centered on the center of mass,
and co–rotating with the planet with an angular frequency Ω in a
circular orbit, such that the x–axis coincide with the line joining star
and planet. The motion of the test particle is given by
r¨ = −∇Φ− 2(Ω× r˙−Ω× (Ω× r), (138)
Φ = −
GM?
r?
−
GMp
rp
, (139)
where r is the test particle position vector.
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In the cartesian coordinates the previous equations translates into
x¨− 2Ωy˙−Ω2x = −G
[
M?(x+ x?)
r3?
+
Mp(x− xp)
r3p
]
, (140)
y¨+ 2Ωx˙−Ω2y = −G
[
M?
r3?
+
Mp
r3p
]
y, (141)
z¨ = −G
[
M?
r3?
+
Mp
r3p
]
z, (142)
where the star position is x = −x?, and the planet position x = xp.
Defining a pseudo–potential that considers also the centrifugal force
due to the non–inertial reference frame
U ≡ Ω
2
2
(x2 + y2) +
GM?
r?
+
GMp
rp
, (143)
the equation of motion of the test particle becomes
x¨− 2Ωy˙ =
∂U
∂x
, (144)
y¨+ 2Ωx˙ =
∂U
∂y
, (145)
z¨ =
∂U
∂z
. (146)
This system could be further simplified adding the three equations,
after having multiplied the first one by x˙, the second by y˙, and the
third by z˙
x˙x¨+ y˙y¨+ z˙z¨ = x˙
∂U
∂x
+ y˙
∂U
∂y
+ z˙
∂U
∂z
, (147)
d
dt
(
1
2
x˙2 +
1
2
y˙2 +
1
2
z˙2
)
=
dU
dt
, (148)
that could be solved, giving
x˙2 + y˙2 + z˙2 = 2U−CJ (149)
CJ = 2U− v
2, (150)
where v is the test particle velocity, and CJ is a constant of motion
called Jacobi constant, which is an energy–like quantity.
The Jacobi constant defines the zero velocity surfaces, i.e. the re-
gions of space where 2U = CJ, which are insurmountable zones for
test particles, thus it determines the stability regions.
Considering a test particle in circular orbit with radius ao, in a
system with a planet in circular orbit with radius ai < ao such that
ao = ai(1+ δ), (151)
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where δ is a dimensionless separation. Then, the condition for orbital
stability is
δ > 2.4µ1/3, (152)
where µ is the planet to star mass ratio. Hence, if the orbital separa-
tion are greater than a few Hill radii (since it is proportional to µ1/3),
than close encounters do not occour.
However, the conditions for stability in planetary systems with two
or more planets, or/and two or more stars are much more compli-
cated and there is no analytical solution for stability regions.
8.4.2 Planet–planet scattering
Altough the small semi–major axes observed in the hot Jupiter planet
class could be explained via planet migration process, their high ec-
centric orbits are an open problem.
A possible solution is given by the Jumping Jupiter model (Wei-
denschilling and Marzari, 1996; Rasio and Ford, 1996; Marzari and
Weidenschilling, 2002), that explains the planet eccentricity excitation
as a result of a gravitational scattering process in multiple planetary
systems.
In effect, in a planetary system formed by two or more giant plan-
ets, the mutual perturbation could lead to eccentricity excitation. As
a consequence, the system becomes higly unstable and the planets
can experence several close encounters. The system at the end of this
chaotic period will be drastically different from the original one.
Weidenschilling and Marzari (1996) found that, for three giant plan-
ets orbiting a Sun–like star, the most likely outcome is the ejection
of one planet, while the other two remain on stable eccentric and
slightly inclined orbits. Other less frequent final configurations are
the ejection of two planets or the impact of one of them onto the
star. However, a common outcome is that the inner planet results in
a closer configuration since it loses angular momentum to the ejected
planets (see Fig. 43).
This mechanism could also explain a fracion of "hot Jupiters" in
close circular orbit if the tidal dissipation is sufficiently effective.
(Marzari et al., 2005) extend the study of the Jumping Jupiter model
also for planetary systems hosted by binary stars. They found that in
these systems the planetary ejection is favored by the gravitational
perturbation of the companion star. The final outcome of system with
three initial planets, which strongly depends on the binary eccentric-
ity, is more likely to leave a single or no one planet at the end of the
chaotic orbital evolution respect to the single stellar case. The planet
orbital configuration at the end of this phase are stable according
to the Holman–Wiegert criterion. There are some relevant exceptions
when there is a mutual inclination between the binary and planet
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Figure 43: Typical evolution of the semimajor axis (top panel) and eccen-
tricity (bottom panel) of a system of three jovian-mass planets
(Marzari and Weidenschilling, 2002).
orbits, and when there are two planets left. However the stability cri-
terion was derived only for single planets in coplanar orbits, and the
long–term stability may be strongly different in those systems.
9
H Y P E R B O L I C PA S S A G E S
9.1 introduction
It is widely believed that most stars form in embedded clusters on a
timescale of about 1 Myr (Hillenbrand, 1997; Palla and Stahler, 2000).
About 80% of stars within 1 kiloparsec of the Sun are actually found
in clusters with a population exceeding 100 members (Porras et al.,
2003). During the early stages of cluster evolution, stellar encounters
are believed to significantly affect the formation and subsequent dy-
namical evolution of planetary systems around stars belonging to the
structure. According to Malmberg et al. (2007, 2011), Malmberg and
Davies (2009), and Zakamska and Tremaine (2004), scattering interac-
tions with other stars in their birth cluster may excite the eccentricity
and inclination of planets populating the outer parts of the system.
This dynamical mechanism might contribute to explaining why ec-
centric orbits occur frequently in extrasolar planetary systems. In the
case of multiple-planet systems, the eccentricity perturbations due to
a stellar flyby can leave the planetary system in an unstable state. On
timescales ranging from a few million to billion years an unstable
planetary system may undergo a phase of planet–planet scattering
leading to the ejection of one or more planets from the system (Wei-
denschilling and Marzari, 1996; Rasio and Ford, 1996). Furthermore,
a stellar flyby might contribute to the excitation of the planet inclina-
tion, which is frequently observed (Triaud et al., 2010).
Stellar flybys are more frequent and statistically close in the early
stages of a cluster evolution when the structure is more compact.
When, after a few crossing times (Allen et al., 2007), a cluster loses
its gaseous component, a substantial amount of unbinding occurs
(Adams, 2000) and it disperses. The gas removal occurs within about
3–5 Myr from the formation of the cluster and, according to Allen
et al. (2007), Fall et al. (2009), Chandar et al. (2010), and Dukes and
Krumholz (2012), after about 10 Myr, 90% of stars born in clusters
have dispersed into the field. We then expect that most of the close
stellar encounters causing significant changes to the orbital elements
of the planets occur when the planets are still embedded in circum-
stellar disks. Even if gas disk lifetimes are not well constrained obser-
vationally, they are assumed to be comparable to the cluster bound
phase being in the range 3–6Myr, as suggested by Haisch et al. (2001),
or even longer, up to 10–12 Myr, as recently argued by Bell et al.
(2013). It is then reasonable to assume that, statistically, most of the
close stellar passages occur when the planets are still embedded in
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disks. The effects of stellar encounters must be modeled by consider-
ing the system planet+disk rather than isolated planets.
In effect, most numerical modeling of the effects of stellar encoun-
ters on planetary systems in clusters are based on pure N–body sim-
ulations where the effects of circumstellar disks are neglected (Malm-
berg et al., 2007; Malmberg and Davies, 2009; Malmberg et al., 2011;
Zakamska and Tremaine, 2004). However, as suggested by the near
coincidence between the cluster lifetime and that of circumstellar
disks, this assumption may not be fully justified. Close stellar flybys
are frequent in the initial stages of cluster evolution when the disks
are still interacting with the embedded planets. We concentrate here
on the effects of close stellar encounters on planets still embedded
in their birth disk. Fragner and Nelson (2009) have shown that stel-
lar flybys significantly altering the orbital parameters of planets are
also expected to affect the disk structure. Via hydrodynamical simu-
lations they find that stellar encounters with distances less than three
times the disk radius rd can cause a significant shrinkage of the disk.
They concentrated on the effects of the modification of the disk struc-
ture on planet growth and migration suggesting that giant planets
in systems involved in stellar encounters during their early evolution
should have higher masses and larger semimajor axes. Our goal is to
test whether the tidal interaction of the planet(s) with the disk, even
truncated after the encounter, is able to damp the planet eccentricity
and inclination excited after the flyby. The damping might also pre-
vent the onset of gravitational instability in multi–planet systems at
later times. For this reason we resort to hydrodynamical modeling
to simultaneously compute the disk and planet evolution during and
after the stellar flyby. We consider an evolved disk with a density sig-
nificantly lower than the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula since planet
growth is supposed to have already occurred.
We adopt two different approaches to assess this test case. First, we
use a hydrodynamical 2D grid code to evalute the eccentricity excita-
tion only, considering both a single planet system and a multiplanet
one. Then, we study the test case with a full 3D SPH code, to take
account also of the inclination evolution. Furthermore, in this second
case we consider also the disks interaction, modeling a disk around
each star.
9.2 the 2–d case
9.2.1 The numerical model
We used the numerical code FARGO (Masset, 2000) to model the time
evolution of a planet embedded in a two-dimensional circumstellar
disk surrounding a solar type star (M = 1M).
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The reliability of FARGO, without additional special numerical res-
olution requirements, has been recently confirmed by Kley et al. (2012).
The code solves the hydrodynamical equations on a polar grid, and
it uses an upwind transport scheme along with a harmonic, second-
order slope limiter (van Leer, 1977).
We focused on evolved disks since we assumed that planets have
already formed or are in their final growth stage. At this stage, along
with viscous diffusion, the disk is also dispersed by photo–evaporation
produced by photons emitted by the central star and, possibly, by
nearby stars. For this reason we adopt a low initial disk’s surface den-
sity which allowed us to neglect the effects of disk self-gravity. For
the same reason we can work under the assumption that the disk is
locally isothermal so that the temperature only depends on r and H/r
is a constant. The initial density profile is Σ = Σ0r−1/2 where Σ0 is
the 2D density at 1 AU from the star and was set to 100g/cm2, a
value significantly lower than that of the Minimum Mass Solar Neb-
ula, which is at least ten times higher, while for the aspect ratio H/r
we chose 0.05. A constant shear kinematic viscosity, ν = 10−5 in code
units (mass unit is 1M, G is equal to 1, while the length unit is set
to 1 AU), is adopted in all simulations. The disk ranges initially from
0.5 to 30 AU, and the density is smoothly reduced to a floor value of
1× 10−9 (in code units) beyond 30 AU. The computational domain
extends to 50 AU and is discretized in 864× 240 grid zones, in r and
θ. An outflow boundary condition is adopted at both the grid’s inner
and outer edges. No mass can flow back into the system once it has
escaped. The secondary star (M = 1M) is started on a hyperbolic
orbit having a minimum impact paramater q fixed at the beginning
of the simulation, larger than the outer border of the grid. It is ini-
tially located at a distance of 800 AU from the star with the planetary
system and the relative velocity at infinity is set to 1 km/s, a typical
value in clusters.
One or more planets are considered and their orbits are affected by
the disk, the mutual gravitational attraction if more than one planet
is present, the gravitational force of the central star, and that of the
passing star. To properly model the strong gravitational interactions
between the passing star and the planets, the numerical integrator
computing the planet orbits (a 5th order Runge Kutta in FARGO)
has been updated with a variable stepsize. The orbital changes of the
planet orbit caused by the stellar flyby significantly depend on the ap-
proach configuration. In Fig. 44 we show the outcome of pure 3–body
numerical integrations (the disk is neglected) showing the eccentricity
evolution of the planet for different initial values of its mean anomaly
M sampled from 0o to 360o with a constant interval of 30o (the sec-
ond star trajectory is kept fixed). Since the initial orbit of the planet
is circular, this is the only relevant angle in determing the relative po-
sition of stars and planet when the flyby occurs. The jump in eccen-
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Figure 44: Evolution of the eccentricity of a Jupiter size planet during and
after a close stellar encounter in a pure 3–body problem (no disk).
The initial mean anomaly M of the planet is sampled with a step
of 30o starting from 0o. The eccentricity step ∆e depends on the
initial value of M which changes the geometrical configuration of
the 3 bodies at the stellar encounter.
tricity ∆e due to the stellar flyby perturbations significantly depends
on M and ranges approximately from about 0.13 to 0.27. Since our
goal is to show that the disk is able to damp the eccentricity pumped
up during stellar encounters, in our full model stars-planet-disk we
always look for initial conditions leading to the largest ∆e. However,
the outcome shown in Fig. 44 give us only an indication of the eccen-
tricity variation but cannot guide us in looking for the initial value
of M to set in the input file of FARGO to get the maximum ∆e. This
because the evolution of the planet embedded in the disk is different
from a pure 3–body problem. The interaction with the disk causes mi-
gration in the time interval from the beginning of the simulation and
the occurrence of the stellar encounter and this leads to a different
geometrical configuration at the encounter. For this reason, in each
model we perform four test runs where we sample the initial value
of M of the planet and we continue the model with the largest ∆e,
the most perturbing configuration. We cannot perform an accurate
sampling, like the one shown in Fig. 44, using the complete model
that includes the stars, the planet(s) and the disk since it would be
too much time consuming.
The FARGO code is two-dimensional (2D), so our modeling cov-
ers those cases where the trajectory of the incoming star is not very
inclined with respect to the planet’s orbit.
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9.2.2 Case A: a single planet orbiting at 18 AU from the star
We first consider a planet with a mass equal to Mp = 30M⊕, a super–
Earth or the core of a giant planet, initially on a circular orbit (e = 0)
around the star with semimajor axis a = 18AU. Such a large semi-
major axis is adopted to cover the extreme cases where the planet
is located close to the outer border of the disk after the stellar flyby
and might be less affected by the disk force. When the planet is fully
embedded in the disk, it is expected that the damping is faster and ef-
ficient. The minimum approach distance during the stellar encounter
q is set to 70 AU. This is a close encounter configuration that has
strong effects on both the disk and planet orbit. In fact, when the
passing star approaches the system, a significant amount of mass is
stripped away from the disk. At the same time, the orbital elements of
the planet are changed on a short timescale. A sudden jump occurs
in both eccentricity and semimajor axis, as predicted by Malmberg
et al. (2007); Malmberg and Davies (2009); Malmberg et al. (2011),
and Zakamska and Tremaine (2004).
In Fig. 45 we show the evolution of the disk during the stellar flyby.
More than half of the initial massMd0 = 0.008M is lost, and the disk
is left withMd = 0.003M. Just after the encounter the disk is shrunk
to about 12 AU, and it relaxes to 14 AU with time (assuming that its
border is marked by a density of 10−5.5, which is the lowest density of
the disk at the truncation radius and before the stellar encounter). The
elliptical internal low–density region around the central star has been
observed in a number of previous numerical studies of isothermal
disks in binaries (Kley et al., 2008; Marzari et al., 2009, 2012). It is
related to the formation of strong spiral density waves that propagate
all over the disk and cause a flow of mass through the inner border
of the disk down to the star surface. It disappears at later times due
to the continuing viscous evolution of the disk.
In spite of the strong mass depletion, the disk is still able to interact
with the planet and circularize its orbit. This behavior is illustrated
in Fig. 46. The planet eccentricity is excited to about 0.2 and the semi-
major axis jumps down to 17.5 AU during the interaction with the
passing star. However, the subsequent interactions between the disk
and the planet damps the eccentricity on a short timescale (less than
104 yr) and, at the same time, the planet resumes its type I migration
inwards. It is clear from this example that, if excited by stellar encoun-
ters, planets on inner orbits will return to circular orbits on an even
shorter timescale since the gas density increases closer to the star.
A second simulation was performed with a Jupiter size planet
Mp = 1MJ and with the same configuration for the disk and the
passing star. To make the model more precise, we should have run
the code without the passing star and with the planet on a fixed orbit
to give it the time to carve a gap in the disk at its location prior to the
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stellar flyby. However, as also shown by Fragner and Nelson (2009),
a close stellar encounter strongly perturbs the disk, destroying any
previous structure present in it. A pre-existing planetary gap would
be fully erased by the tidal perturbations of the passing star.
As in the case of the light planet, after the initial step due to the
passing star perturbations, the eccentricity of the Jupiter–size planet
is damped on a short timescale as shown in Fig. 47. Just after the
stellar encounter, the planet is left on an eccentric orbit and without a
gap. It has a fast inward migration that halts when its eccentricity is
damped to almost zero. At that time, it has carved a new gap around
its orbit and it resumes its regular type II migration. Even in this
case the stellar encounter does not leave the system with a planet on
an eccentric orbit, but it eventually causes a period of rapid inward
migration after destroying the gap that the planet developed prior
the encounter. But, after about 104 yr, the system has absorbed most,
if not all, the perturbing effects of the stellar encounter. The disk may
still bear some eccentricity, but the viscous evolution will bring it back
to a circular state. When this happens, the system will have erased all
records of the close stellar passage.
9.2.3 Case B: three planets orbiting the star
Stellar encounters are important for multiplanet systems since they
could trigger a phase of dynamical instability followed by the ejection
of one or more planets and significant changes in the orbital architec-
ture. If the eccentricity of the outer planet is excited by a passing
star, Hill’s stability might be destroyed, leading to a phase of planet–
planet scattering at later times (Malmberg et al., 2007; Malmberg and
Davies, 2009; Malmberg et al., 2011; Zakamska and Tremaine, 2004).
A high eccentricity is actually the first step in developing of a chaotic
behavior.
We explore here the case of a system made of three Jupiter size
planets embedded in an evolved disk and migrating towards the star.
We preferred a 3–planet system rather than a 2–planet one for its
higher dynamical complexity and stronger tendency to develop cross-
ing orbits (Chatterjee et al., 2008). Marzari et al. (2010) have already
studied a system of three giant planets embedded in a circumstellar
disk, and they show that the migration leads the planets into differ-
ent evolutionary paths, either mutual resonance trapping or planet–
planet scattering. The choice between the two dynamical paths de-
pends on the masses of the planets and on the disk physical proper-
ties. In this paper we investigate whether the stellar flyby is always
leading to planet–planet scattering with final eccentric orbits that can
be observed or if, again, the influence of the disk is able to damp
the eccentricity of the planets and erase any memory of the chaotic
phase.
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Figure 45: In panels 1,2,3 we show the contours of the gas density (in nor-
malized units) when the passing star is at 800 AU before the
pericenter passage, 150 AU and 10000 AU after the pericenter,
respectively.
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Figure 46: Evolution of the eccentricity and semimajor axis of a light planet
(Mp = 30M⊕) in a circumstellar disk during and after a close
stellar encounter. The eccentricity is damped on a short timescale
and normal migration is resumed.
Figure 47: Same as in Fig. 46 but for a more massive planet (Mp = 1Mj).
Even in this case the eccentricity is damped and type II migration
resumed.
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In Fig. 48 we illustrate the evolution of a 3–planet system with the
planets initially on circular orbits with semimajor axis 5,10,18 AU, re-
spectively. The eccentricity of all planets are excited during the stellar
encounter. The outer planet shows a sudden step when the passing
star reaches the pericenter, and the other two planets are strongly
perturbed, at subsequent times, both by the eccentricity of the outer
planet and by the strong eccentricity developed by the disk. The in-
ner planet is the most affected by the turmoil of the stellar encounter,
and its eccentricity is slowly pumped up to almost 0.4. However, the
disk is slowly circularized and the subsequent disk–planet interac-
tions damp the eccentricities of all the planets. After about 104 yr, the
system has completely erased the effects of the stellar encounter, and
all the three planets migrate towards the star at a slow rate trapped in
a mutual 2:1 resonant configuration. Their further evolution would be
no different from what is observed in a single star that has not under-
gone a stellar encounter even if a longer integration would be needed
to figure out if the resonant capture is stable or not. However, this
is beyond the scope of this paper which focuses on showing that the
disk is able to erase the effects of stellar encounters. A second more
Figure 48: Evolution of a 3–planet system (Mp1 = Mp2 = Mp3 = 1Mj)
during and after the stellar encounter. Even in this case the eccen-
tricity is damped in less than 10 Kyr.
compact system was modeled where the planets are closer to each
other. The inner one has a semimajor axis of 4 AU, the middle one of
8 AU, and the outer of 12 AU. The stellar hyperbolic trajectory is kept
the same. Even in this case we observe a consistent eccentricity excita-
tion for all three planets. In Fig. 49 we show the orbital element evo-
lution of the system before and after the close stellar passage. A close
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encounter occurs between the two outer planets, but even in this case
on the long term the disk damping takes over, and the eccentricity is
slowly reduced after about 10 Kyr from the stellar encounter. The sys-
tem returns to a quiet evolution with the planetary eccentricities re-
duced to pre–encounter values with an additional forced component
due to the mutual secular perturbations. The planets keep migrat-
ing inside within a common gap as shown in Fig. 50. The two inner
planets are trapped in a 2:1 resonance, while the outermost planet
is drifting at almost the same speed as the resonant pair. This does
not mean that the stellar encounter did not affect the evolution of the
system since the semimajor axes possibly evolved faster during the
period of high eccentricity. However, at the end of the excited period,
the eccentricities are damped, and simply by looking at the values
of the semimajor axes, it is not possible to guess the occurrence of
the stellar encounter. This same behavior was observed in other sim-
ulations where the initial orbital elements had different initial orbital
angles. As shown in Marzari et al. (2010), a wide variety of outcomes
Figure 49: Same as in Fig. 48 but for a system initially mode compact (a14
AU, a2 = 8 AU and a3 = 12 AU). The eccentricity is damped
and only the forced component due to mutual gravitational inter-
actions between the planets is left.
are possible after the chaotic scattering phase ranging from orbital
exchange, planet merging, and scattering of a planet in a hyperbolic
orbit. Of course in 2D models like those shown in Marzari et al. (2010)
and presented here, the probability of planet merging is significantly
increased over a more realistic 3D model, since the 2D cross section
for impact is significantly larger than for the 3D one. However, this is
a possibility that needs to be taken into account. In the case of three
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Figure 50: Disk density distribution in cylindrical coordinates after the stel-
lar flyby. The three planets are migrating inside, and they have
carved a partial gap. The two inner planets are in a 2:1 mean
motion resonance.
planet systems perturbed by a stellar flyby we expect that the statis-
tical distribution of all possible outcomes is different from the unper-
turbed case. In particular, the occurrence of planet–planet scattering
as shown in Fig. 49 may occur more frequently than the unperturbed
case due to the large perturbations in the planet orbits induced by
the stellar encounter. However, a deep exploration of the parameter
space is required and this appears to be a really complicated task due
to the large number of free parameters, such as the masses of the
planets, their initial orbits, and the disk parameters. Undertaking this
task would bring out the real influence of stellar flybys on the planet
architecture of systems embedded in clusters, not in terms of eccen-
tricity excitation but in the semimajor axis and mass distribution of
the planets. Unfortunately, the required amount of CPU time even for
a 2D statistical exploration appears out of reach for the moment.
9.2.4 Resolution
To validate our results and demonstrate that the damping of eccentric-
ity after a stellar flyby is a robust result and that it does not depend
on the grid resolution used in FARGO, we performed two additional
simulations for the case of a single massive planet shown in Fig. 47,
which represents our standard model. The first is a lower resolution
run with a grid size of 432x120, while the second is a high–resolution
run with a 1152x320 grid. The outcome of these two additional mod-
els are shown in Fig. 51, where they are compared to the standard
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resolution model. The three runs confirm that the eccentricity damp-
ing occurs independently of the resolution used in the code. However,
there are differences in the eccentricity evolution, which are mostly
related to the configuration of the planet at the stellar encounter. As
shown in Fig. 44, the eccentricity jump depends on the position of
the planet in its orbit, i.e. on its mean anomaly M, when the stellar
passes close to the planet. If a different resolution is used, prior to
the stellar encounter the evolution of the semimajor axis due to the
interaction with the disk will be slightly different, and the value of
M at the stellar encounter will differ in the three runs. This leads
to an avalanche effect that affects the peak eccentricity at the stellar
flyby, the subsequent planet migration and the damping rate. How-
ever, Fig. 51 confirms that erasing the stellar flyby effects is a robust
effect, and the resolution does not alter the morphology of the long–
term evolution of the system, which tends towards the circularization
of the planet orbit.
Figure 51: Eccentricity evolution of a single massive planet for 3 different
grid resolutions: 432x120, 864x240 and 1152x320, respectively. The
parameters are the same as used in the model shown in Fig. 47.
9.3 the 3–d case
9.3.1 The numerical model
The hydrodynamical code used to model the evolution of the disks
surrounding both stars is VINE (Wetzstein et al., 2009; Nelson et al.,
2009). It is based on the smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) al-
gorithm, which solves the hydrodynamical equations by replacing
the fluid with a set of particles (Gingold and Monaghan, 1977). The
code has been updated to improve momentum and energy conser-
vation as described in Appendix A. Variable smoothing and soften-
ing lengths have been introduced as in Price and Monaghan (2004),
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Springel and Hernquist (2002) and Price and Monaghan (2007). To
realistically model the gas accretion onto the planet, we implemented
the algorithm described in Ayliffe and Bate (2009). The planet poten-
tial is modified adding a “surface” potential term in the following
way:
Fr = −
GMp
r2
[
1−
(
2Rp − r
Rp
)4]
(153)
for r < 2Rp. Mp and Rp are the initial mass and radius of the planet,
respectively. When an SPH particle reaches the surface of the planet
(Rp) the net force is 0, whereas if r becomes smaller than Rp, the
potential becomes strongly repulsive and the particle is driven back
to the planet surface.
The disk around each star has an initial density at 1 AU of ρ0 ∼
1 × 10−11 g/cm3, approximately 1/100 of the Minimum Mass So-
lar Nebula. Its radius extends out to 40 AU with a density profile
declining as ρ(r) = ρ0r−3/2, corresponding to a superficial density
decreasing as Σ = Σ0r−1/2. The total mass of each disk is 7× 10−3
M, about 14 times less massive than the disks modeled in Forgan
and Rice (2009). The reason of such a low density is justified by the
presence of a fully formed giant planet in the disk. In our scenario,
core–accretion and gas infall already occurred and most of the gas is
expected to have been either accreted by the star because of viscous
evolution or dispersed by photo–evaporation. In addition, if eccentric-
ity and inclination damping occurs in light disks, it would be even
more efficient in massive disks. In modeling these light disks we can
neglect the effects of self–gravity and adopt the isothermal approx-
imation since they are optically thin. The disk scale height H is set
to 0.05 giving a temperature T0 at 1 AU from the star of about 620
K. Since during the stellar encounter the disks may become warped,
the isothermal temperature profile is always computed respect to the
average median plane of the disk. Each disk is simulated with 850000
SPH particles for a total of 1.7 million particles for the whole system.
We adopted the standard SPH artificial viscosity (Monaghan and
Gingold, 1983), introducing a linear (αSPH) and a quadratic (βSPH)
term whose initial values are set to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively. Meru and
Bate (2012) showed that these terms can be compared to the Shakura
and Sunyaev (1973) α–viscosity parameter αSS defined as ν = αSScsH
where ν is the kinematic viscosity, cs is the sound speed and H is
the vertical pressure scale height. Using their relations we find that,
away from the close approach, the corresponding αSS in our models
is about 0.002.
One disk harbors a Jupiter size planet orbiting at 18 AU on a cir-
cular orbit not inclined respect to the disk. We set the planet on an
outside trajectory since we want to maximize the effects of the stellar
encounter in order to test if, in spite of the highly perturbing con-
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figuration, the disk is still able to damp the planet eccentricity and
inclination after the flyby. The second star is started on a hyperbolic
orbit with a minimum impact parameter q fixed at the beginning of
the simulation. The initial distance between the two stars is 450 AU
(approximately 500 yr before the encounter) and the relative veloc-
ity at infinity is set to 1 km/s, a typical value in clusters. Different
inclinations are considered for the passing star to test the amount
of disk warping and planet excitation in inclination. The two disks
are oriented at different angles up to the extreme case of prograde-
retrograde encountering disks where one is rotating in the direction
of the encounter orbit, and the other against it.
Prior to the encounter, the planet begins to carve a gap. We might
have let the disk–planet system to evolve longer in order to allow the
planet to create a full gap. However, as also shown in Fragner and
Nelson (2009) and in the previous 2D model, a close stellar encounter
strongly perturbs the disk and planetary orbit, cancelling out any pre-
existing structure including a gap around the planet. A new gap is
created some time after the stellar flyby when the disk relaxes, as
shown in our simulations.
9.3.2 Definition of the different flyby geometry and disk inclinations
Due to the large amount of CPU time required by each 3D run, we
have performed a limited number of simulations covering, by neces-
sity, a small but meaningful portion of the initial phase space. We look
for the most perturbed configurations since our goal is to test the abil-
ity of the gaseous disk to damp the planet orbital parameters after the
stellar encounter even in extreme conditions. In Tab. 7 we summarize
the main initial parameters of each simulation (first 5 columns of the
table) while the changes of some relevant disk properties, during the
evolution of the system, are given in the other columns. Their mean-
ing will be described later on.
To compute the initial set up for the disks and the hyperbolic en-
counter, we start from a coplanar configuration where the hyperbolic
trajectory of the second star has the pericenter on the positive x–axis
while the star harbouring the planet is at the origin of the x–y frame.
We then tilt the hyperbolic orbit around the x–axis by an angle is2 to
vary the approach geometry. We also rotate the disk of the second
star around the y–axis by an angle id2. The disk of the primary star
has instead its median plane on the x–y plane. We could have further
varied the initial configuration by rotating both the disks around the
x and z–axis, but due to the heavy CPU load of each simulation, we
considered only the rotations defined by is2 and id2.
In Fig. 52a we show an example of this procedure giving a full 3D
view of the encounter geometry for the case h where the disk is in-
clined of 60o respect to the primary disk and the hyperbolic trajectory
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is inclined of 30o respect to the primary disk plane. The hyperbolic
trajectory is shown during the pericenter passage and the two disks
are plotted at 3 different evolutionary times. A 2D projection in the
(x,z) plane (Fig. 52b) of the previous plot gives an additional view of
the mutual orientations of stars and disks.
Figure 52: In the top panel we illustrate in 3D the encounter geometry of
model h. The hyperbolic trajectory is plotted as a continuous line
while its projections on the (x,y) and (x,z) plane are shown as
dashed lines. The disks around the primary and secondary star
are shown at 3 different evolutionary times around the pericen-
ter passage. The primary disk is at the center of the reference
frame so its shape overlaps at the 3 different times. In the bottom
panel we show a projection of the 3D plot on the (x,z) plane, a
view that helps to understand the dynamical configuration of the
encounter.
In a test case we also changed the minimum approach distance q
(case b) and we also performed a simulation with no disk around the
second star to compare with all other cases with two disks (case d).
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This model is relevant for understanding the role of the disk around
the second star in the evolution of the planet.
9.3.3 Cases a, b and c: id2 = 45o.
We first analyze the models where the disks are mutually inclined of
45o i.e. id2 = 45o. In two cases with this configuration we test the
dependence on the periapse distance q of the hyperbolic orbit on the
evolution of the disks and planet orbit (cases a and b). In the third
case c we incline also the hyperbolic trajectory setting is2 = 60o. This
last case is more general in terms of geometric configuration and we
will adopt it as reference case comparing its outcome to the other two.
In Fig. 53 the evolution of the disks and planet are shown at different
times for case c. At the minimum distance (first two plots) the disks
begin to interact becoming highly eccentric and strongly warped. The
outer edge of the disk around the passing star overlaps close to the
center with that of the primary star. At subsequent times, the disks
are very distorted, and tidal tails are launched causing a significant
mass exchange. It is noteworthy that in the third plot the disk around
the passing star (secondary star) appears very eccentric, but this is
a perspective effect. When the integrated density is computed, the
inclined disk is projected on the x–y plane and so it appears more
eccentric due to its inclination. About 2800 yr after the flyby, the pri-
mary disk is returned to a quiet state and the planet has carved a new
gap in the disk, as illustrated in Fig. 54.
9.3.3.1 Evolution of the planet orbit
The planet in case c, which appears in the plots of Fig. 53 and Fig. 54
as a local overdensity, is moved on an inclined and eccentric orbit
after the stellar flyby due to the gravitational pull of the passing star.
However, the subsequent interaction with the disk damps both the
eccentricity and inclination and, on a short timescale, the planet is
driven back on an almost circular orbit not inclined respect to the
disk plane. All the effects of the stellar flyby have been erased apart
from a shift in semimajor axis. However, the final planet orbit may
be slightly inclined respect to the equatorial plane of the primary
star since the disk, after a warped phase, relaxes into an inclined
configuration (see Fig. 54, bottom plot). The planet, tidally interacting
with the disk, is dragged back not to the star equatorial plane but to
the disk median plane, slightly tilted, after the flyby, respect to the
star equatorial plane.
In Fig. 55 we show the time evolution of the orbital parameters of
the planet in the 3 simulations a, b, and c. The semimajor axis, after a
jump caused by the stellar encounter, decreases with time due to the
tidal interaction with the disk. A new gap around its orbit is forming,
as shown in Fig. 54 (top plot) for the case c (id2 = 45o and is2 = 60o),
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Figure 53: Logarithm of the superficial density (column integrated) of the
circumstellar disks in the x–y and x–z plane, at 2 different evolu-
tionary steps during the stellar flyby for the model c. Note that
the color scale for the superficial density Σ is different in the x–y
(face–on) and x–z (edge–on) projections since the bulk density ρ
is integrated along different paths. The top plots show the disks
when the stars are close to the pericenter passage, the bottom
plots when the stars are departing just 60 yrs after the encounter.
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Figure 54: Logarithm of the superficial density (column integrated) of the
disk around the star with planet and its x–z slice 2800 yrs after
the flyby for the model c. The disk has reached a quiet state and
the planet has almost completely carved a gap around its orbit.
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but it is not yet deep enough to cause the slow type I migration which
will probably start at later times. The delay is also due to the initially
inclined orbit of the planet respect to the disk which slows down the
gap carving.
The eccentricity pumped up by the stellar flyby is quickly damped
when the second star departs from the primary after the encounter.
This is illustrated in Fig. 55 middle panel. In the most perturbed con-
figuration (case a) the eccentricity grows up to 0.5 and is quickly
reduced to 0.2 in less than 1000 yr. After this initial phase, the damp-
ing is slower occurring at a rate of about 6× 10−6 yr−1 leading to
a full damping on a timescale, in the worst case, of a few 104 yr. In
cases b and c the initial eccentricity excitation is of the same order of
magnitude. The inclination of the hyperbolic orbit of case c possibly
reduces the strength of the passing star perturbations on the planet
eccentricity as it does the larger flyby minimum distance in case b.
However, the damping appears to be faster in case c where the final
eccentricity, after 2700 yr from the flyby, is only 0.02.
In case c the inclination of the planet respect to the equatorial plane
of its host star is excited during the flyby up to about 4.5o. After the
stellar encounter also the disk is inclined respect to its initial plane
and its inclination is about 8.5o as shown in Fig. 56, top plot. The grav-
itational interaction between the planet and disk drives the planet
back into the disk and its inclination is slowly brought to the same
value of that of the disk. The mutual inclination between the planet
and the disk decreases smoothly with time to a low value of about 1o
when the simulation was stopped after 2.3 kyr. In Fig. 56, bottom plot,
we show the evolution of the disk and planet inclinations in the case
a. The orbit of the planet is not excited in inclination by the stellar
flyby since is2 = 0. However, the disk around the primary star is first
warped and then it settles down to an inclination of about 2.8o. The
planet inclination grows until the mutual inclination between planet
and disk is negligible.
The outcome of these models confirms that the presence of the disk
leads to a fast damping of the eccentricity and inclination due to the
stellar flyby, erasing any trace of the event in the trajectory of the
planet. Such an event might be recorded in the inclination of the disk
(and then of the planet) respect to the equatorial plane of the star
but the expected tilting would be very small. It could accelerate the
inward migration of the planet by restarting type I migration after
the stellar flyby when the gap is erased but soon a new gap would be
cleared and type II migration restored.
9.3.4 Coplanar cases d, e, and f
These models assume a coplanar initial configuration for the disks
and for the hyperbolic orbit of the passing star, i.e. id2 = 0o and
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Figure 55: Evolution of the semimajor axis (top panel), eccentricity (middle
panel), and inclination (bottom panel) of the planet in models a,b,
and c.
Figure 56: Evolution of the disk, planet and mutual inclination for cases c,
top panel, and a, bottom panel.
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is2 = 0
o. They are the analogous of 2D models except that the disks
are computed in 3D. We do not have changes in inclination and we
concentrate only on the semimajor axis and eccentricity variations. As
illustrated in Fig. 57, the eccentricity and semimajor axis jumps in the
three cases d, e, and f are about the same. This confirms that the grav-
itational perturbations of the passing star dominates the dynamical
evolution of the planet during the flyby. The subsequent damping is
not significantly influenced by the different evolution and mass loss
of the disk (see Tab. 7) but it is slightly faster compared to that of case
a (id2 = 45o, is2 = 0o), shown as a reference in Fig. 57. This is possibly
due to the disk–planet mutual inclination that, in case a, reduces the
tidal interaction.
Figure 57: Evolution of planet’s orbital elements a and e in models d, e, and
f (coplanar cases), compared with the case a.
We considered the prograde-retrograde encountering configuration
as an extreme case with one disk (that hosting the planet) rotating in
the direction of the encounter orbit, and the other rotating against the
encounter. The star is on a hyperbolic orbit coplanar to both disks.
The evolution of the disks is not symmetric since for one disk (the
primary) the secondary star is on a prograde trajectory while for the
second disk the primary star is seen as moving on a retrograde trajec-
tory. In Fig. 61 the disk integrated column density is shown shortly
after the stellar flyby (top panel) and 60 years later (bottom panel).
The two disks are not perturbed in a symmetric way, as for the copla-
nar prograde case, and only the primary shows a consistent mass
loss along the trailing tidal wave. The disk around the secondary
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passing star does not become significantly elliptic and it does not
develop tidal waves before the encounter. It appears to be less per-
turbed by the primary star gravity and this is in agreement with the
findings of Hall et al. (1996) claiming that the angular momentum
transfer between a perturber and a disk in a retrograde configura-
tion is smaller. A similar effect was also observed in Forgan and Rice
(2009) for more massive disks. At the pericenter of the flyby the two
disks come in contact and mass is transferred from one to the other.
As it can be noted in Fig. 61, the primary disk shows the usual spi-
ral structure with the trailing arm extending into the secondary disk.
Due to the direct interaction between the disks, the upper part of the
secondary disk (retrograde respect to the primary star) is strongly
distorted while the bottom part of the disk is almost circular and un-
perturbed. According to Tab. 7 the primary disk loses approximately
1/4 of its mass while the secondary disk gains 2% of its initial mass.
In spite of the strong differences in the disk evolution between the
prograde and retrograde cases, the orbital evolution of the planet is
not significantly different. This reinforces the idea that the tidal damp-
ing of the planet eccentricity is a robust mechanism that does not
depend significantly on the disk evolution. Once the perturbing ef-
fects of the star flyby are passed, and this occurs on a short timescale,
the disk relaxes and drives the planet back to a circular non–inclined
orbit.
9.3.4.1 Mass exchanged by disks or lost to infinity
A significant difference between our 2D and 3D models is the amount
of mass lost by the disk with planet during the encounter. In 2D the
primary disk retained about half of its initial mass at the end of the
simulation while in the 3D cases here presented the fraction of mass
loss, summarized for all models in Tab. 7, is significantly smaller and
it strongly depends on the encounter geometry, as shown in Fig.59.
This difference may be ascribed to the following reasons.
• In previous 2D models only one disk was included while in the
present models we consider 2 disks. The presence of the disk
around the secondary star has important consequences for the
evolution of the system since a consistent fraction of the mass
lost during the encounter by the disk around the primary is re-
placed by mass stripped from the disk of the secondary. Accord-
ing to Tab. 7 up to 13% of the disk initial mass can be exchanged
between the two disks. Explicative in this context is the outcome
of model e. In Fig.60 we show the density distribution after the
stellar encounter illustrating how, during the stellar flyby, the
second star, initially without its own disk, strips material from
the primary. The new captured disk has a mass with mass equal
to 15% of the initial disk mass of the primary (see Tab. 7). This
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proves that a large amount of mass can be transferred from one
disk to the other, an effect not observed in the 2D model because
the secondary star was out of the computational grid.
• In 3D the disk evolution, and then the mass loss, depends also
on the behaviour along the vertical direction. This leads to a
lower mass loss in 3D models respect to 2D ones as illustrated
in Fig.58 where we compare the outcome of the 3D model e
with a 2D simulation, performed with the SPH code, having
the same initial physical parameters and profiles of model e.
The mass loss is slightly higher in the 2D model just after the
stellar flyby. However, the comparison also suggests that chang-
ing the dimensions of the simulations has less impact on the
mass loss than the existence of a secondary disk. As a conse-
quence, the mass loss difference between 2D and 3D models is
mainly due to the mass exchange between the two circumstellar
disks. Note that the apparent increase of the disk mass after it
hit the minimum is fictitious and it is due to the difficulty of
defining the disk borders during the encounter when the shape
of the disk is very elongated and asymmetrical.
Figure 58: Disk mass evolution in the 3D model e compared to a 2D model
with identical initial parameters and integrated with the same
SPH code VINE. The mass loss during the encounter is higher in
the 2D model.
• Previously published 2D simulations were performed with a
grid code having a limited spatial domain centered on the pri-
mary star. Mass exiting the grid domain was lost by the system.
In the models shown here an SPH code is used and there are
no boundaries for the disks. As a consequence, gas excited on
highly eccentric trajectories during the stellar flyby is allowed to
fall back on the disk at later times while in the simulations with
the grid code it was lost. This can be noted also in Fig. 59 where
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the mass of the disk is computed adding up all the mass mov-
ing within Rout = 50 AU from the star. During the flyby mass is
lost but part of it comes back within Rout before the onset of an
almost constant mass loss due to viscosity, spiral waves excited
by the planet and residual disk instability related to the stellar
flyby.
• The 2D models were propagated a bit longer in time and this
might explain part of the larger mass loss. In the 3D models the
disk is still loosing a small amount of mass when we halt the
simulation. This last effect, however, accounts for only a small
fraction of the difference in the mass loss between 2D and 3D
models.
Figure 59: Mass of the disk around the star harbouring the planet as a func-
tion of time for the different models summarized in Tab. 7. The
flyby is marked by a jump followed by a slow mass decrease.
Since the aim of our calculations is to show that the disk damps the
excitation caused by the stellar flyby on the planet orbital elements,
we are interested in the mass loss only occurring during the damping.
The disk, in this short timescale (∼ 5 kyr), possibly does not reach a
configuration where the mass loss is only due to viscosity and spiral
waves excited by the planet but it is still loosing mass because of the
binary perturbations. However, this is not relevant for our computa-
tions since the damping of the planet orbit has already occurred.
The mass exchange might cause a limited variation in the original
metallicity of the disk compared to that of the host star assuming
that the two encountering stars have significantly different values of
metallicity. However, the amount of pollution is tiny and possibly
without significant consequences for planet formation. The reduced
mass loss in the more realistic 3D models presented here leads to
a longer lifetime of the disk and a stronger damping effects on the
eccentricity and inclination of the planet after the flyby.
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Figure 60: Capture of a disk by the second star, initially without any disk
(model e), during the stellar flyby. The plot show the system
shortly after the stellar encounter when the material has been
transferred from one star to the other via the extended tidal wave.
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Figure 61: Logarithm of the superficial density (column integrated) of the
circumstellar disks at 2 different evolutionary steps for the model
e. Due to the geometry of the system, the evolution of the two
disks is asymmetric.
9.3.5 Highly misaligned configurations: g and h
We finally considered two cases with a large mutual inclination be-
tween the disks and an inclined hyperbolic trajectory for the star. In
cases g and h id2 = 60o and id2 = −60o, respectively, while is2 = 30o.
In Fig. 62 we illustrate the orbital evolution of the planet. The evolu-
tion of the semimajor axis and eccentricity is very similar to that of
the other cases previously discussed. It is noteworthy that the initial
eccentricity step is inversely proportional to is2, the inclination of the
hyperbolic orbit respect to the primary disk plane. When is2 = 0o the
jump is about 0.5, for is2 = 30o it is slightly smaller than 0.4 while it
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reduces to 0.2 when is2 = 60o. A similar trend was observed also by
Forgan and Rice (2009) and it may then be unnecessary to test higher
inclined configurations since the ∆e would be smaller.
A small difference between cases g and h in terms of eccentricity
damping rate can be ascribed to the different mass loss of the two
disks. In case g the disk mass is reduced by 10% after about 3000 yr
while in case h 17% of the mass is lost after the same time interval
(Tab. 7).
As in case c, the mutual inclination between the planet and disk is
reduced and the planet is quickly pulled back into the disk (Fig. 62
bottom plot). Even in this highly inclined configuration, the maxi-
mum inclination of the disk (and planet) around the primary star is
excited to a maximum of about 9o (case g) which will be the final
misalignment between the equatorial plane of the star and the final
planet orbit after the disk dissipation.
Figure 62: Evolution of the planet orbital elements (a,e,i) in cases g, and h,
compared with the test case c. In the bottom panel we also plot
the inclinations of the primary disks in the two models g, and h
(labelled disk 60o, and disk −60o). The bottom panel shows that
the planet is dragged to the disk plane on a short timescale (∼ 3
Kyr).
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9.4 conclusions
We have shown that circumstellar disks are able to absorb the ef-
fects of close stellar encounters on planetary systems orbiting stars
in clusters. The orbital changes a planet undergoes during a close
stellar flyby are quickly damped by the interaction with the disk on
a timescale on the order of 10 kyr (and even shorter for 3D simu-
lations). This damping is very efficient since in our simulations we
consider evolved disks with a density at least ten times lower than
the MMSN. This assumption is dictated by the fact that planets take
time to form and in the meantime the disk is slowly dissipating by
viscous evolution and photo–evaporation. Furthermore, the relevance
of this damping may be significant since stellar flybys are expected
to be more frequent and closer in the early stages of a stellar cluster
lifetime. As a matter of fact, the timescale on which a cluster loses
its gaseous component and begins to disperse is comparable to the
circumstellar disk lifetime. Statistically, a large fraction of close stellar
encounters are expected to occur while the circumstellar disk is still
present and able to damp the eccentricity induced by the stellar flyby.
We find some significant differences between 2D and 3D simula-
tions.
• The mass lost by the primary disk during the stellar flyby de-
pends on the 3D geometry of the encounter and does not lead
to the large mass loss observed in 2D simulations. The differ-
ence is mainly due to the inclusion of a disk around the passing
star that exchange mass with the primary disk during the close
encounter and the use of an SPH code that allows us to better
track the evolution of the gas far away from the stars.
• The semimajor axis of the planet just after the encounter mi-
grates inward at a slower rate in 3D simulations compared to
2D models. Type II migration of an eccentric orbit, like that of
the planet just after the encounter, appears to be significantly
less efficient in 3D models.
• The initial eccentricity excited by the stellar flyby is damped
more quickly in 3D models and this is partly due to the reduced
amount of mass lost by the disk.
We also observed a slower eccentricity damping efficiency when the
orbit of the planet is inclined respect to the disk due to a slightly
weaker disk–planet interaction.
The only observable difference after the close approach in the 3D
model may be a residual misalignment between the planet–disk or-
bital plane and the star equatorial plane. In fact, during the encounter,
the disk harbouring the planet is warped by the interaction with the
passing star and its disk. Then it relaxes on a new plane tilted respect
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to the original one. In our models we find a maximum tilting of about
9o. Subsequently, the planet is pulled back into the disk by tidal inter-
action with the gas and its orbit also becomes inclined respect to the
star equatorial plane. If there are repeated stellar flybys the final tilt-
ing of the planet orbit may be larger but it appears unlikely that this
mechanism may lead to the large planet inclinations found (Triaud
et al., 2010).
Our results do not imply that stellar flybys do not affect the evo-
lution of planetary systems in clusters. However, they may do it in a
more subtle way if the circumstellar disk is still present. The evolu-
tion of the system, in particular planet migration, is faster when the
eccentricity is excited and the disk may also temporarily enhance the
eccentricity excitation, as shown in the case of three planet systems in
the 2D model. Even planets close encounters can occur, but after the
period of dynamical excitation, the disk damps the eccentricity and
inclination, the system returns to a quiet state, and it resumes normal
migration speed.
By inspecting the dynamical properties and architecture of plane-
tary systems orbiting around stars that were members of clusters, it
would be difficult ‘a posteriori’ to distinguish between systems whose
evolution was influenced by stellar flybys and those that were not.
The influence of stellar flybys will be detectable only on a statistical
basis as shown by the modeling of Fragner and Nelson (2009). Many
parameters are indeed affecting the behavior of the disk+planet sys-
tem during the stellar flyby and they include the initial disk density
profile and the architecture of the planetary system. A large number
of simulations are required to statistically assess the contribution of
stellar flybys to the evolution of planetary systems in clusters.
Concerning the effects of stellar flybys on planetary systems in stel-
lar cluster, we do not expect any signature of the stellar encounters
in the eccentricity of the planets. Some misalignment between the
planet orbit and the star equatorial plane may appear but it would be
limited. Repeated stellar flybys may excite a significant misalignment
between the star equatorial plane and the planet orbit but its extent
depends on the stellar cluster star density. A period of fast type II
migration may occur after the stellar encounter since any gap created
by the planet before the flyby is destroyed during the strong interac-
tion between the stars and the disks at the pericenter. A new gap is
created when the planet is finally pulled back into the disk midplane
and its orbit circularized. The rate at which the disks are destroyed in
clusters may be slower than expected since when two stars have an
encounter, their disks exchange mass rather than loosing it.
In our modeling, we have considered a rather extreme configura-
tion for the encounter in terms of flyby distance and planet orbit. It
would be interesting to explore in more detail the effects of repeated
close encounters on more complex planetary systems. For example,
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an exploration on the consequences of stellar encounters in systems
of 3 planets, like that in our 2D model, would be interesting also in 3D.
The parameter space is really huge and many different configurations
may be envisaged in light of recent discoveries of extrasolar planetary
systems. However, according to our results, it appears reasonable to
expect that if the damping works in extreme conditions it should be
effective also in different, potentially more complex, scenarios.

10
C O N C L U S I O N S
The standard model of planet formation developed on the ground of
Solar System observations and exploration failed to predict the two
very first discoveries of an exoplanet. In effect, the first was detected
around the pulsar PSR B1257+12 (Wolszczan and Frail, 1992), prov-
ing that Solar–type stars are not the only stars hosting planets. Most
puzzling, the second one (Mayor and Queloz, 1995), even if detected
around a Solar type star, was a Jupiter class planet orbiting its host
star with a semimajor axis smaller than that of Mercury.
Since then, the theory of planet formation and evolution (reviewed
in this Thesis) has made huge steps in the understanding of the basic
processes at play, with the aid of planet detection surveys which had
furnished an increasing and various sample of planets, and more re-
alistics computer simulations on which to test the developing theory.
The most interesting scenario in this context is that of binary star
systems, which are a test bench of paramount importance for the
planet formation process.
In this Thesis I presented two original works in which I have ad-
dressed planet formation in these complex scenarios. In the first one
(Chap. 6) I have studied the evolution of circumstellar protoplane-
tary disks in close binary systems, verifying that the conditions for
planetesimal formation are prohibitive due to the tidal interaction of
the companion star which truncates the disk, heats it up, and excites
strong tidal waves during the periastron passages. However, these ef-
fects are strongly dependant on the binary semimajor axis and they
are considerably reduced for wider systems.
In the second work I have considered the planetesimal stage of
planet formation in the 16–Kepler system, showing that, due to the
presence of the companion star, the circumbinary gas disk becomes
eccentric. The asymmetric gravity field of the disk excites the plan-
etesimals eccentricities and their perihelia alignment is partially de-
structed, leading to prohibitive impact velocities inside 10 AU from
the binary for planetesimal sizes of 5 and 25 km in size. The planet
observed in this system near the dynamical stability limit could be
explained assuming that it formed in the outer zones of the proto-
planetary disk and then migrated inside.
It is also of fundamental importance to study the planetary system
evolution after the planet formation process, in order to predict the
actual planetary system configurations.
In particular, I have studied both in 2 and 3 dimensions the influ-
ence that a close stellar encounter in an open cluster could have on
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an evolving planetary system, in order to predict the effects of this
mechanism on the overall statistics of planets in clusters. I found that
even a rarefied gas disk, which is expected to be still present after the
cluster dispersal, could effectively damp eccentricity and inclination
excitations caused by stellar flyby.
These studies are not a mere intellectual play, since it has been
proven that the fraction of binary stars is almost equal to that of single
Solar–type stars (Duquennoy and Mayor, 1991; Raghavan et al., 2010),
and it is even higher in star forming regions (Parker et al., 2011). Thus,
in order to understand planet formation one has to take into account
binary stars.
The possibility to find an Earth analogue with modern technologies
and dedicated space missions had burst the interest in this scientific
field. However, up to now there have been two important limitations,
namely, selection and bias effects, and difficulties in the physical char-
acterization of detected planets.
With the next generation of space missions devoted to planet de-
tection we are entering a new era in this scientific field, since we will
obtain a complete characterization of the bulk and atmosphere prop-
erties of extrasolar planets down to Earth–size.
In particular, the PLATO mission is the most promising, having
the possibility to detect a wide range of planetary systems due to its
long–based observational strategy, and to take advantage of the huge
amount of stellar data from the Gaia mission that will help PLATO
both in the target selection phase, and in a better characterization of
the planet physical parameters.
From the next generation missions we will obtain an unprecedented
picture of planetary systems evolution at play, that will revolutionize
our understanding of the planet formation process.
PLATO will survey a complete sample of stars in nearly half of the
sky, reducing the selection effects observed in past space missions (see
Chap. 4), and giving us a more realistic picture of planet evolution in
different stellar environments. Thus, we would better understand the
influence of stellar types and multiplicity on planet formation.
Moreover, it would be capable of detecting planets orbiting binaries
in S–type orbits (see Chap. 6) down to the smaller limit of binary
semi–major axis for planet formation (ab = 10–20 AU) and, thanks to
its observational strategy, it would be able to detect multi–planetary
systems in close configurations (ab < 100 AU). Hence, it would be
possible to address the different planet mass distribution observed so
far in the binary environment (see Chap. 4), confirming the possibility
of a more complex formation process.
Concerning the fascinating category of circumbinary planets, the
unprecedented amount of stellar data from Gaia would allow to select
a large sample of binary stars to be observed in search of planets by
PLATO. This in turn could help us to understand the trends observed
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in circumbinary planet systems, such as the planet packing near the
dynamical stability limit (Chap. 7).
The information about stellar ages, that PLATO would obtain, could
improve greatly our understanding of long–term dynamical processes
at play in binary and multiplanet systems such as Kozai resonances
with a distant companion (see Sec. 8.3.2), or planet–planet scattering
(see Sec. 8.4.2).
With the aid of dedicated spectroscopic follow–ups, PLATO will
also give a statistical distribution of inclinations and eccentricities
in open clusters via the Rossiter–McLaughlin effect (where possible),
giving potential clues on the origin of the mutual inclination between
the star equatorial plane and the planet orbital plane.
As I have shown in Chap. 9, stellar encounters cannot account for
a significant amount of such inclinations.
The binary star environment is a great opportunity, not an imped-
iment like in the first exoplanet surveys, to investigate planet forma-
tion, evolution and dynamical behaviour. It will be nice if the first
Earth analogue would be detected in the habitable zone of a binary
(or multiple) star system.

Part V
A P P E N D I X

A
T H E S P H M E T H O D
a.1 introduction
The Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a Lagrangian method
of solving the equations of fluid dynamics (Gingold and Monaghan,
1977). In other words, it obtains approximate numerical solutions of
the equations of fluid dynamics by replacing the fluid with a set of
particles.
This method has been adopted to simulate a large sample of astro-
physical scenarios, from the large scale of cosmological problems to
the small one of planet formation processes. This versatility is due to
its ability to deal with no fixed boundary problems and a high spa-
tial adaptivity (Lodato and Cossins, 2011), which are fundamental
properties in the astrophysical context.
For our simulations we have successfully adopted the 3D SPH code
VINE (Wetzstein et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2009). Moreover, we have
updated it with some important features that improve momentum
and energy conservation during the simulations, and we have im-
plemented a fully radiative approach so that the viscous heating is
diffused in the disk and emitted at the disk’s outer borders. The flux–
limited approximation, as described in Levermore and Pomraning
(1981), is used in the code. Here below we describe in detail the sub-
stantial modifications to the original code.
a.2 variable smoothing length
The basic idea of the variable smoothing length method (Price and
Monaghan, 2004; Springel and Hernquist, 2002) is that the smooth-
ing length h is related to the particle coordinates through a relation
between h and the particle density ρ
∂ha
∂rb
=
∂ha
∂ρa
∂ρa
∂rb
. (154)
The ansatz on the dependence of h on ρ is of the form
ha = η
(
ma
ρa
)1/3
, (155)
where η is a dimensionless parameter that specifies the size of the
smoothing length in terms of averaged particle spacing (setting η to
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1.2 gives in 3D about 60 particles around any given one). The deriva-
tive of the above equation respect to ρ gives
∂ha
∂ρa
= −
ha
3ρa
. (156)
The density definition in VINE is given by
ρ(ra) =
N∑
b=1
mbW(rab,hab), (157)
where rab = |ra − rb| and hab = (ha + hb)/2, so we have a nonlinear
equation to be solved for both h and ρ.
To find a self–consistent solution to eq. (155–157), we have to solve
the following equation
f(ha) = ρa(ha) − ρsum(ha) = 0, (158)
with a Newton–Raphson method until convergence is reached. The
derivative of the function f(ha) is
f ′(ha) =
∂ρa
∂ha
−
∑
b
mb
∂Wab
∂h
= −
3ρa
ha
Ωa, (159)
where
Ωa =
[
1−
∂ha
∂ρa
∑
b
mb
∂Wab
∂h
]
, (160)
accounts for the gradient of the smoothing length. Convergence is
assumed to occur when |hnew − h|/h0 <  = 10−3. Due to the de-
pendence of h on ρ, the equations of motion are changed accordingly
dva
dt
= −
∑
b
mb
(
Pa
ρ2aΩa
+
Pb
ρ2bΩb
+Πab
)
∇bWab, (161)
where Πab is the artificial viscous pressure term. The continuity equa-
tion becomes
dρa
dt
=
1
Ωa
∑
b
mb(va − vb) · ∇bWab, (162)
and the energy equation
dua
dt
=
Pa
Ωaρ2a
∑
b
mbvab · ∇bWab + 1
2
∑
b
mbΠabvab · ∇bWab,
(163)
where vab = va − vb.
The artificial viscosity term is added a) to correctly model shock
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waves that inject entropy into the flow over distances that are much
shorter than a smoothing length and b) to simulate the evolution of
viscous disks. The Π term broadens the shock over a small number of
smoothing lengths and correctly resolves it ensuring at the same time
that the Rankine–Hugoniot equations are satisfied. In this way it pre-
vents discontinuities in entropy, pressure, density, and velocity fields.
SPH simulations (Monaghan and Gingold, 1983) include both a linear
term (bulk viscosity), which dissipates kinetic energy as particles ap-
proach each other to reduce subsonic velocity oscillations following
a shock, and a quadratic term (von Neumann–Richtmyer viscosity),
which convert kinetic energy to thermal energy preventing particle
interpenetration in shocks
Πab =
{
(−αSPHcabµab +βSPHµ
2
ab)/ρab vab · rab 6 0,
0 vab · rab > 0,
(164)
where all quantities are symmetrized. The term µab plays the role of
the velocity divergence,
µab =
habvab · rab
r2ab + η2h
2
ab
fab, (165)
with η << 1 to prevent singularities as particles approach, while fab
(Balsara, 1995) is introduced to avoid large entropy generation in pure
shear flows and is defined as
fa =
| < ∇ · va > |
| < ∇ · va > |+ | < ∇× va > |+ η ′ , (166)
where again η ′ << 1 is a factor used to prevent singularities, and
αSPH and βSPH determine the strength of the artificial viscosity. In
general they are set initially to 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, but they can
vary during the simulation, keeping only their ratio fixed (Morris and
Monaghan, 1997; Rosswog et al., 2000).
The shear viscosity contribution deriving from the linear and quadratic
artificial viscosity terms can be compared to the Shakura and Sunyaev
(1973) viscosity αSS as in Meru and Bate (2012):
αSS = αSS,lin +αSS,quad =
31
525
αSPH
h
H
+
9
70pi
βSPH
(
h
H
)2
. (167)
It has been shown (Monaghan, 1985; Lodato and Price, 2010; Meru
and Bate, 2012) that even in the continuum limit, the artificial viscos-
ity terms αSPH and βSPH mimic a Navier–Stokes viscosity.
a.3 variable softening length
The variable softening length method is needed when self–gravity
is included in the model (Price and Monaghan, 2007). The modified
gravitational potential per unit mass may be written in the form
Φ(r) = −G
∑
b
mbφ(|r− rb|), (168)
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where φ is a softening kernel that is a function of the particle separa-
tion and the softening length (h, which corresponds to the smoothing
length as in Price and Monaghan (2007)). The form of φ is given be-
low. The gravitational force in r is computed as
F(r) = −∇Φ = −G
∑
b
mbφ
′(|r− rb|)
r− rb
|r− rb|
, (169)
where φ ′ = ∂φ/∂|r− rb|, and we have neglected the spatial variation
of h. To get an expression for φ, the Poisson’s equation is used
∇2Φ = 4piGρ, (170)
and by using the SPH definition for the density (eq. 157), it is pos-
sible to derive a relation between the smoothing kernel W and the
softening kernel φ
W(r) = −
1
4pir2
∂
∂r
(
r2
∂φ
∂r
)
. (171)
The kernel softens the gravity from neighbor particles while it is the
usual 1/r potential for those far away. The additional terms to the
equation of motion due to the self–gravity are (Price and Monaghan,
2007)
dva
dt
=−G
∑
b
mbφ
′
ab(hab)
ra − rb
|ra − rb|
−
G
2
∑
b
mb
[
ζa
Ωa
+
ζb
Ωb
]
W ′ab(hab), (172)
where the first term represents the softened gravitational force, and
the second one is used when the adapting softening length is adopted
and restore the energy conservation with
ζa =
∂ha
∂ρa
∑
b
mb
∂φab
∂h
. (173)
a.4 sph implementation of radiation hydrodynamics in
the flux–limited diffusion
The coupled energy equations describing the evolution of the specific
gas internal energy ug and of the total frequency–integrated radiation
energy ξ are the following (Mihalas and Mihalas, 1984; Whitehouse
and Bate, 2004):
Dξ
Dt
= −
∇ · F
ρ
−
∇v : P
ρ
− acκ
[
ρξ
a
−
(
ug
cv
)4]
, (174)
Dug
Dt
= −
P∇ · v
ρ
+ acκ
[
ρξ
a
−
(
ug
cv
)4]
, (175)
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where a = 4σB/c and κ is the mean absorption opacity. The term ∇·Fρ
on the right–hand side of eq. (174) is the radiation flux term. For an
isotropic radiation field (Eddington approximation), the radiative flux is
given by
F = −
c
3χρ
∇E, (176)
where χ is the total opacity, which is the sum of absorption and scat-
tering terms; E is the radiative energy density E = ξ · ρ; and c is the
light speed. In optically thin regions where χ → 0 the Eddington ap-
proximation fails (F → ∞), since photons travel freely and their free
paths may exceed characteristic lengths of the system, making the ra-
diation field anisotropic. In this case the flux–limited approximation
is used (Levermore and Pomraning, 1981) and the radiation flux can
be written as a Fick’s law of diffusion
F = −D∇E, (177)
where D = cλ/(χρ) is a diffusion coefficient, and the dimensionless
function λ = λ(E) is the flux–limiter defined as (Levermore and Pom-
raning, 1981; Whitehouse and Bate, 2004)
λ(R) =
2+ R
6+ 3R+ R2
. (178)
where R is the dimensionless quantity R = |∇E|/(χρE). In the optically
thin limit (R→∞) the flux limiter tends towards
lim
R→∞ λ(R) = 1R , (179)
so the magnitude of the flux approaches |F| = c|∇E|/(χρR) = cE. In
the optically thick (or diffusion) limit, R→ 0 so the flux–limiter
lim
R→0
λ(R) =
1
3
(180)
and the flux takes the value given by eq. (176).
The second term on the right–hand side of eq. (174) ∇v:Pρ , describing
the radiation pressure, contains the radiation pressure tensor P that,
in the flux–limited approximation, can be expressed in terms of the
radiation energy density
P = fE, (181)
where f is the Eddington tensor, defined as
f =
1
2
(1− f)I+
1
2
(3f− 1)nˆnˆ, (182)
where nˆ = ∇E/|∇E| is the unit vector in the direction of the radia-
tion energy density gradient and f = f(E) is a scalar function called
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the Eddington factor. The flux limiter and the Eddington factor are
related through
f = λ+ λ2R2, (183)
The last term in both eqs. (174) and (175) controls the interaction
between the radiation and the gas. In fact we can rewrite the term
inside the square bracket as T4r − T4g .
In non–irradiated protoplanetary disks, the temperatures are low
enough that the energy stored in radiation is negligible compared to
the thermal energy of the gas (ξ << ug). Under this condition, the so–
called one–temperature approach (Kley et al., 2009), the two coupled
equations, eqs. (174) and (175), reduce to a single equation for the gas
internal energy ug
Dug
Dt
= −
P∇ · v
ρ
−
∇ · F
ρ
. (184)
The radiation flux term can be rewritten using the flux–limiter λ as
−
∇ · F
ρ
=
1
ρ
∇ ·
(
cλ
κRρ
∇E
)
, (185)
=
1
ρ
∇ ·
[
cλ
κRρ
∇
(
4σB
c
T4
)]
,
=
1
ρ
∇ ·
[
16σBλ
κRρ
T3∇T
]
, (186)
where κR, the Rosseland mean opacity, approximates χ. To compute
κR we use a power–law dependence on temperature and density κR =
κ0ρ
aTb as in Bell and Lin (1994) where the coefficients κ0, a, and b
depend on the opacity regime. The previous equation has the same
form of the heat conduction equation
du
dt
=
1
ρ
∇ · (k∇T), (187)
where k is the thermal conductivity. This similarity is useful when
we try to implement the energy equation (eq. 186) in the SPH for-
malism. Cleary and Monaghan (1999) give in fact the following SPH
expression for the heat transport equation
dua
dt
=
N∑
b=1
mb
ρaρb
(
4kakb
ka + kb
)
(Ta − Tb)
∇Wab
rab
. (188)
In the case of radiative diffusion, the coefficients ka and kb have to
be substituted by (Whitehouse and Bate, 2004)
ka =
16σB
κaρa
λaT
3
a. (189)
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a.5 cooling via boundary particles
While the disk is heated by the viscous dissipation (we neglect star
irradiation effects), it is at the same time cooled by the thermal emis-
sion into the vacuum at the upper and lower surfaces. To model the
radiation escape, we introduce “boundary” particles into the algo-
rithm. These particles populate the regions where the optical depth
of the disk τ is equal to 1 (Ayliffe and Bate, 2009; Meru, 2010). To
identify the boundary particles among all the particles representing
the disk we proceed as follows:
1. The disk is divided in sectors (r+∆r, θ+∆θ);
2. In each sector, SPH particles are sorted along both r and z;
3. The parameter zb is defined as the height at which the optical
depth τ is ≈ 1 so that
τ = −
∫zb
∞ κρdz. (190)
Under the assumption of low temperature and density in the
outer layers of the disk, the vertical isothermal approximation
can be locally used (thin disk condition) so that the opacity κ
is approximately constant and can be taken out of the integral
leading to the following expression
τ = κ
∫∞
zb
ρdz = κΣb = 1, (191)
where Σb is the surface mass density of the boundary particles;
4. In the SPH formalism, the superficial density can be computed
as
Σ =
Nmp
As
, (192)
where mp is the SPH particle mass, N the total number of par-
ticles present in the sector (independently of the z coordinate),
and As the sector area;
5. Knowing Σb we can compute Nb, the number of particles pop-
ulating the layer with τ = 1. This number is given by
Nb =
As
κmp
, (193)
This is done in both the positive and negative vertical directions.
The boundary particles evolve normally, but they interact radia-
tively with the “normal” SPH particles in the bulk of the disk absorb-
ing radiation without releasing it. The amount of heat they are sup-
posed to radiatively transfer to their neighbors, which is computed
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from the energy equation, is lost to infinity. In this way they act as
cooling particles radiating away energy. It is noteworthy that the tem-
perature of the boundary particles is not set to a low value but is in
equilibrium with the local temperature profile of the disk. This pre-
vents them from rapidly migrating towards the median plane of the
disk due to their low pressure value. However, they absorb the energy
of the other particles and act as energy sinks. In Fig. 63 we show two
representative vertical temperature profiles obtained from our simu-
lations of disks in binaries. They are computed in a quiet ring far
from the center of both the primary and secondary disks to avoid the
heating due to strong spiral waves, which also act when the binary
is at the apocenter. The cooling due to boundary particles is effective
and leads to a decrease in the temperature towards the surfaces of
the disk.
Figure 63: Temperature profiles as a function of the height over the median
plane of the disk (z component) for the primary disk at r ∼ 6 AU
and for the secondary disk at r ∼ 3 AU. These locations are far
from the center of the disk where the heating due to the spiral
waves, even at apocenter, is the strongest. The dots are the indi-
vidual temperatures of the SPH particles encompassed between
6 and 6.3 AU for the primary disk and 3 and 3.3 AU for the sec-
ondary disk. The continuous lines are the average temperature
values. The SPH particles of the primary disk are represented by
red dots, while blue dots are relative to the secondary disk.
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